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FOREWORD 
The present report i s  a final technical report for two contracts: 
(1) NAS8-24612 for the p r i o d  April 17, 1970, through June 30, 1972. 
(2) NAS8-26793 for the period March 15, 1971, through September 30, 1972. 
Since the two efforts were complementary, the report has been unified under one 
cover as recommended by the COR, Mr. 1. C. Bannister. These studies were 
sponsored through these contrach by the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Huntsville, Alabama 35812. The 
Contract Officer Rapresentatives have been T. C. Bannister, L. L. Lacy, and R.L. Kroes. 
The effort &olt with a variety of proposed and approved flight experiments and the 
associated materials growth and characterization. During the last year, emphasis 
shifted from support of proposed Apollo flyback experiments to support of the approved 
Skylob experiments, M555 (Solution growth of GaAs) and M560 (Containerless solidi - 
f i  cation of InSb(Se)). 
The UAH technical staff and its responsibilities w r e  as follow: 
J. H. Davis, Associate Professor of Physics and Principal Investigator 
R. B. Lal, Senior Research hsociate in Physics and Co-Principal Investigator 
since February 1, 1971 . Area of responsibility: Electrical characterization. 
H. U. Walter, Senior Research ksociate i n  Physics und Co-Principol Investigator 
since May 1971 . Area of responsibi li ty: Crystal growth and characterization 
of structural perfection. 
For the high frequency characterization (HFC) of GaAs, described in IV  of this 
report, the following UAH staff wos added Mocch 1972: 
J. G. Castle, Jr., Professor of Physics and Principal Investigator 
R. R. Lattanzi, Research Engineer 
P. T. Huang, Graduate Student i n  Physics. 
The following undergraduate research assistants were involved in  this study: 
Mr. Howard Camp, Mr. Mike Guillebeau, Mr. Len Gibk, Mr. James Levie 111, 
Mr. James Gordon, Mr. Don Owen, Mr. James Robinson and Mr. Robert Fatheree. 
OBJECTIVES 
The specific objectives of this contract were (1) to identify and perform both 
experiments and calculations to isolate the beneficial effects of near-zero gravity 
on crystal growth and (2) to develop a crystal chracterization program capable of 
detecting the expected effects of zero gravity on the growth of specific crystals. 
The above objectives are part of the broad objectives of ut i l iz ing the near-zero 
gravity environment of space to produce higher quality single crystalline materials. 
SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT 
Spherical Crystal Growth Proposal Accepted for Skylab 
Proposals Submitted for Skylab on Whisker Growth 
Proposals Submitted for Apollo 15, 16 and 17 Flight Experiment 
Observed Direct Adverse Effects of Increased Acceleration on Cd 
Whisker Growth 
201.0 Gravity Brownian Motion Vacuum Gauge Invented 
CRYSTAL CHARACTERIZATION 
Five Open Literature Publications - See Appendices 111 through VII  
Two Papers Delivered to American Physical Society on Characterization 
Results 
Implementation of a Contactless Mi crowavo Surface Resistance 
Measuring Technique for GaAs Epitaxial Films Grown i n  
Skylab M-555 
Correction Made to an Erroneous Journal Article on InBi Characteriza'ion - 
See Appendix IV 
Discovery of Self-Rupturing in  Polycrystalline InBi under Changing 
Temperature - See Appendix V1 
Development of Etchant for Revealing r)islocations in  lnBi 
Helpful comments by and discussions witn Mewrs. T .  C . Bannis,er, E ' Davidson, 
Drs. R.  Kroes and L .  L .  Lacy, during the course of this investigation are gratefully 
acknowledged. 
The excellent technical support provided by Messrs. J . Medlin, R .  Smith, 
L . L . Sharp and L . Normandin i s  also appreciated. 
I. DEVELOPMENTS FOR FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS ON c :YSTAL GROWTH: STUDIES 
O N  GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS 
A STUDIES ON INDIUM-BISMUTH COMPOUNDS 
1 .  APOLLO FLYBACK EXPERIMENTS, GROWTH, AND CHARACTERIZA- 
TlON OF STRUCTURAL PERFECTION OF InBi SINGLE CRYSTALS* 
a. Apollo Flyback Experiments on Solidification of InBi 
The major goals of the work performed undsr Contract NAS8-24612 were 
(1 )  to develoo fliaht ex=riments on crvstal arowth 
(2) to support existing flight experiments on crystal grr,w:h. 
Our offorts in devcloping flight experiments were mainly concerned with crystal 
growth from the melt. Due to the technical and scientific importance of elemental 
and compound semiconductors, we were aiming towards experimentation on growth 
of semiconductors. Since the overwhelming majority of semiconductor devices 
(above 90%) i s  based on crystals grown from the melt, solidification from the melt 
wns given first priority. Material of superior quality i s  being produced rather 
exclusively by melt growth techniques that avoid or minimize crucible contact, 
*Respoqrible Investigator - H. U. Walter 
such as Czochralski , floating zone and horizontal boat technique. Even though 
these techniques have been optimized, progress i n  solid state device technology 
i s  unquestionably limited by chemical and crystalline imperfections of the materials 
produced. Thc. parameters affecting the quali ty of melt-grow crystals are as 
fol lows: 
1 . Variations in  microscopic growth rates 
2. Radial thermal gradients i n  the growing crystal 
3. Thermal convection in the melt 
4. Thermal convection i n  the gca phose 
5. Variations i n  boundary layer thickness and composition 
6. Constitutional and kinetic supercooling 
7. Su;faa tension gradients 
8. Heterogeneous nucleation and contamination by crucible material 
The conditions summarized above are the major causes of lattice imperfections and 
chemical inhomogeneity. The parameters directly affected by gravity are (3), (4) 
and as a resuit ( I ) ,  (2), (5). Parameter (7) i s  not gravity sensitive, there are 
possibilities to avoid (8) i n  near zero gravity by applying proper growth techniques 
that are odapted to space environment. Development of growth techniques by which 
crucible contact i s  avoided and no fluid motions are induced by the growth technique 
itself (a condition that exists both with Czochralski and floating zone technique) was, 
therefore, of major concern. Bared on an essentially wntainerleu technique 1 1 2  
that was developed by us earlier, where melt i s  suspended by vetting and hemispheri- 
cal crystals a n  produced by solidification of this pendant drop from the inside out 
(Fig. I), growth of spherical crystals was proposed. The experimental approach pur- 
sued for Apollo flyback experiments (Apollo 14 and 15) was as follows: 
A cylindrical cast was placed in  a cylindrical cavity of the experiment car- 
tridge. After melting, the material was extruded by means of a sprinploaded piston 
through a 1 m orifice into a spherical furnace cavity. Wetting conditions were chosen 
such that the me1 t would be pori timed and suspended at the end of the capillary . 
Solidification would be initiated in the melt that remained in the cylinder; growth 
would ~roceed through the capillary and thereby provide a single crystalline seed. 
Solidification would proceed into the containerless melt which would solidify accord- 
ing to the shape of the isotherm in the spherical fumace cavity from the inside out. 
A schematic of the experimental arrangement plus furnace i s  shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). 
A second experiment applying soft mold Bridgman growth was conceived in  coopera- 
tion with the S&E+T+E and S&E-SSL-T staff. This experiment was intended to be a simple 
demonstration on melt growth that warld provide first information on improvement 
of crystal quality due to absence of gravitational forces. The arrangement i s  shown 
in  Fis. 2(c). 
A third experiment that war proposed and carried on by Mr. B .  Aldrich 
(S&E--PT-MXX) concerned eutectic solidification . Our involvement in this experi - 
ment was restricted to support in  characterization. 
Fig. 1 , Hemirphericol Cryta l  of Ni &el. Melt  H a s  suspended by welting; control led 
solidification by linearlv reducing the power input into the heating (RF) cavity 
surrounding the me I1 



Since dopant distribufion in melt grown crystals i s  expected to be more homo- 
-- 
geneous in crystals grown in space environment as compared to crystals grown on earth, 
an experiment that would elucidate the doping process was proposed. A Bridgman growth 
tube with alternating slabs of doped and undoped slabs was to be processed; the init ial 
square function dopant distribution would be altered after melting and unidirectional 
solidification according to diffusion and segregation coefficients, residual convection, 
temperature, temperature gradients and soak time. 
Materials selection was very much subject to the parameters of the gradient 
furnace that was designed and constructed crt S&E-PT-PE. The maximum temperature that 
could be reached due to available power, allowed skin temperature of only 1 2 0 ~ ~ ~  and 
restriction in  sire and weight was 130 '~  at the hot end of the heating cavity. For e x p r i -  
mentation during Apollo 14 and 15 flights, InBi, a 111-V compound with metallic 
0 properties and a melting point of 110 + 0.5 C, was chosen. 
- 
For Apollo 16 and 17 a more sophisticated furnace that was capable of reaching 
about 600'~ at the hot zone was constructed at SBE-PT, permitting the use of 
higher melting materials. We were in  charge of an experiment on containerless solidifi- 
cation; doped and undoped samples of Indium Antimonide (TM= 525O~) were to be proce~ed. 
Tha experiment arrangement was different from the one used for Apollo 14 and 15; a 
schematic of furnace plus cartridges i s  shown in  Fig. 3. 
For Apollo 14, 15 and 16, cartridges for the spherical crystal experiments were 
designed and fabricated at The University of Alabama in  Huntsville (UAH). * The outer 
* This effort was also supported by NASA Contract NAS8-28112. 
s' 
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stainless steel envelopes were designed and fabricated at S&E -PT -PE . Support was given 
to PT+E on thermal analvris of flight prototype furnace and samples.* A step-by-step 
characterization plan on each of the experiments mentioned above was written together with 
T, C. Bannister (SbE-SSL-T) and R. B. La1 (UAH)*; see Appendix I. 
The experiments mentioned for the Apollo 14 flight were approved for flight by 
NASA as part of an experiment package that also contained a series of experiments on 
solidification of multicomponent systems. Mott of the experiments in  this package were 
carried out during flight; all of the experiments on crystal growth and eutectic solidification 
were not processed due to time losses because of docking problems during flighr. The 
omitted experiments were then again scheduled for the Apollo 15 flight; however, due to 
a short circuit in  the furnace mclnufactured by PT-PE, which was discovered only a few days 
prior to launch, the package did not go on board. 
A more sophisticated package of experiments with a more versatile furnace was 
then prepared, fabricated and tested for Apollo 16 and 17; however, i t  was not approved 
for flight. 
Since h8i w a  a compound that had then k e n  investigated very little, consider- 
able time was spent in establishing optimal growth parameterr for 1nBi and methods for analysis 
and characterization. An outline on properties of InBi with emphasis on our findings on phase 
width, gmwth and structural perfection of InBi i s  given in  the following paragraph. 
*This effort was also suppcrted by NASA Contract NAS8-28112. 
b. Structure, Phase Width and Physical Properties of InBi 
According to X-ray structu:e analysis reported by Binnie,= InBi 
cryrtallfzes t n the ditetragonal -bypyramidal point symmetry group (4/mmm); the space 
group i s  P4/nmm, c/a = 0.9555. The structure consists of alternating layers of indium 
and bismuth atoms normal to the c-axis . (Fig, 4). 
Tetrahedral an~lcs:  106'(2) and llla(L) 
Pyrrmld~I onplcr; 106. (2) md 67" (4 )  
Fig. 4. Atomic Arrangement i n  Four 
Unit Cel I s  of InBi . 
Since the paitions of thr bismuth atoms with respect to the c-axis are I 1.876 and 
-1.876 1, two sublayen of bismuth exist. Each indium layer i s  in first coordination 
with the bismuth sublayer on elther side of i t  and the closest spacing of atoms in 
neighboring bismuth layers i s  3.68 d .  This i s  larger than the spacing of atoms in  
adjacent layers of metallic bismuth (3.47 6) and InBi, therefore, cleaves readily 
between neighboring bismuth layers along (001). 
The phase diagram of Bi-In shownin Fig. 5 was investigated by Henry and  adw wick: 
G by Pentti andcorapella, andmore recentlyby Giessen. 8 
Fig. 5. (a' The equilibrium phase diagram In-Bi . (b) Tentative revised equiliOrium 
phase diogmm In-Bi containing the new phase InsBi,. (c) The nonequili b -  
rium phau diagram In-Bi at -15Q0c, a obtained by rplot cooling. Ro- 
tained equilibrium phases marked above the diagram, retained nonequi lib- 
rium phaws b l o w  the diagram. 
U .-,, 
?t REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR. ' 
The eutectic used for the Apollo demonstration on eutectic solidification was 
0 
the lower me1 ting eutectic (72 C) with 22 atomic percent bismuth. 
As indicated in Fig. 5, the phase width of In  I +  xBii~x has not yet been estab- 
- 
lished. Since intermetallic compounds frequent1 y have phase widths of several atom:c 
percent, and on the other hand excess of one component can lead to constitutional 
supercooling especially under solely diffusion  ont trolled conditions, we have inv . 
gated the compositional variation that the InBi lotti a can tolerate . Al loys rangir 
from +1 to -1 weight percent excess indium and bismuth in  increments of 0.1 wt % 
weto prepared by alloying and casting i n  high vacuum. Part of the alloy was then uni- 
directionally solidified by an unseeded horizontal boat technique i n  quartz boats in  
high vacuum. Powden, 10 micron grain size, were prepared from cast material and 
beginning and end of the samples solidified in  the horizontal boats. Out of these 60 
samples, 30 have now been analyzed by powder diffraction (Debye-Scherrer). 
Since one of the neighboring phases to InBi, namely In,Bi , i s  superconducting and InBi 
i s  not, this phase could readily be detected by electrical measurements at low tempera- 
tures. Forty samples for resistivity measurements were prepared; however, the studies 
are incomplete. Our preliminary results by X-ray and optical methods indicate 
possible compositional variations of InBi of .c. + 0.1 wt 94 ,  
- 
Areas of lower reflectance found on cleaved surfaces (001) of crystals prepared 
from the same batch as used for Apol lo 14 samples were of concern to SSL sttrff and 
NASA headquarters representatives. We have investigated these areas by optical micros - 
copy, scanning electron microscopy arrd electron microprobe analysis, in cooperation with 
Mr. D. W. Gates, S&E-SSL-TT. Characteristic X-ray spectra of the different areas on a 
crystal surface a n  shown in  Fig. 6. The results indicate that no different phase m r s  present. 
A summary of properties of InBi that are of importance as far as solidification 
i s  concerned i s  given in the Table 1- 
- *. . . 
Property Value, Unit Temp (OK) Ref. I 
Formula In Bi  
phase width - + 0.1 wt OY'o 
- (our preliminary value) 
Molecular weight 323.82 
Symmetry P 4/n mm (PbO(B10) type structure) 3 
Lattice parameters 
1 Melting point 
Thermal conduct; \t i  ty 
Electrical resistivity 
i Resistivity ratio 
, Electron mobility 
Coefficient of 
self diffussion of In 
in InBi 
lom4 ohm-cm 
30 crna/V sec 
Enthalpie of formation A H" = -563 ~ a l / ~  - Atom 
(from In,Bi , solid) 
I 
I Entropie of formation AS" = 0.26 ~ a l / ~  - Atom 
11 2Oc to 
~ O O O C  resp . I I 
Table I 
c. Growth of InBi Single Crystals 
Since only qualitative information on growth was available: " ' wa have 
processed about 90 samples at various growth m d i  tims using Bridgman , Czochralski 
and horizontal boat technique. The quality of the sanples was studied, optimul 
growth conditions ware established, and the perfection of the samples obtained by 
the different techniques ~ l m  compared. 
Growth by Bridgman and Horizonta! Boat Techniques*' ** 
Single crystals up to 20 cm length and 4 cm diameter were gmwn by the 
Bridgman technique b, possing the crucibles through a gradient furnace. Quartz, 
Pytex and carbon (5N) cruci bles ware utzd CIS hard molds. Soft mold arrangements 
consisted of samples cast i n  c a h  split molds and packed with high-purity carbon 
powder (5N , 325 mesh) into a Pyrex container. All crysials were selfnucleated; 
sample geometries with constrictions and/or pointed ends were used. The Pyrex 
containen were sealed off in high vacuum, whenas growth in  carbon and quartz 
crucibles was simply done in  air. Gradients at the melting point (1~9.5'~) of 
10 - 35Oc/cm and gmwth rates from 0.3 cm/hour up to 5 crn/hour were applied. 
For horizontal boat growth, high purity quartz was used as boat material. The 
experiments wen performed under high vacuum at lo-" - lo-' torr. The cylindri - 
calf single coil furnace with gold reflector surrounding the vacuum tube was traveled 
at 1 to 5 cm/hour. The molten zone was about 2 cm wide; the solid-liquid inter- 
fac- waa slightly convex toword the me1 t. 
Out of about 60 selfnucleated samples grown by hard a d  soft mold Bridgman 
and horizontal boat technique, about 90% of the crystals and grains were oriented 
with the (001) plane parallel within 10 degrees -4th the growth axis. See Table 11. 
* Starting material: Bi: 5N +, In: bN, alloying in high vacuum, stochiometric 
composition within + - 0.01 wt. %. 
0 
** All  temperatures controlled with current proportioning controllers to <+ - 1 C. 
Angular 
deviation 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 - 5  5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 > 10 
Number of 
Samples 1 0 6 8 7  5 6 7 5 4 2  7 
Table 11. Orientation of (001) of self-nucleated crystals with respect 
to crucible axis i n  &grees of arc. 
Growth bv Czochmlski Techniaue* 
Al l  crystals were grown in  inert atmosphere (N,) at atmospheric pressure. To 
enable us to apply pulling rates gnatar than 5 crn/hour, the seeds were mounted in 
a watercooled sample holder. The seed crystals were oriented perpendicular to the 
c-axis. NO difference in growth rate and growth behovior could be observed within 
these (hkO) directions. Growth rates from 2 to 10 an/hour were used; at high growth 
rates, z 6 crn/hour, a tendency was observed to form additional grain, at the periphery 
of the samples. Similar to self-nucleated crystals, these groins were generally 
oriented with the (001) planes about parallel to the direction of growth. No variation 
i n  growth rates could be observed within the (hk0) directions of the (001) planes. 
Interface shape war found to be convex towards the melt. Crystals grobn with seed 
rotation (2 - 6 rpn) had elliptical cross sections, the larger axis of the ellipse being 
parallel to the (001) plane. Axis ratios were between 1.1 to 1.2. This effect was 
more outspoken with crystals grown without seed rotation; ratios between 1.3 to 1.9 
were observed. This indicates higher growth rates parallel rather than perpendicular 
to (001). 
Oridgman, horizontal boat and Czochralski setup were designed and constructed at 
UAH under this contract. 

(d) Characterization of the Crystals 
The quality ' the crystals was studied in terrns of subgrain misorientation and dis- 
location densities. In general, observations were done on cleaved (001) planes. 
The mirror-li ke cleavage planes allow determining of grain and subgrain mis- 
orientation~ very readily. A two-circle optical goniorneter readable to 1 min. of 
arc was used to determine larger misorientations. Misorientations below 1 min. 
of arc were measured by probing the surfaces with a laser beam and scanning the 
crystals. Tilt angles to about 20 seconds of arc could thus be observed by splitting 
and displacement of the reflected beam. This approach, backed up by Laue and 
Berg-Barrett photographs, enables one to cbtain quantitative and statistical informa- 
tion on the mosaic structure exposed at cleaved surfaces. 
Dislocation densities were determined by counting etch pits on (001) planzs. 
Several chemiqul etchants were found to produce pits (see Table 111). 
Solution #2 and modifications thereof were reported to produce valid results For 
InBi!' This etchant has also been successfully applied for etching of I n k  (1 1 I ) . ' '  
CP-4 etchants have been widely used for etching of other 111-V compounds, and 
alcoholic solutions of oxidizing cgnts such as chlorine, bromine, etc. were re- 
ported to reveal reliably dislocations on cleavage planes of zinc. l9 Solutie-(n # 1  
produced square, pyramidal pits, the sides of the squares beinq parallel to r 1101 
as determined by Laue photographs. Besides preferential etching, the surfaces were 
attacked in general (see Fig. 7a) and i t  was sometimes difficul: to discriminate 
pits from the background. Etching i n  solution #2 resu! ted in  square, flat bottom 
pits (Fig. 7b), a tendency to oxidize the surface was observed and the squares tended 
to overlap since lateral growth took place rather fast. Irregular shaped pits were formed 


by solution #3, the surface was otherwise not attacked. Best defined pits of coni - 
cal shape were obtained by etching with solution #4. The remaining part of the 
surface was unaffected (Fig. 7c) . 
To ascertain that the pits correspond to crystal defects, matching cleavage 
planes were etched with solution #4 and the patterns were compared. Unlike other 
111 - V compounds, InBi does not have a polar structure and, therefore, planes 
equivalent by symmetry are also chemically identical. Except for grain boundaries, 
the matching of the pit patterns was, however, only qualitative (Fig 8). This 
indicates low activation energies for dislocations to be moved; evidently the 
cleavage process causes rearrangement of dislocations, Consequently, mechanical 
deformation experiments wsre performed. Etching, bending and reetching of speci - 
mens showed that strain caused the appearance of many new pits. I n  addition, a 
large percentage of the original pits showed flat bottoms. Since slip lines and grain 
boundaries (Fig. 8) were also decorated and annealing reduced the pit  density con- 
siderably, i t  was concluded that the pits obtained correlate with crystal defects. 
(e) Quality of the Crystals 
h already indicated, the overwhelming majority of self.nucleated crystals 
grew with the (001) plane parallel to the axis of the crucible or rather to the growth 
direction. The substructure generally also consists of long grains and subgrains 
parallel to the direction of growth. The subgrain width was of the order of 1-2 mm 
and the average misorientation about 14 minutes of arc for crystals grown i n  hard 
molds. Cleaved samples are shown i n  Fig. 9. The best hard-mold Bridgman crystals 
were grown at rates of 10 to 12 mm/hour and gradients between 15' and 2 ~ ~ ~ / c r n .  

Fig. 10. Effect of annealing on etch pit  density on m*~tching cleovuge planes. 
Left side annealed, pit density 2.5 . 101; right half not annealed, 
pit  density 5 lo4. Linear mognificotion 1ZOX. Crystal grown by 
Czochralski technique. 
Dislocation densities in  ospmwn crystals ranged from 0.9 lo4 to 2.3 lo4 per 
cma; the average was 1.6 104dislocations/cm2 . These counts include the dis- 
locations at grain and subgrain boundaries. Crystals grown in soft molds were of 
considerably better quality. Best crystals were grown at low growth rates (= 1 cm/ 
hour) and relatively steep temperature gradients (25 to 3!j0c/cm). 
Average misorientation of grains was about 5 min. of arc, with grain width 
being 1 mm to several cm. Dislocation densities were also somewhat lower, 
0.6 lo4 to 2 lo4 with an average of 1.3 lo4 dislocations/cma. Growth by 
the Czochralski technique produced single crystals only with seed orientation along 
the (hkO) directions. Growth along (001 ) resulted in  polycrystals. The best crystals 
were obtained by growing at a rate of 3 - 4 cm/hour and by tapering the seed to 
1 to 2 mm diameter and then constantly increasing the crystal diameter at an angle of 
10 to 15 degrees. Crystals as large as 6 cm i n  length and 1 cm diameter with no observ- 
able subgrains were obtained. The average dislocation density was about the same as i t  
was for soft mold Bridgmangmm crystals, namely 1.3 10'/cma. 
0 
Annealing of samples at 100 C for 4 - 8 hours and returning to room temperature 
0 
at a constant rate of about 20  hour resulted in  considerably lower etch pit density. 
The density was reduced by a factor of 20 to 30; crystals with less than 1000 counts per 
cm2 could be obtained (Fig. 10). 
I t  should be mentioned that single crystals of InBi were given to Dr. R. Kroes 
(SSL-T) for optical reflectance studies, fo Dr. L. Lacy (SSL) for measurements of 
elastic properties and to Mr. 1. White (UAH) for studies on thermal expansion. 
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I ,A.2. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS ON InBi CRYSTALS* 
The characterization of the crystals of indium bismuth compound started with 
NASA's interest i n  growing this mdterial in one of the Apol lo Flyback missions. The 
intermetal l i c  compound InBi, in contrast to other 111-V compounds which are semicon - 
ducting and have zinc blende or diamond structure, i s  metallic i n  nature and exists in  
a three different phases. The purpbse of these studies i s  to differentiate the effect of re- 
duced gravity environment on the growth of single crystals. The studies wil l provide 
background data that can be used to compare and differentiate the quality of crystals 
grown in space and on earth, 
Electrical resistance arises whenever the regular periodicity of the lattice i s  dis- 
turbed. The resistivity of a pure perfect crystcrl i s  low since there are no defects to 
scatter or stop the electrons moving through the lattice under the influence of the 
applied voltage . In a real crystal, though, there are several types of deviations from 
this perfection which scatter electrons and this contributes to the resistivity P .  These 
contributions act independently of one another, and are due to thermal oscillations 
of the atoms, n(T), scattering due to impurity atoms, o (c), scattering due to vacancies, 
~ ( v ) ,  and relatively small contribution for dislocations, ,: {d). Thus 
0 = D (T) + 0 (c) + a (v) + (d) 
For the most pcrt, contributions due to impurities and physical defects are treated 
independently i n  theoretical discussions, but, i n  general of ccune, both are present 
in  any physical experiment. The residual resistcnce i n  metals i s  the limit of the ob- 
served resistance when extrapoiated to absolute zero (with many metals a measure- 
*Person in charge - R. 0. Lal 
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0 
ment at -4 K i s  quite adequate) which i s  o:sunied to be due so!ely to chemical and 
phyrical imperfections. Correspondingly, the remainder of the resistcince a (T) 
(often callea the ideal resistance) i s  assumed to arise solely fror 2-fmal vibrations 
of the unperturbed lattice and hence to be characteristic of the ideally pure and 
physically perfect metal crystal. Dislocations as well as point defects cause 
scattering of ')le conduction electrons in  metals, and tnus are responsible for an 
increase of ths electrical resistivity over the residual resistivity and thermal re- 
sistivity. One usually assumes validity of the Matthiessen's rule. 
For measurement of resistivity, the following two methods were used: 
(a) Two-point probe method 
(b) Four-point probe method 
Experimental arrangements were made for setting up the two-point probe method 
of resistivity . Basically the procedure involves making ohmic contacts to the ends 
of the sample, passing a known current through the sample and then measuring the 
voltage drop across the two probes applied to the surface. The resistivity i s  then cal- 
culated: 
V A 
P =r.r ohm cm 
where A = cross sectional area normal to current 
L = distance between two probes 
I constant current 
V = potential measured across the two probes 
4 The four probe technique developed by Veldes , was used to determine resistivity 
of samples in the form of flat discs. According to Valdes, the resistivity i s  given by, 
where the distance between e6ch of the four equidistant probes "a" i s  usually about 
0.13 cms, V i s  the potential measured across the inside probes and I i s  the current 
passing through the otater pr~bes. 
0 The low temperature work down to 4.2 K was done using a glass cryostat. The 
temperatures were measured using Cu - coristantan and Au + .07'/5 Fe - chrome1 
thermncouples. The values of voltages, current and thermocouple voltage wer3 re - 
coded using a Hewlett Packard data acquisition system having 2402A integrating 
digital voltmeter, 2547A coupler, 291 18 crossbar scanner and a teletype sy.:tem. 
Data c c ~ l d  ulso be taken on a tape which can directly go a computer to calculate 
the value of resistivity and to plot the curve for the temperature variation of resistivity. 
0 Since indium bismuth i s  a very low melting compound (109 C) special care wos 
taken i n  making ohmic contacts on the sample. For current contacts electriccll leads 
were soldered using a low melting solder 1820~2 (mp 204'~) made by Alpha Ketals, 
Inc. The crystals were mounted on alumina substrate. The potential probes were 
pressure contacts for samples of definite rectargular geometry, 
For Apollo Flyback samples of ln0i a special crpta l  holder was made from teflon 
where the whole cast sample could be r~sed for resistance measurement (see Fig. 1). 
A l l  the electrical leads w r e  pressure contacts. The sample holder was tested by using 
samples of stainless steel 303 cnd high puri'y aluminum rod; of about 0.62 cm diameter. 
The values of resistivities for stainless steel and aluminum were found within 5% of the 
available values i n  literature (Table 1). 

Toole i 
Test of Teflort Crystal Holder 
Results for Cast Polycrystal line Samples (Destructive Effects of Thermal Cycling) 
Cast samples of InBi wen solidified f.om the high purity molten indium and bismuth 
Sample 
Stainless 
Steel 303 
High purity 
Aluminum 
606 1 
i n  a cylindrical, 5.4 mm diameter split graphite mold. Sample dimensions were measured 
with a traveling microscope. The me1 ting point of one of the samples was checked 
0 
and found to be 109 + - 1 C as expected. This eliminates the possibility that the 
6 presence of heterogeneous phase, such as In or Bi , caused the results reported 
here. The results of resistance measurements on polycrystal l ine InBi samples at room 
temperature and at 7 f ~  are show Table 11. The sample current density i s  no 
longer uniform because of interna! fractures noticed after cooling the samples down 
0 to 77 K; therefore, symbol p' for the apparent resistivity i s  used. 
Meosured 
Resistivity by 
o in ohm cm 
75.48 x lo-" 
2.52 x lo-' 
Reported 
Value of 
o (ref 5) 
73.5 x lo-= 
2.67 x lo-' 
Table I1  
Resistance Ratios of Indium Bismuth Samples 
I n  general, the resistance decreased by about 1/2 instead of 1/5 (as seen for 
0 0 
single crystal) as the temperature was lowered from 295 K to 77 K as seen i n  column 1. 
When the samples were warmed back to room temperature, p ' was about two times 
0 greater than i t  was before quenching to 77 K as seen in column 2. Table I1 coven 
only the first cycle; however, repeated quenchings further increased the value of 
0 
P ' ~ ~ : ,  . These changes were independent of tho rate of cooling from 50 to 1 ~/sec.  
Several of the samples which had been quenched several times were anqealed 
0 
"t 50 C. The resistivity decreased by up to 20% in several hours, but the amount and 
rate of recovery was not reproducible from sample to sample, A n  saling one sample 
0 
at 80 C did not produce additional recovery. 
Microscopic examination of the InBi polycrystals after cycling revealed surface 
cracks, whi ch had not been observed on monocrystals . In order to study the morphology 
more carefully, samples of InBi polycrystals were polished on one side. This removed the 
outer layer of marerial which might have been affected by the mold and pro- 
vided a flat surface for examination. 
The appearance of the original polished surface i s  shown in Fig. 2.  Fig. 3 
0 
shows the same after seven cycles to 77 K . Note that (1) the grain boundaries 
have darkened considerably, (2) that grains appear to have subdivided and (3) 
that new, long vertical straight fractures have appeared which pass through several 
grains. 
0 Several samples actually fractured i n  half after about 10 cycles to 77 K.  
The fractured ends consisted of several smooth facets which presumably were the 
(001) cleavage planes of each grain. 
Similar, but more subtle, morphology results have been reported for other non- 
cubic materials by Boas and Honeycomb 7 1 8 1 9  who studied the deformation of poly- 
crystals of tin, zinc, cadmium, and other materials by cyclic heating and cooling. 
Their results indicated that the anistropy of thermal expansion causes plastic deforma- 
tions which resulted in  changes of the morphology of grain boundaries of noncubic 
materials. Cycl ic treatment of materials having cubic symmetry or small differences 
i n  thermal expansion coefficients (such as magnesium) did not produce deformations. 
Their X-ray examination of samples, for which the --lrface layers had been etched 
away to remove slip lines, indicated that the deformation occurred throughout the 
specimen. ~ ~ ~ r e c h t "  has studied the behavior of heterogeneous alloys by thermal 
treatment and has found deformations when the thermal expansion coefficients of the 
components were considerably different. ~ikhachev" has studied the problem of 
stresses generated i n  crystals theoret;cally i n  terms of the temperature variation, 
Fig. 2 
InBi polished surface before thermal cycling 
Fig. 3 
The same InBi surface after seven thermal 
cycles to 77% 
8 the elastic constants, and the differences of thermal expansion constants. 
The present results in polycrystals of ln0i are attributed to an anisotropy in 
the thermal expansion and the good cleaveability in the (001) plane. The de- 
formation resulting from the temperature change produced the irreversible change 
of the resistivity and morphology. The observation that there were no changes 
of the resistivity or morphology of single crystals of InBi i s  compatible with this 
analysis because a single crystal would not have surrounding grains on A i c h  to 
exert stress. 
Obviously any experimentalist contemplating using plycrystalline InBi at low 
temperature should consider using single crystal samples or take into account the effects 
of stress on his results. P~l~crystal l ine InBi appears unreliable upon cooling to cryo- 
genic temperatures structurally or as an electrical solder. The results of the above 
measurements were published in  open literature. l 
Results for InBi Single Crystals (Correction of Hashimoto' s Data ) 
The electrical resistivity of InBi single crystals were measured by two-point 
probe method. The current contacts were soldered with low melting solder (mentioned 
earlier) and the potential probes were two pressure type contacts or in some cases 
lightly pressed screw in contacts. Special probe assembly was designed arld fabri - 
cated at UPH (fig 4). Samples were mounted on alumina substrates. Samples used 
for these measurements were single crystals grown at UAH by different growth techniques. 
Other experimental details were the same as mentioned earlier i n  the report. Tempera- 
0 
ture variation of electrical resistivity down to 4.2 K was measured in a number of 
crystals cleaved along (001) plane and cut by a special wire cutter into a regular 

rectangular shape. Sample dimensions were measured with a travelling microscope . 
0 
I n  some samples resistivity was also measured down to 2.5 K by p~mping on the 
0 l iquid helium. Temperatures below 4.2 K were measured by noting the vapor pressure 
of helium and using the table given by Hoare - et X-ray Laue pattern shows that 
a l l  the crystals studied belong to a tetragonal system. The crystal structure has 
been reported earlier by Binnie. l 3  Result of measurement of temperature variation 
of resistivity for samples 15, 6, Cz(l), Cz (1 1) are given i n  Table 111 and the curves 
are shown i n  Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. 
The room temperature resistivity i n  a l l  cases compares with the only available 
values reported by Asanabe. l 4  From the curves of temperature variation of resistivity 
i t  i s  evident that i n  the case of InBi the behavior i s  metallic and the residual resistivity 
0 
occurs around 4 K.  The values of resistance ratios for different crystals are 
given i n  Table IV.  
Table IV 
Resistivity Ratio for InBi Crystals 
P 4 . a  
Sample 
Table 111 
Temperature Variation of Resistivity of InBi 
- 
Temperature 
2.6 
3 
3.4 
3.6 
4.2 
5 
10 
20 
40 
60 
80 
1 00 
1 20 
140 
1 60 
1 80 
200 
220 
240 
260 
280 
300 
+ 
Sample #5 
Resistivity 
P, ohm cm 
3.60 x loe7 
3.60 
3.6 
3.7 
7.3 
2.3 x lo-' 
7.0 
1.3 x 
2.0 
2.8 
3.8 
5 .O 
5.6 
6.4 
7.3 
7.8 
8.0 
8.8 
9.2 
9.9 
, 
kz(l1) 
Resistivity 
p ,, ohm cm 
1.37~ 10'~ 
1.6 
3.2 
6.0 
1.4 x 
2.2 
3.0 
3.8 
4 6 
5.6 
6.5 
7.5 
8.2 
9.1 
1 .ox 10- 
1.1 lo-4 
1 .25 
1.35 1 0 - ~  
#6 
Resistivity 
P, ohm cm 
10.91 x 
10.91 
1.19~ lo-' 
1.21 
1.49 
2.70 
5.8 
9.5 
1.4 x lo-= 
1.8 
2.4 
2.9 
3.4 
4.0 
4.6 
5.2 
6.0 
6.5 
7.2 
7.7 x 
#cz(l) 
Resistivity 
o, ohm cm 
1.73 x 
1.72 
1.72 
1.7 
1.9 
3.2 
6.1 
1 .O x 10'" 
1.5 
1.9 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.2 
4.7 
5.2 
5.8 
6.5 
7.0 
7 . 7 ~  10-0 
@ HASHIMOTO'S DATA 
I 
1 do 
TEKPEUTURE IN OK 
Fig. 3 
lnBi Cleaved Cryrtal 16 
Residual Resistivity ratio 60 
Temperature in OK 
Fig. 6 
ln8i SINGLE CRYSTAL 
cz ( 1  1 1 )  1 
RESISTIVITY RATIO = 46 
0 Temperature K 
Fig. ' 

0 
In samples US, 6 and Cz(l) ,  resistivity data wti: taken down to 2.6 h.  ?do appreciable 
0 0 - 
change of rtsistivity was found in  going from 4.2 K down to 2.6 K .  rhe 6igh values of 
resistivity ratio i s  a good indication of the crystal purity and can be rtlgarded as a mea- 
sure of crystal qua1 i ty. 
The data reported here for InBi single crystals do not agree with the resistivity 
0 data reported by ~arhimoto .I6 Hashirnoto measured the resistivity (n ,) down to 2 K (Fig.5) 
in one of the samples of Asanabe. Hashimoto did not observe residual resistivity even 
0 0 
at 2 1, and found a sharp fell i n  his resistivity curve around 8 K. This seems unlikely for a 
0 
metallic sample where no residual resisiivity i s  seen even at 2 K ana a corsiderable depar- 
ture of Mathierren's rule i o  observed. lhese results developed considerable doubt of the 
validity of Mathiesen's rule in the ccse of InBi samples. Although samples used ' by  Hashimot0 
had the tetragonol structure o' lnBi but their mp was reported to be 103 '~  (as compared to 
0 109.5 C). The most probable source of error expected in the measurements of the above 
workers i s  the possibility of having an excess of one of the phases. To check on the above 
results, some cast sclmples were grown with I at % excess of indium. The result of measure- 
ment of resistivity for one of such samples i s  shown in  Fig. 9. The s~mple war found to 
be superconducting, but the *ransitior, width was much smaller as compared to Hashimoto's 
results. At the time when Hashimoto published his paper, superconductivity in indium 
bismuth compounds were not reportad. I t  was reported later by Jones and i!tnerl" that 
0 
InnBi i s  superc~nductir~g with a transition temperature of 5.6 + 0.1 K; also Hutchenon 
- 
3 
e t .  and Cruceanen et al. reported a transition temperature of 4.1 K for In,5i, . This 
makes us believe that Hahlrnoto's crystals might have had a trace of InaBi, phase which, 
i n  turn, gave rise to superconductivity. This gives a very good indication that an InSi single 

crystal, i f  perfect, should not exhibit any superconductivity, and should have almost 
a line type compound i n  the phase diagram. From the results of ter~iperature varia- 
tion of resistivity in InBi single crystals i t  can be concluded that this intermetallic 
compound, unlike other compounds of the same series, i s  metallic. The compo- 
sition width of InBi i s  extremely narrow. The high value of resistivity ratio i s  a 
good indication of the overall crystal quality. N o  appreciable change in  the 
value of the resistivity ratio v ~ o s  detected for some single crystals of InBi after 
they were annealed at room temperature for a few months. 
Estimate of Lorenz Number for InBi 
The electrical resistivity versus temperature curve may be used in  interpreting thermal 
conductivity data i n  transformation regions. The data are correlated by the Wiedemann- 
Franz Lorenz equation as follows: 
where 
0 K = thermal conductivity in watts/cm K 
T = te nperature in absolute K 
P = elect-ical resistivity in  ohm-cm. 
L o =  constant, !;now an Lorenz number 
The chief use of the above equat ic~ i s  to determine bath thermal conductivity 
and electrical conductivity on one or a few specimens of on alloy or metal to establish 
the constant for that particular sptem. For metals, the value of L, has been found 
to be constant and the theoretical value to be 2.45 x lo-' watts  ohm/^^. 
N o  raliable data are available for the thermal conductivity of InBi crptals. We 
have tried to estimate the value of L, using the thermal conductivity data of Weighardt 
(ref. 19) and our data of electrical conductivity. The value of Lo was found to be 
2.33 x 10" watts ohm/Ka. Krivov -- et al have also measured the thermal con- 
ductivity of InBi single crystals from 110' K to 330'~. They found that their crystals 
0 
had a melting point of 105 C, which i s  different from the reported mp of InBi. Using 
their value of thermal conductivity (3.2 x lo-" cal/cm. sec. deg.), we calculated 
a value of L C  equal to 0.38 x 10" watts  ohm/^^. This value of L o  i s  very 
different from the theoretical value of Lo . I f  we i ry to  estimate the value of 
thermal conductivity of InBi at 4 . 2 ' ~  using our value of electrical resistivity and esti- 
mated value of L,(2.33 x lo-" watts  ohm/^"), we find a value of :--: 50 x lo-'' cal/crn. 
sec. deg.). This suggests that the behavior of thermal conductivity of InBi i s  not only 
electronic but also has a significant lattice contribution similar to metals l ike antimony 
and bismuth. More accurate measurements of the thermal conducitivity of lnBi at room 
temperature and at lower tempemture are needed to resolve the bahavior of thermal 
and electrical condutivities. 
Computerized Data Handling and Curve Plotting 
During the previous year data were taken on a teletype printer and graphs were 
hand drawn only after manual calculations and chart interpolation had been made at 
each point. N o x  we can take parallel data i n  tt.e form of punched paper which may 
be fed directly into the computer for calculations and automatic graphing. The variables 
are usually sample resistance (voltage) and temperature (thermocouple output). The 

direct use of an X-Y recorder was not meaningful since the thermocouple and germanium 
resistor voltages are not linear in  temperature. 
The first test results, displayed in  Fig. 10, show the change in resistivity of an 
1nBi sample cooled from about 120 to 80'~. Only slight program changes wil l permit 
germanium resistance thermometer output to be used. 
Table for Properties of InBi, Ina Bi and In,Bi, 
During the course of work the attached tables (V, V I  and VIII) were compiled 
which list important properties of indium bismuth compounds. 
Conclusion 
From the results of electrical resistivity measurements reported earlier, i t  can be 
seen that InBi intermetallic compound behaves like a metal, unlike other 111-V compounds. 
0 The residual resistivity i n  single crystals appears around 4 K and does not support the re- 
sults reported earlier by Hashirnoto. It appears that the composition width of InBi i s  very 
narrow and the other two compounds, In,Bi and In,Bi ,, are superconducting. Polycrystals 
are extremely susceptible to thermal cycling effects. Resistivity ratios o,@ 5 / ~ 4  in the 
case of single crystals can safely be regarded as an indicator of overall quality of a crystal. 
-? 
i.. 
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TABLE V 
PROPERTIES OF INTERMETALLIC COMPOUND InBi 
- - -  - 
property Description Comments Reference 
Melting point 109.5'~ The compound me1 ts congruently 1. Constitution of Binary 
Alloys, 2nd ed. McGmw 
Hi l l  Book Co., New 
Yotk, 1950. 
2. Trans. of Metallurgical 
Society of AIME, 239, -
883, (1967). 
Crystal Structure Tetmgonal Each Bi atom has four In atoms 
a = b = 5.00 A as nearest neighbors. The 
= 4.773 h structure consists of layen of 
c/o = 0.955 A l ike atoms normal to C - axis. 
Marked cleavage plane normal to 
C - axis. Density measurements 
show them a n  t h  molecules of 
lnBi i n  unit cell. 
3. Acta. Cryst., 9, 
686 -( 1956). 
- 
4. Ref. 2 
-- - -  - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 
Electrical = 8.8 x Electrical resistivity increases 5. Memoi n of the Faculty 
Resistivi ty ohm u n  proportionally to temperature of Science, Kyusyn 
P ( k t  + &.) at 3 0 0 ' ~  Univ. !kr. B, z, NO. 2 
( b a n )  82 (1 956). 
1.6 Valuer are at 300' K 6. Same as ref 5. 
Properties of Intermetallic Compound InBi 
Property Description Comments Reference 
Electrical r~ 8 x The measured resistivities of In B i  7. Trans. JIM, 3, 35, 
- 
Resistivity ohm cm alloy was shown to satisfy the linear (1962). 
(Molten) relation to temperature and the para- 
bolic relation to concentration 
Hall Coefficient - 1 . 3 ~  The Hall coefficient (RS3) remains 8. Same 6 5 
and Free Electron cm3/ coulomb constant for the range 80' C to 
Density c ~ n - ~  -1 70" c 
Residual Resistivity The quick freeze metliod of 9. Phys. Rev. - 144, 715, 
P /PO (Quick freeze - 40 growing involves use of a graphite (1 966). 
met hod) boat and mixture of In and Bi i s  
P /PO (Bridgmun) - 80 melted i n  air. Few tentative con- 
clusions concerning the Fermi sur- 
face of InBi are given. 
Superconductivity NO - InBi (y phase) has been found 10. J . Less Common Metals, 
non-superconducting down to - 11, 295 (1966). 
0.5OK (by adiabatic demagneti- 
zation) 
Diffusion Coefficient D = 1.21 x The self diffusion coefficient of 11. Z. Metallkde 61, - D forln 'I4 1n114 in the molten InBi com- 19 (1970). 
cm2'sec at 1120C pound was measured by capil loy 
= 9'64 
reservoir method between 112" C 
cm2/secat 800°C 8000C. 
NMR Studies ~ c t i v a t i o i  energy y& r e s u i  indicate thc exis- 12. Proc. Phy~. SOC. 87 
- (Molten State) for the dissociation tence of intermetollic com- 473 (1 966). 
of InBi grouping = und in  liquid state. 13. Advances i n  Php, 16, 
Knight shift i s  sensitive - 2 kcal mole-'. 275 (1 967). 
to the short range atomic order. 14. Proc. Phys. Soc., YO (c) The axial component of 495 (1 967). - 
Knight shift and the isotropic 
knight shift i s  small compared 
to bare metal. 
Phse Diagram Three stable phases have been 15. Same as ef. 1 and2. 
reported, InB:, Ina Bi, InB Bi3 
Proporties of Intermetallic Compound lnBi 
Property Description Common h Reference 
Debye Temperature 
Specific Heat 
Heat of Fusion 
Vapor Pressure 
Absolute Thermal -0.019 at 100°C 
Conductivit in ! Cal/cm sec C I 
16. 2. Metallkb, 57, -
76, (1966). 
Enthalpy of AH" = -563 ~ a l / ~  - atom Enthalpies of melting 17. 2. Metallkb, 55, 
- Fomatian was btermind by 97 (1 964). 
quantitative differential 
thermal analysis. 
Coordination number (a) 8 (a) Number of neighbors in f int  19. Same m ref. 2. 
coordinotion shell 
(b) 4 (b) Number of close neighbors 
Proper!ies of Intermetallic Compound InBi 
Property Description Comments Reference 
- 
Entropy of Formation AS" = 0.26 The value of AS"  i s  very low as 18. Same as ref. 16. 
~ a l / ~  - atom0 C compared to A S  ideal, which in- 
dicates an ordered arrangement of 
the atoms in the lattice 
TABLE V I  
PROPERTIES OF INTERMETALLIC COMPOUND lnoBi 
Property Description Comments Reference 
Melt ing Point 8b.0°C (a) Peritectic reacrion cu + lnBi - 1. Trans. Am. Soc. Metals 
cooling In2 Bi (ref. 1). 41, 947 (1949). 
(b) Later i t  was reported that 2. crowth and Imperfections 
compound melts congruently of Metal l ic Crystals, Eds 
(ref. 2) D. E .Ovsienko Consul- 
tant Bureau (1960) p. 47. 
Crystal Structure Hexagonal Holohedral class 3. Sou. Phys. Cryst, 3, 
- Symmetry D & .  Structureof the 3 (1958). 
o = 5.496 1. Ni21n type 
c = 6.579 A 
c/o ~ 1 . 1 9 7  
S y c e  Group P 63/mmc 
Electrical ~ = 2 . 4 x  lo-' Results suggested that at mp the 4. Phys. Metals and 
Resistivity ohm cm In and Bi atoms ore i n  exact1 y Metallagr, 14, 132 
- (at the melt- the same positions as in  the (1 962) . 
ing point) solid state. 
Hall Coefficient R =-4.6cm3/0c 
(Molten State) expt Mobil i ty p = 1.80 
5. Soviet Phys. Solid 
Statt, 8, - 2950 (1 967). 
Superconducting T =5 .6  +0.1  OK 
C - 
Tc 
- 
6. Phys. Rev., 113, 1520 
( 1 959) 
Superconducting (3.4 + -0.2) kTc Determined by ultrasonic 7. J .  Appl. Phys., 25, 
Energy Gap attenuation method. 3322 (1 964). - 
Properties of Intermetal l i c  Compound In,Bi 
Property Description Comments Reference 
- 
Debye Temperature 9 = 8 0 ' ~  D Determined by specific heat memure- 8, Same as 7. 
menh, assuming the electronic contri- 
T bution to be small and considering 
4 =0.07 on1 acoustic modes of vibrction 
OD 
- - 
Phase diagram Three stable phases hove been 9. Same as 1 . 
reported. Reports a 3% HCI 10. Trans. Metallurgicai 
solution in water used as an Society of AIME, 239, 
etchant for alloys of In and B i  883, (1967). 
concentrotions range 30 to 33OA Bi. 1 1 . AIME Trans, 171, 389 
-(1971). 
Thermal Conductivity 0.025 at 90°c The conductivity isotherm exhibit 12. Z. Metallkde, 57, -
i n  Cal/cm secO C a minimum at the concentration of 76, (1966). 
InaBi phase. This indicates exis- 
tence of relation between liquid 
and solid state. 
Enthalpy of Formation AH" = -222.0 Enthalpy of melting was determine4 13. Z. Metallkde, 55, -
~ a l / ~ - a t o m  by quantitative differntial thermal 97 (1 964) 
aral ysis. 
Entropy of Formation AS"  = 0.7 c a l h -  A Sideal = 1.26 ~ a l / ~  - atom 93 14. Same as 13. 
OC i s  of the same order of magnitude as 
A s  exprimentaIf 
which indicates a statistical distri- 
bution of atoms in  the crystal lattice 
i s  expected. 
NMR Studies Knight shift lnaBi atomic grouping persists i n  15. Advances i n  Ph,; . , 
(molten alloy) data i s  presented liquid state. - 1 6, 275 (1 967). 
Kinematic v =0.85 centi Marked increase of kinematic 16. Php. Metals and 
Viscori ty stokes viscosity was observed between 1 20°C Metallogr, 14, 132 
- to crystallization temperature. These (1 962). 
results suggest that at mp the In  und 17, h v i e t  P h p .  Sol. 
B i  atoms i n  InpBi are exactly i n  same State, - 7, 1780 (1966). 
position as i n  the solid state 
Coordination Number 11 to 14. Number of Neighbon i n  first cmrina- 18. Some as 10. 
tion she1 I. 
TABLE VII 
PROPERTIES OF INTERMETALLIC COMPOUND Ins Bi3 
Property Description Comments Reference 
Mel t  ng puint , 89OC (a) Melts congruently with an 1. Trans. Metailurgr, 
open melting point maximum, Soc. AIME, 239, - 883 
slightly above 89.0°C. (1 967). 
(b) Later i t  was reported that i t  2. Php. Letters, 3214, 
formed peritectically. 295, (1970). 
- - - -~ .. 
Crystal Structure T.?tragonal , Large tetragono\ unit cell . 3. Zeit. Kntst, - 128, 
a = b.544 A Structure li kc Cr5 03 type 277 (1 9693 
c = 12.68 A (Tp). Axial ratio smallest for 
c/o = 1 .484. Cr, B3 structure. 32 atoms per 
Space group 1 4/m cm unit cell . 
Residual Resistance 75 Residual resistivity at 4.2'K 4. Same as 2. Ratio 
was measured by field dependence 
P soeo K of electrical resistance. Behaves 
~ l . n o K  metallic. 
Hall Coefficient 3.0 at 298'K Hall coefficients positive for 5. Same os 2. 
R~ (10- cm3/c) 17.3 at 4.2' K whole temperature range and almost constant above 200' K . 
- - - - 
Chcracteristic 70 - + 5'K Using 1 Grvneisen-Bloch 
Temperature eR function. 
6. Same as 2. 
Superconducting 4 . 2 ' ~  (a) Temperature voriotion of 7. Same as 2. 
T resistivity (ref. 7). 
C (b) In5Bi, alloys show twoo 8. J . LOSS Common 
transitions 5.6 and 4.1 K. Metals, 11 - , 295, 
( 1966) 
Phase Diagram f irst detected in  1966 and lator 9. Some as 1 and 8 
itudied in  1967. I t  lies bctmen (1966). 
In2 Bi ant! InBi concentration 
range 37.5% Bi . 
Coordimti M Lumber 9 to 14 Number of neighbors in f i a t  10. Same cr 1. 
coordination shell . 
Ginzbug - Landau 
Parameter K 2.6 
Consequent1 y In6 Bi3 reprerents 11. Socm-2. 
a type Il superconductor 
I.A.3. lnBi and !naBi WHISKER CRYSTAL GROWTH 
A good supply of crystal "dry run" samples was needed as the task of chrrezter- 
izing InBi, wtrich was to be solidified on the Apollo 14 mission, m s  undertaken. Al- 
though both the Bridgman and Czochralski techniques were being used (see Part A.!. 1) 
to produce large (up to 2 cm diameter) crvstals, there ms an obvious netad for a less 
expensive source of hundreds of oriented single crystals. Single crystal whiskers f i t  
that description; however, there was no information in the literature on I r B i  whisken. 
Although numerous techniques for whisker growth are known, the squeeze technique, 
which wrks well for other soft, low,melting point metals, was tried first. At that 
time, no compound had ever been grown by this "squeeze technique." Our first 
attempt was s~cceuful and whisker samples were immediately used in generating InBi 
X-ray patterns which would later serve useful in characterization. Whiskers, with 
thair long thin dimension pointing i n  a low index crystallographic direction, are 
ideally suited for rotating crystal X-ray analysis. 
Whisken were also wed to measure InBi and In# resistivity and its dependence 
on strain. 
Since this i s  the first time the "squeeze technique" has been used to grow com- 
pound whiskers, the results were published up a "Letter" i n  Applied Physics Letters, 
Vol . 19, #7, p. 220, 0c:ober 1, 1971, indicating that the results were especially 
"timely and/or important." A copy of the manuscript i s  included in  Appendix V. 
Since our lii,Bi whiskers grew much faster than lnBi whiskers, they were ob- 
served, invsstigated and reported first. The growth and properties of InBi whiskers 
wen reported i n  a later article, "Growth and Morphology of InBi Whisker Crysiols," 
J. Crystal Growth, Vol. 16, 1972, which i s  attgchad os Appendix VII. An unsalaried 
gdua te  student, Mr. James Huckle, provided rhe X-ray analysis of the whiskers 
which w a  used as his thesis subject. 
I.A.4. HIGH ANISOTROPIC THERMAL EXPANSION DISCOVERED IN InBi 
As discussed under I.k,2., Electrical lvbasuremenh in InBi Crystals, poly- 
crystalline samples of lnBi developed fine cracks and fractures undo: thermal cycling 
fmm JX) to 7 f ~ .  This fracturing war attributed to highly anisotropic thermal 
expansion coefficients of InBi in our article, "The Effect of Thermal Cycling on the 
Resistance and Morphology of InBi Single Crystals and Pol ycrystals , " Journal of Leu 
Common Metals, Vol. 27, p. 367, 1972, which i s  ent!osed ar Appendix Vl. 
The linear thermal expansion coefficienh or ! and CY,, are defined as follows: 
4 i s  the length of the crystal parallel to the 4-fold axis and ! i s  a length of the 
crystal measured perpendicular to the 4-fold axis. T i s  temperature. 
Since the above publication, c:cb . measurements of CY , and r l , ,  , the thermal 
A 
expansion cocffi cient perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the lnBi C axis, 
were carried out by an unsalaried graduate student (Mr. Timothy White) as part of 
his M.S. thesis. His results have greatly exceeded our expectations: we were expect- 
ing only that cu, i s  not equal to a He actually found that a l l  i s  large and negative. I1 . 
He also found that cr and a, have opposite signs and are both extremely large and I1 
increase in  magnitude with increasing temperature. The following prelimiilary values 
were found at 50°C. 
These a's are unusual i n  compclrisorl with other a's in  the American Institute of Physics 
Handbook. (1) The magnitude of the a's i s  about an order of magnitude larger than the 
average cr. (2) Only one material i n  ten has a negative a. (3) cz i s  about 100 times 
larger than the other negative a's listed in the above handbook. 
Conclusions: Care must be exercised i n  the use of materials or alloys containing 
polycrystalline In& in  situat~ons involving temperature changes. Because of the above 
fracturing, InBi polycrystals should not be characterized using any cryogenic technique 
such as residual resistivity or wperconductivi ty measurements. For example, the 
three times too large InBi resistivity found by the University of California Group 
(J. Phy. Chem. Sol. 25, 1277, 1964) i s  probably due to their subjecting polycrystalline 
InBi to cryogenic temperatures. 
1. B.  BiSMUTH SINGLE CRYSTALS 
I .B . I .  GROWTH AND ETCHING OF BISMUTH SINGLE CRYSTALS * 
In support of a soft mold Bridgman experiment that was proposed for flight on 
Apollo 16 by Mr. Mirt Davidson (S&E-SSL-T), a similar study as described for InBi (I.A. 1 .) 
was performed on bismuth. 
Since bismuth was the material that was used by Bridgman to establish the growth 
technique named after him and i n  the following, a series of articles on growth '* *lo and 
of bismuth single crystals has been published, no development was required 
and only l itt le experimentation was needed to establish growth and etching procedures. 
Large single crystals (up to 20 cm length and 2 cm dia.) were grown i n  Pyrex and 
carbon powder molds. Samples were given to Dr. U. Roy (UAH) and to SSL for their 
studies. 
Etching v.ms generally done on cleavage planes (1 11); on these planes the pits have 
trigonal or pseudohexagonal symmetry. The pit geometry can be used to determine crystal lo- 
graphic directions within the planes. 
Etchants employed are as follows: 
(1) Concentrated HCl, etching time 5 - 15 min at TR. 
(2) Tartaric acid (40%): HaO, (30%): H 2 0  = 6: 1 : 1 (by volume) 
(3) Methanol plus 1 part iodine 
Best results were obtained with the methanolftodine solution. Etching time was 
10 to 30 seconds at room temperature. Chemical polishing was best done with a solution 
consisting of 6 parts HNO, (68%), 6 Farts acetic acid (50%) and 1 part H,O at room 
temperature. 
*In charge: H. U . Walter 
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I. B.2. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS ON BISMUTH CRYSTALS* 
Studies on the characterization of bismuth single crystals were initiated during 
the summer of 1971 . I t  was proposed to grow bismuth, a typical semi metal, i n  
space environment during the flyback mission of Apollo 16. The work mentioned 
here concerns itself with the electrical resistivity measurements to identify the role 
of 0-gravity in the crystal growth process 
The electrical techniques used for such measurements uere the same as mentioned in  
Part I .A.2. Some samples were studied by four-point technique also for quick estimate 
of resistivity values. 
Bismuth has a rhombohedra1 crystal structure which has been described by three 
different unit cells. The primitive cell contains two atoms. Precise measurement of 
lattice parameters have been made by Barrett. l The physical properties of bismuth 
are highly anisotropic and far from what ane might expect from an almost cubic 
structure. I t  i s  probable that atoms in  a layer perpendicular to the trigonal axis 
are held together by mostly covalent bonds and that these layers are weakly held 
together by Van der Waal's forres. Single crystals can be cleaved in this plane 
(1 11) much rnore easily than in any other. 
Resistivity of Pi  Samples Supplied by SSL 
The resistivities of three samples supplied by SSL were measured by the four- 
probe technique at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Al l  the samples used were 
cleaved 0101 (1 11) plane. The values reported are not the absolute values because the 
surfacer of the samples were not polished or specially made for such measurements. The 
values reported herein can be used as a comparison between different crystals of bismuth 
with different amounts of impurities. 
* 
?enon in  charge - R. B. Lal. 
SAMPLE NO. 1 (Alfa Ventron crystal 99.999+% pure) 
Room t e m p e r a t u r e v a l u e o f r e s i s t i ~ i t ~ ~ a e ~  =112microohmcm. 
Liquid nitrogen value of resistivity ~ u o  = 21 micro ohm cm. 
The above values of resistivities are corrected for thickness according to valdes4 
Part I.A. The above values of resistivities are slightly lower than the reported values 
a for ultra pure bismuth crystals. 
SAMPLE NO. 18. 
Room temperature value of resistivity P 2 9 5  = 142 micro ohm cn. 
Liquid nitrogen temperature resirtivi ty Pea =271 'micro ohm cm. 
SAMPLE No. 17. 
Room temperature value of resistivity p a , ,  = 144 micro ohm cm. 
Liquid nitrogen temperature resistivity P e, =235 micro ohm cm. 
The resistivities of samples 17 and 18 increased to almost double when the samples 
0 
were cooled down to 80 K.  This indicates that the samples have negative temperature 
coefficients. This i s  not surprising, since small amounts of lead produce humps in  the 
resistance curve and i t  passes through a maximum, the position of which moves to lower 
temperature as the lead content i s  decreased. For these samples, the room temperature 
and LN2 temperature values correspond to the values reported by ~ h o r n ~ s o n ~  far 
lead impurity of 0.2%. I t  i s  l ikely that these sarrtples contain lead impurity of about 
Resisti\ity of Bismuth Cast Samples and Single Crystals 
- 
a. Cast sample 
A crystal of bismuth was cast (No. 2) from 99.999% purity bismuth using a graphite 

mold. The resistivity of this sample was measured at room temperature, 7 7 O ~  and 
0 4.2 K using a glass helium dewar and a specially designed teflon crystal holder (report- 
ed i n  Part I .A .2 . ) .  The resistivity of the sample at the above three temperatures i s  
given in Fig. 1 .  This sample has a residual resistivity ratio = 22. The sample 
P 4 . a  
canes back to initial room temperature resistivity value otter cooling down to 4.2'~. 
The resistivity ratio of this sample i s  very low compared to the reported ratio for single 
P 
crystals a = 290, ref 5, Part I.A.2. The measured value for the cast sample compares 
P 4.a 
with the value reported by White and Wood. 
b. Single Crystal (Alfa Ventron supplied by SSL) 
A single crystal 06 bismuth obtained from Alfa Ventron Company was supplied by 
SSL. The crystal was cleaved at L N 2  temperature along (1 11) plane. A required shape 
of a rectangle was cut. Crystal dimensions were measured using a travelling mic-oscope. 
The crystal (No. 3) was mounted on an A1 203 substrate, soldered contacts were made for 
current leads, and silver paint was used for potential probe. 
with a travel ling microscope taking the center distance from the silver paint area. The 
0 0 
resistivity was measured at RT, 77 K and at 4.2 K. The results are given in Fig. 2. The 
satnple has a residual resistivity ratio = 34, I t  i s  surprising that the sample has only 
p 4 . 2  
a ratio of 34, although the initial purity of the sample was 99.999 + O h .  The low resistivity 
ratio for this sample may be due to the possibility that the sample has been damaged during 
the cleaving and cutting processes. 
Also, resistivity .was measured on a sample (No. 4) from the same crystal, but the 
cleavage steps were removed by scraping with a knife. Such a sample gave only a residual 
resistivity ratio of 26. Results are given in  Fig. 3. I t  i s  apparent that more damage was 


done to the sample during scraping with a knife and, in turn, a lover value of 
resistivity ratio was obtained. At this stagc i t  i s  difficult to say how much 
of the resistivity i s  due to damage. Since tk,e residual resistivity (00) values for the 
two crystals (No. 3 and 4) are different (2.8 x lo-' ohm cm and 4.2 x lo-" ohm cm 
i t  appears that thc' increased value of po for sample No. 4 may be due to the structural 
damage, because at liquid helium temperature, the residual resisti ~ i t y  i s assumed to b\? 
due solely to chemical and physical imperfections. Since samples No. 3 and No. 4 
have similar amounts of chemical impurities, i t  can be understood that part of the re- 
sisitivity in  sample No. 4 may be due to physical imperfections. 
Resistivity of Bismuth Crystals (Effect of Annealing) 
Resistivity has been measured on four different crystals of bismuth (Alfa Ventron 
crystals). Two crystals, Nos. 5 and 6 (similar to Nos. 3 and 4), were chemically 
polished and annealed at 240'~ in  a vacuum for two hourr. The resistivity was measured 
0 
at room temperature, 7 ? ~  and 4.2 K .  Also, crystal No. 4 (reported earlier) was chemi- 
cally polished and its residual resistivity ratio was measured again. Results are given 
i n  Table I. After annealing, the ratio for crystals 5 and 6 (similar to 2 and 3) in- 
04.0 
creased to 133 and 216 from the previous value of 26 and 34. I t  appears that by anneal - 
ing, certain defects were annealed out and this, i n  turn, gave a higher value of resistivity 
ratio. Sample No, 4, which was just chernicrrlly polished, did not have any significant 
change in  the residual resistivity ratio. 
Etch pit counts were made at SSL and at UAH for crystal No. 6 before and after 
cutting into the shape of a rectangle. The dislocation density/cm2 was found to be 
2 x 10" and 1.2 x lo7, respectively, 
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Aftel annealing at 240 C i n  vacuum, crystals were analyzed under a metalll~rgical 
microscope. One of the crystals was found to contain large single grain boundaries. 
Some areas of the crystal were found to have a high dislocation density as compared 
to that before annealing, while many areas were found to have lower dislocation 
density values. I n  further experiments lower annealing temperatures were tried 
to anneal out the damage. 
A rectangular shaped bismuth crystal ( 1  8) wcrs cut from a cleaved piece (also 
scraped to remove cleavage steps) of a Ventron single crystal. The crystal dimensions 
were measured with a travelling microscope. Before any leads were pr~t  on the sample, 
the dislocation density wos measured by the etch pi t  count method. The average \,aluc: 
of dislocation density on (11 1) surface was found to be 5 x lO"/cm:' . A similar crystal 
from the same batch has been found to have a residual resistivity ratio % = 26. 
64. ? 
0 The above crystal (#8) was then annealed for 1 hour at 80 C i n  a vacuum of 2 x lo-* 
Torr. The dislocation density was again measured and found to be 2.2 x 10' /crni' . 
The residual resistiviiy ratio was measured for this crystal using r l  specially designed 
crystcl holder. 7 he ratio k'& was founcl to be equal to 58. This indicates that anneal - 
D 4 .  ? 
0 ing at 80 C could remove son17 :.tr.~ctural defects which gave a higher resistivity ratio. 
0 
The above sample was again annealed at 140 C and the oislocation density count wos 
found to be equal to 1.9 x 13",'cm2 . N o  significant change i n  the residual re,istivity 
could be detected for thi* crvstal. N o  grain boundaries were observed after the anneal- 
ing process. 
0 
From the above results i t  can be concluded that 140 C i s  an optimum temperature 
for annealing bismuth crystals before producing any large angle grain boundaries. The 
resistivity of bismuth shows metallic behavior i n  that i t  decierlses alrriost linearly 
with decreasir~g temperature until impurity scattering dom. bates. With the purest 
samples (about 99.9999% pure) the residual resistance become: important at liquid 
helium temperature. A qualitative estimate of structural damage can be made by 
meas~~ement of residual resistivity ratios; Otake "as shown that a correlation 
can be made between dislocation density measurements and the resisti\.' I of the 
sample. Since the material deform. and cleaves easily, care must be taken i n  cutting 
samples. A thin, fine grit, high speed abrasive whee! may be used i f  cutting rates 
of less than one inch per hour are use&, but cutting with u stri. , saw i s  preferable. 
Table fcr Properties of Bismuth 
During the course of the above work the attached Table No,  2 was compili4 which lists 
important properties of bismuth. 
TABLE 11 
PROPERTIES OF BISMUT H (Bi) 
PROPERTY COMMENTS DESCRIPTION REFERENCE 
1) E. H. Sargent Co. 
Table 
2) American Institute 
of Physia Hand- 
book, McGraw Hi l l  
Co., N. Y. (1963) 
3) Acta. Cryst, 15, -
8a5, (1962) I 
i 
-, 
4) Structure of Metals 
McGraw Hi:l, N.Y., 
1966, p. 626. 
5) Same as ref 4. 
' Bysic 
parameters 
Melting point 
Boiling point 
Crystal 
Structure at 
25' C 
Spnrl group 
Density g 
per cm3 
Electr: -,ui 
resistivity in  
Atomic no. = 83 
Atomic weight = 208.980 
Atomic radius = 1.70 A 
Covalent radius = 1 .a6 h 
Eleci ,negativity = 1.9 
Heat of vaparization 
= 42.7 Kg - ~ a l / ~ -  
atom at boiling 
point 
Heat of fusion = 2.6 Kg - 
~ a l / ~  -atom 
271 .16: C or 
544.16 K 
1560° C 
Rhombohedra1 
a = 4.546 A e  
c =  11.862 A 
Type A7 
R ?j m 
9.803 at 
25O C 
Intemtomir distancq 
i s  eqt.al t-, 11 .862 A 
Each atom has three 
neares+ neighbors. The 
structure consists of two 
interpenetratii~g face 
centered st-blattices, 
marly cubic, m e  sub- 
lattice b i n g  slightly 
displaced from the mid 
edge position of other 
= 116 at 295* K 
'mean 
cl,, = 138 at 293' K 
P, = i09 
- = 0.79 
41 I 
a) The mean val:ae i s  
related to p l y -  
6) ~ l ~ ~ t ~ i ~ ~ l  ~~i~~~~ ~ 
of Metals, ed. George 
crystal line sa~p le  
b) In  ref 7, the authors 
measured the tempera- 
ture dependence of 
electrical conductivity 
from 80' K to 540' K. 
The dependence was 
non-l inear. An emperi - 
cal fomula is given. 
Mraden, Plenum P-ess 
, . 9a) 55 
7) Sov. Phys. Sol. State, 
7, 633, (1965). 
- 
P 
PROPERTY 
Resistance ratio 
Crystal growth 
technique 
Phasediagram 
?ress;lre - 
temperature 
- - 
Superconduc- 
tivity 
I 
REFERENCE 
8) Trans. Metall. 
Soc. of AIME, 
230, 340, (1964) 
7
9) J . Php. (D), 2, -
753, (1969). 
10) Same as ref 8. 
11) Phys. Stat. Sol., 
9, - 839, (1965). 
12) J . Less Common 
Metcls, 20, 67, 
- (1 970). 
I 
13) Phys. Metal. 
Mettalgr, 21, 
147, ( 1966 r  
14) J. Crys. Growth, 
6, 352, (1970). 
- 
15) Kr is ta l l~~raf ia  
5, 154, (1960). 
- 
16) Php. bv, 110, 
314(,958).- 
17) Phys. Rev, 131, 
632, (1963) - 
18) Php. Letten, 25A ' 
-
679, (1 967' . 
19) Same as ref. 6, 
p. 57. 
i 
DESCRIPTION 
1 ) :,:t : 
i 4  .a 
for rapid freeze 
crystals 
2) D w z  - 1~ 
P+. 2 
1 ) Rapid freeze 
2) Directional 
freezing 
COMMENTS 
0) 
b) Zone ref'ned in  11 
slow passes (0.7 mm 
min-') 
a) Residual resistivity 
ra:io %00/~4.2 
> 200 
b) Single crystal of 
diameter 75 mrn and 
180 mm of length 
ore grown 
3) Spherical cr; st01 I C) Crystal of 25 rnm 
in Pyrex mold 
4) Flexible mold 
-- 
i) P~ori ; lous Bismuth 
(films at 1 .so K) 
i s  a strong coup1 - 
ing supe conductor 
with T = 6.17 
C 
diameter were grown. 
d) Dislocation density 
;. lo4&= 
The density of the melt 
close to the melting 
point, is higher m a  
densityofthecrystalline 
phase. 
+ - .03Ok; I 
2) Under high pressure 
possesstis crystal modi 
fication and i s  super- 
conducting 
Tc = ~ . T K  at 25 Kb 
f C = 7 . 2 O ~  at 27 Kb 
78 
REFERENCE 
20) Ind . J . f ure 
Appl . Phys . 2 
- 
349, (1964) 
21) J. Phys SOC. 
Japan 17, 1900, 
(1962) - 
22) Phys. Rev., E, 
u 2 ,  (1962) 
23) Progress in Semi- 
conductors, - 7, 1, 
(1 963) 
24) Can. J. Res., 
A27, - 9, (1949). 
25) Some as 23 
26) Same as 23 
27) Same as 23 
28) Phil. Mag, 3 , 
342, (1958): 
COMMENTS 
According to Join and 
Koenig (ref 22) R ,, i s  
positive and RI i s  nego- 
tivo. 
The notation a, ,  and 
aL refers to expansion 
parallel and perpendi - 
cuiar to the triogonal 
axis. 
The volume of bismuth 
contracts 3.5 percent 
upon melting. 
Rhombhedral structure 
of bismuth requires six 
constants. The dis- 
crepancies between 
theoretical and expt. 
individual elastic 
constant i s  beyond 
expt. error. Linear 
compressibi lities agrees. 
a) Thermal conduc.ivity 
was measured from 
25O C to 1 5 0 ~ ~  
Properties of Bismuth 
PROPERTY 
Hall Coefficient 
I 
1 
Debye 
Temperature 
Specific Heat 
Thermal 
Expansion 
F 
Elastic 
Constants 
Thermal 
Conductivity 
(Bi) 
DESCRIPTIOP: 
RH (pal ycv 5:alline) 
= -41, to -1078 x 10-l1 
V- c- :'/amp - Maxwell 
pn (Hall mobility) = 32@O to 
8700 cm'b-sec 
R ,, and R, for pure bismuth 
are both negative (ref 21) 
8 = 120' K below 2O K 
0 = 950 K lo0 K 
e = 150' K at RT 
i p  Heat - 0.034 ca/aPc 
a,, = 16.5 x lo4' OC-' 
aL = 12.4 x 10' OC-' 
K ,, = 17 x 10" cma/dyne 
KL = 6.5 x lo-'' cma/dyne 
K = 0.054 W cm-I K- '  
I1 
KL = .093 W cm-I K- '  
at room temp. 
79 
Properties of Bismuth (Bi) 
REFERENCE 
29) J . Ap?I . Phys . , 
34, 144 (1963) 
-
30) Theory of Metals 
(Cambridge Univ . 
Press , London), 
- 53, p. 169. 
31) Proc. Roy Soc. 
A1 35, 537, (1932) 
-
A 
e 
PROPERTY 
Thennal 
Conductivity 
(Contd) 
Mogneti c 
Susceptibility 
-- - 
Magnetostriction 
DESCRIPTION 
K = .041 cgl/cmo C 
at 300 C. 
x = -155 and -133 x lo-' 
c.8.s. emu at 
85 K and at 300O K. 
= 143 
c.g.s. emu at 
300' K 
11 
= loo 
c.g.s. emu at 
300° K 
- 
In a field of 250 K 
gauss along the tri - 
gonal axis, increase 
in length by a factor 
of 2 x  10".H1 to 
trigonal axis length 
decreased by a :ac- 
tor of 2 x lo-=. 
COMMENTS 
b, le and 
(ref 28) have shown 
that lattice contri- 
bution dominates the 
electronic below 
1 5 0 ~ ~ .  Thermal con- 
ductivity has 1 / 1  
tempturc dependence 
to about 5 " ~  
c) Later i t  wos re- 
ported that there i s  
a sizable oddi tional 
term in the electronic 
thermal conductivity 
due to bipolar diffu- 
sion. %tween loo0 K 
and 300 K thermal 
conduction by elec- 
trons and holes i s  the 
dominant mechanism 
(ref 29). 
x - values are for poly- 
crystalline material. 
The temperature voria- 
tion of \ i s  quite large. 
- 
In both cases, the 
change in  length was 
measured olong the 
direction of field. 
At low fields, the 
change of length 
was proportional 
to H2 for both 
orientation. 
Properties of Bismuth (Bi) 80 
PROPERTY 
C hemicol 
Polishing 
Electro- 
polishing 
Etchant 
COMMENTS 
Imme-ion times of 
1 - 5 minutes are 
used and removal rate 
is lo - ' '  in/min 
Cur.ent density of 
l~/crn'. Best re- 
su l ts ore obtained 
using polishing 
per io i  of 1 min 
during which 
opprox 1 mil of 
material i s  re- 
moved. The 
sample must be 
dipped i n  HCI to 
remove a water 
insoluble f i lm which 
accumuiates ond 
then rinsed i n  dis- 
t i l led water and/or 
o l  cohol . 
a) Etching time of 
opprox. 15 sec. 
This i s  also use- 
ful for showing I grain boundaries 
DESCRIPTION 
6 ports fuming HNO1, 
6 parts glacial acetic 
acid and 1 part water 
Soln consisting of 95 g 
potossium iodide, 1 g 
iodine, ond 10 cc 
hydrochloric acid dis- 
solved i n  20U cc of 
water. 
1) 1 percent iodine 
i n  m -  :hyl olcohol 
after polishing 
REFERENCE 
32) J . Appl . Phys. 
30, 234, (1959). 
(;i;oted i n  ref. 
2 3) 
33) Phys. Rev., 115 
1501, (1959): 
34) Same as ref. 23. 
35) J. Appl. Phys, 
- 41, 1862, (1970) I 
-.A 
2) Conc Hydro- 
chloric acid 
in  polycrystalline 
matelial . 
b) Different etching 
time and tempera- 
tures were used. 
Can be used to 
etch preferen- 
t ial ly different 
crystol lographical 
planes. 
REFERENCES 
1 . C. S. Barrztt, Austr. J .  Phys., 13, - 209 (1960). 
2 .  V .  I. Prokoshin, Phys. Metals and Metallogr, 20, - 56 (1965). 
3. N . Thompson, Proc. Roy. Soc. A155, - 1 1 1 ( 1  936). 
4. G. K .  White and S .  B. Wood, Phil. Mag., - 3, 342 (1958). 
5 .  Otake, Shuichi, J . Sci. Hiroshima, Univ. Ser. A-11, Vol . 25 #3, 385 (1962). 
a I.C. GaAs CHARACTERIZATIO;L r Sk i f .  , ,.r-., ?4&5> 
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND DISLOCATION ETCH PITS ON S I N G L E  
CRYSTALS OF G a h  * 
In support of the approved experiment M555 for Skylab on diffusion con- 
trolled solution growth of epitaxial films of gallium anenide, literature on de- 
termination of dislocation densities by etch pits on single crystals of GaAs was 
surveyed. The various reported techniques in preparing the surfaces mechani - 
cally and chemically and finally etching techniques have been studied for (1 1 I), 
(100) and (1 10) surfaces. The following i s  an outline of our findings and recommen- 
dations f o ~  surface preparation and etching. 
Mechanical Polishing and Lapping 
Af rer cutting with a diamond saw, which is  a generally accepted procedure for 
GaAs, mechanical polishing with 600 grit Sic paper followed by lapping with 0.3 
micron AI, 0,/'H, 0 suspension yields excellent results. Ca e should be taken to re- 
move al l  scratches originating from the 600 grit SIC polishing by lapping. Such tracks 
would show up later as lines of etch pits, indicating dislocations arising from mechani- 
cal damage of the crystals. 
The depth of the damagea layer i s  relatively low for GaAs. Compared with 
other 111-V compounds such as InSb, InAs, GaSb, gallium arsenide has a high hardness. 
The depth of the damage layer was studied by Gatos;ll for abrasive particle sizes of 
10, 20, 45 k, the laye; thickness i s  3, 4, 8 p, on ( i i i )  and 6, 9, 14 p on (11 1) sur- 
faces, respectively. 
Chemical Polishing 
The damaged surface layer has to be removed by chemical means. Flat sur- 
faces obtained by lapping tend to become rounded and somewhat wavy; chemical 
*Investigator in  charge: H. U. Walter 
polishing time shocld, therefors, be minimized. After lapping with a 0.3 micron 
Al suspension, 3 - 5 seconds of chemical polishing i s  sufficient to remove the 
damage layer and results in sufficiently flat surfaces. 
Chemical polishing by rubbing the sample against a felt cloth soaked with a 
chemical polishing solution was tried the samples become somewhat lens-shaped, 
waviness of the surfaces i s  reduced. 
Different crystallographic planes require different reagents for nondiscrirni - 
nate etching. The following solutions and procedures have been reported: 
Crvst. Plane E tchant and Procedure 
HF:HNC,H,O = 1:l:l 
HCL:HN03:Ha0 = 3:1:2 
Reference 
1 
Polycrystalline, (1 11) Only mechanical (M7 powder) 
Only mechanical polishing (3200 
mesh Alundum) 
H2S0,:H,0, (30%):H,O = 3:l:l 3 mir~, hot 6 
A l l  faces: NaOC! - H,O 7 
Modifications of these approache? have been applied by a series of investiga- 
ton. We have found that the solutions reported by Grabmaier cnd Watson (8) ~ i e l d  
very good resulk. Both (11 1) and ([if) GaAs surfaces are polished in  a H$O,:HNO, = 
49:ll solution at 60'~ (10-30 sss.) and (100) and (1 10) surfaces are polished i n  a 
Br,:CH,COOH = 1:4 solution at room temperature within 5 - 10 seconds. 
Etching 
For I11 - V compounds with Zinkblende structure (space group F 33  m) that 
do not have an inversion center, etching imposes more of a problem but i s  also 
more revealing than i t  i s  for materials that do not have polar structures. Certain 
planes are composed entirely of group I11 or group V atoms. Most importantly, the 
[ 11 11 planes are split into two group, (1 1 I), ( i f ) ,  ( i i l )  and (1 Ti) exposing 
only group V atoms and (TIT), ( i l  1), (1 i l )  and (1 1 i )  exposing only group 111 atoms 
at the surface. (100) surfaces consist of both group 111 and group V atoms, there i s  
only one type of [ 100!, this i s  similarly so for [ 110; surfaces. 
Of the various approaches to reveal dislocations, chemical etching has been 
applied for GaAs rather exclusiveiy. The following table gives a summary of basic 
chemical etchant procedures for GaAs. We have found that the best reproducible and 
interpretable results are obtained by etching in potassium hydroxide melt - 
at slightly higher temperatures, 350'~ rather than 300 as indicated in ref. 8. Photo- 
graphs of various types of etch pits on different crystallographic planes are shown 
in Fig. 1 - 5. The dislocation densities of the seed crystals used by Westinghouse 
were betwen 1. lo6 to 6. 106/cmL. Orientation of the GaAs wafers wca done by 
back reflection Laue, some experimentation with Berg-Barrett technique was 
initiated and topogmphs were obtained, Since our X-ray source was not we1 I 
suited to Berg-Barrett studies, the quality of the micrographs w s  relatively poor, 
A microfocus X-ray tube with &-target was then ~5tained by SSL, the use af which 
will allow us to parfact our Berg-Barmtt studies. To enable us to study dislocation 
Fjg. 1 .  (a)  Pits on? hi!Tcscks on epitaxial GaAs grown fro;n gallium 
solution i n  the Westinghouse M-555 tube, Orienta- 
tion of substrate (100). Magnification: 100, 
Fig .  1 .  b 1 Cracks or. Gads ( 1  1 1 )  wafer catrsed by frecring liquid 
with one side of the wafer immersed. A polsiblo 
Qcwrrence wi th  M-555 due to :omparable seedmel t 
arrangement. 
F i g .  2. Etch pi& o b t ~ l n e d  hy etching in  KOH melt (350'~. 
10 min) on ( y i y )  (Dewal t nomenclature). Pits hove 
pseudohexogonal ryrnme try crystal lographi c di rec- 
tions ' 1  30: and ' 1121 are indicated ; 7  the photo- 
graph. Mognificalion 6OOX. 

0 
Fig. 4. Etch pitr on (100), KOV etch [350 C, Ig-mFn). 
Cvst~lloeraphic direct;ms [ I  101 and [ 1 i O ]  
are indicated. 
Fig. 5 .  Etch pits on (100), RichardsonCrockar etch, dis- 
loention density 4. 10"/crn2. 
Cryst. Plane 
(11 I) ,  (lo(.VI (110) 
Etchant Reference 
HNO,: H 2 0  = 1 :2 (15 Min, TR) 1 .  
H20a:HF:H20 = 1:1:2 (10 - 20 Min, TR) 1 .  
5% NaOH: Ha02  = 5: 1 (boil ing) 2. 
HNO ,: tartaric acid = 3: 1 ) ) (5 -30Min,  TR) 
HNO,: HCI: ; i2O = 1:1:2 ) 3. 
Ha02: NaOH = 3:l ) 
HNO ,: HaO = 1 :3 ) 
HF: HNO, = 1:7 ) ) 
HF: HNO,: Ha0  = 1:3:0 - 4  ) 
HCI: HNO,: H 2 0  = 3:1:2 ) 
H2S03: H20z  (30%): H,O = 3: 1 : 1 ) 1 
NaOH(5%): H 2 0 2  (30%) = 5: 1 ) 
) 6 .  KOHdg,  K,[Fe(CN)6] -49, 50 ml  H,O ) 
HNO,: H 2 0  = 1:3 ) 
Schell's etchant plus inhibiton: ) 
1) Butylamine 0.5% ) ) 5. 
2) AgNO,: 0.5% 1 
HaO: HF: HNO, = 512~3 1 
plus 2.4 x lo- ' '  molar solution ) ) 9. 
cf AgNO, as inhibitor ) 
2 ml H20 ,  8 mg AgNO, 1 g CrO, 
10. 1 ml HF 
Schell 's etchant plus inhi biton: ) 
1) Amylamine ) 5. 
2) ASNO, 1 
0.2 N Fe 3'in 6N HCI (10 Min, 82'~) 12. 
t density and distribution of dislocations in the bulk of a wafer, we have proposed 
for SSL to obtain a Lang camera, which will enhance our capabilities in crystal 
characterization in terms of structural perfection. (See Appendix XI) 
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I .C.2 .  OHMIC CONTACTS ON GaAs {loo! grid i 1 1 1 7 "  
Electrical characterization of GaAs generally requires reliable, ohmic, low 
resistance contacts to be made on the crystal surface. The contact area has to be 
defined and small as compared to the contact distances. Pressure contacts are not 
suitable for GaAs and high frequency electrical characterization that avoids the 
use of cc*!tacts i s  not yet well established. 
I n  support of DC electrical characterization, our goal was to provide samples 
with suitable contacts for resistivity and Hall measurements. We have established 
a new technique for making contacts that are ohmic to temperatures as low as l iquid 
helium temperature by alloying an In-Pt alloy to extremely carefull )I prepared sur- 
faces of GaAs under high vacuum conditions. Since GaAs has a technological 
potential as a device material for Gunn mode oscillators, amplifiers, swi!cLling 
devices, etc. for which low resirtance ohmic; contacts are a basic requirement, 3ur 
results do have meaning other than for electrical characterization only. 
A frequently applied approach to form metallic contacts on GaAs i s  to mask 
part of the surface a l ~ d  to vapor deposit a metallic f i lm (e.g.In). Following heat 
treatment i s  applied to diffuse into the surface and to form a contact. A seriez of 
experiments were done by this approach, the results were generally unsatisfactory. 
Both deposition on heated substrates and subsequent heat treatment at various 
temperatures were tried .' The contact resistance was in the orde, of K 9 up to 
inf ini te and nonohmic. 
A different approach that h a  been used by other investigators involves alloying 
of tin, indium and gold and combinations thereof to the surfaces. Applying these 
*In charge: H. U. Walter 
1 1  . .  I I 
techniques yielded nonreproducible coniacts; we have been searching for a 
better alloy combinat ;cr 7i.d -,:.ocedure . 
I t  was found that a platinum-indium a1 loy that was alloyed under high vacuum 
conditions to carefully prepared surfaces gave excellent results. By varying platinum 
content, alloying time and alloying temperature (at a vacuum of z lo-.' torr), optimal 
concentration and conditions were established. To verify that the C-V plots were linear 
within the temperature range of the electrical measurements, the cu!rent voltage plots 
were monitored with a curve tracer at room temperature and l iquid nitrogen temperature. 
To minimize passivation of a l l  surfaces involved, al l  operations and preparations were 
carried out under pure methanol. Fresh indium surfaces were produced by cutting 
indium ribbons unde: alcohol . Alloying of platinum with indium was done i n  high 
0 
vacuum at = 600 C. 8 - 10 wt 0/6 Pt i n  I n  wcs determined to be optimal alloy cornpo- 
sition (close to saturation). Surface prepuration of GaAs surfaces prior to alloying 
was found to be most critical. The following procedure was established. 
1. Boil i n  acetone 5 min. 
2. Boil i n  ethanol 5 min. 
3. Polish i n  (100) Br/Acetic Acid 1:4 at TR (1 1 1  ) Br/Methanol 1:4 at TR 
4 .  Boil in  distilled H20, 3 successive boils, 2 min. each. 
5. Boil i n  acetone 5 min. 
6. Boil i n  ethanol 5 min. 
7. Decant intc cool ethanol and store unti i reauy for use. Son;ple rrlirst 
not be prepared more than 2 - 3 hours before contact alioying. 
8. Contact alloying. 
a. Place 1nBt  chips or, surface, evacuate to lo-" torr. 
b. Soak at 1 2 5 ' ~  for 5 mi".  
c. Hoot to 350°c, hold for 2 - 3 rnin. and allow to cool to room 
temperature before withdrawing from vacuum. 
# Excellent, perfectly ohmic contacts with contact resistance of a b u t  0.5 - 1 R (in- 
cluding sample) could be prepared v produci hl by this procedure. An example of 
fwr contacts i s  shown in  F;g. 1 . 
Fig. 1 . Current -voltage plots of 
electrical contach on Gak.  
Ordfnate: 10 rnobiv .  
Absc;ssa: .d l  V/biv. 
Resistance about .5 fi each. 
Samples with four or six contacts were prepared from wafers obtained frwn 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Wacker Chemie and Ventron. Them tm~ m 
problem encountered to reproducibiy farm contacts On these subtratsr by wr tech* 
nique. Samples  am used for electrical characterization between TR ad Ifquid 
helium tempembum by Dr. R, 0. La! and by 551-T penonnet for thsfr-r 
1 .C .3. POSSIBLE OPTICAL MAPPING TECHNIQUES 
a. Method of Mapping GaAs How~geneity by Photoluminescence * 
0 Fabre ' has used scanning photoluminescence technique at 4.2 K for investi - 
gating locally the compensation variations i n  n-type gallium arsenide. Earlier, 
~ i l l i ams '  had also reported photoluminescence of epitaxial n-type GaAs at 20' K . 
The samples used by the above author were epitaxial layers of high purity n-type 
gallium arsenide with a doping level of about 1016 on a semi-insulating 
+ 
substrate or n doped with silicon or tellurium. I t  i s  possible to study the homo- 
geneity of compensation by scanning the laser excitation. Correlation between the 
relative intensities of two recombination peaks can be used to give information about 
the homogeneity along the surface of the sample. 
We have attempted to set up such a technique with the available equipment at 
UAH. Preliminary results at room temperature indicate that the equipment we hcve can 
be adapted for such measurement. Some refinements in the optics or cooling of the 
sample to a low temperature may be necessary. 
Such a technique, being completely non-destructive, wil l be extremely useful 
for characterizing the epitaxial layer of GaAs in  the M-555 experiment 
*Person in charge - R. B. Lal 
I .C.3 .b. Photo-voltaic Effect i n  GaAs* 
The resistivity gradient may be measured in  a material by producing a conduc- 
tion cloud of electrons which diffuse faster in  the direction of higher conductivity. 
Such a preferred diffusion gives rise to a net transport of charges producing a few 
microvolts which may be detected on a sample having two ohmic contacts at the 
end.' Oroshmic, et - all4 evaluated inhomogeneities in germanium crystals by 
scanning the whole crystal with a photon beam. In one of the samples of GaAs we 
found some indications of photo voltage on the order of a few microvolts by shining 
light from a He-Ne laser source. We are looking into more detai I s  of the setup 
so that we can use i t  for our program. 
Latest refinements in photo-vol tai c measurerrents have been partially success- 
ful. In order to minimize the noise to signal ratio, a light chopper coupled to a 
PAR 50 nonovolt lock in amplifier has been used to detect the photo voltage. The 
voltage produced by a 1 mw HeNe laser i s  still too weak; however, by using a Hg 
light source, a signal i s  easily detected in  GaAs. However, the laser does produce 
a voltaic response on our Ge crystals. Efforts are presently being directed toward 
(1) improving the system's noise shielding and (2) doping the GaAs with different 
Cr concentrations to produce higher resistivity gradients. 
- 
* Person i n  charge - J . H. Davis 
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I .C .4. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS ON GaAs CRYSTALS* 
Electrical measurements find a significant role i n  the evaluation of single 
crystals of high purity. These are direct measurements of the chemica! ond physical 
imperfections i n  the host crystal. Each type of measurement provides a different 
type of information about the crystal. The resistivity of a semiconductor i s  a basic 
material parameter whose measurement i s  required for determining the density 
and interaction of charge carriers with the host crystal lattice and with impurities. 
I f  the semiconductor type i s  known the resistivity can be used, along with resistivity 
carrier concentration curves, to yield an approximate net majority carrier concentra- 
tion. The Hall m f f i c i e n t  and resistivity ~ i e l d  the mobility and net majority carrier 
concentration. The sign of the Hall coefficient gives the carrier type, positive for 
p-type and negative for n-type. Lifetime measurements give information about 
neutral impurities and imperfections which acts as recombination centers for minority 
The measurement of electrical parameters i n  an epitaxial f i lm i s  aggravated by a 
number of difficulties. A large number of measurements are required for the characteri- 
zation of a All lBv semiconducting film. The composition, structure, electrical and 
galvanomagnetic properties of the films con often be determined by means of conven- 
tional measurement techniques used on bulk materials. However, extreme care has to be 
taken of the small mass of the films, of their irregular topography, the strong effect of 
includrd micro-inhomogeneities, the large surface-to-volume ratio and the presence of 
*Person i n  charge - R. B. Lal 
the substrate. On the whole, the accuracy of measurements made on films i s  con- 
siderably smaller than similar measurements made on bulk materials. For this reason, 
several different measurement procedures should be used to delermit:.- the same film 
parameter . 
In the case of semiconductors, as in GaAs, the number of charge carriers, .a 
well as mobilities, depend upon temperature and also on the presence of defects and 
impurities. In such a care the most common measurement made of the properties of a 
semiconducting solid i s  the electrical conductivity. In the case of an n-type material, 
the expression for c~nductivi ty reduces to, 
O =newn (1) 
when a (the reciprocal of resistivity) i s  the conductivity, e i s  the electronic chgrge, 
and bn i s  the drif! mobility of electrons. Since n can be measured experimentally, we 
can determine majority carriers i f  drift mobility can be determined. 
In  order to determine the type, concentration and mobility of charge carriers, 
the measurements made on the resistivity must be supplemented by galvanomagnetic 
measurements over a wide temperature range. 
I n  the work described under this report the measurement of resistivity and Hall 
effect (dcdc) was done by the method developed by Van der Pauw. ' The Van der Pauw 
method requires plane parallel samples of arbitrary shape with four ohmic contacts on 
the surface. A current i s  passed between two adjacent contacts while potential 
differences between the other two are mearund. By cyclic psrmutation, two inde- 
pendent peudo-resistances RI and Ra are obtained as voltage current mtiot. 
I t  has been shown by Van &r Pauw that between RI and Ro , the resistivity p and 
the thickness of the platelet "d", the following relation exists, 
R The function f 2 i s  given by Van der Pauw and only depends on the ratio 
R 2 R2  
and i s  given in a graphical form (the maximum error i n  the curve i s  -2%). 
The Hall coefficient R was determined by pc.;ing the current in the non- H 
adjacent contacts. The change i n  voltage was measured across the other contacts 
when a magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the sample. The Hall coefficient 
RH i s  given by 
when B i s  the magnetic induction and AR, i s  the change i n  resistance R, with 
1 
magnetic field and d i s  the thickness of the sample. Also, RH = - so that carrier 
ne 
concentration can be calculated. The mobility u, can be calculated from the H 
The tempera;.,~e variation of n and R was done using glass liquid helium cryo- H 
stat. Temperatures were measured with Cu - const and Au 4 .Of% Fe and chrome1 
thermocouples. Data was recorded on a teletype using a Hewlett Packard data 
acquisition system. Ohmic contacts on G a h  samples were made In high vacuum 
using In-Pt alloy (details in section I.C.2.). Considerable time was spent in scltting up 
and making preliminary checking of the apparatus. 
The following measurements were made on different crystals of GaAs 
(a) dc electrical resistivity at different temperatures by the Van der Pauw 
method . 
(b) d c 4 c  Hall effect. 
(c) Calculation of Hall mobility and carrier concentration. 
(dj Determination of total ionized impurity &nsi ty (ND + NA) , NA by 
taking use of mobility calculated at #K 
(e) Checking the electrical homogeneity of various crystals. 
Measurement of Resistivity and Hall Effect i n  GaAr #1 
The GaAs ctyrtal #I supplied by SSL wos used for these measurement. X-ray 
Laue pattern indicated that the sample face urm oriented towords (1 11) orientation. 
Ohmic contacts wn made with platinum wire using indium as the alloying metal. 
The four contacts made on the circumference of the GaAs disc were found ohmic 
when tested with a curve traar. The Hall effect was measured by the Van der Pauw 
method 
At first meusurements were only mode at two temperatures, i .e., at room tempem- 
tun  and LN, temperatures. A magnetic field of only 3000 gauss was used. The re- 
sults of measurement a n  given in  Table 1. The values in the parenthesis are from the 
data sheet supplied by the Westinghouse Corporation. Note that our value of +, i s  
only 60% of the Westinghouse value suggesting that defects have been introduced in  
GaAs # I .  This drop i s  not surprising since GaAs # I  had been contaminated during han- 
dling, etching, polishing, X-raying, and studying under the electron microscope and had 
been broken in  half in the process. 
To give a check on our measurements the value of Hall mobility was also measured 
in  a .nagnetic field of 2000 gauss and the values calculated for R,, and pH were found 
within 5%. The value of Hall coefficient at 3000 gauss i s  slightly lower than the value 
calculated at 2000 gauss field which i s  expected for a homogeneous sample. 

Temperature Variation of Resistivity of GaAs #I Down to 4 .2 '~  
The liquid helium dewar was tested on the Hall setwp. Temperature varia- 
0 tion of resistivity of GaAs sample #l was measured from room temperature down to 4.2 K. 
0 Fig. 1 gives the variation of resistivity P from room temperature down to 4.2 K .  Simi- 
lar variation of resistivity for a high purity n-type GaAs epitaxial film has been reported 
by Mitaker, et a1 .' 
-- 
Wolfe,et al.: have determined the total ionized impurity concentrations (ND + NA) 
- - 
from 7 x 1013 to 3 x 10' cmV3 for n-type G a k  by analyzing mobility and carrier con - 
centration data as a function of temperature with the Brooks-Herring formula for ionized 
impurity scattering. An optimum temperature for the mobility analysis was thus determined 
for each concentration and the results were used to determine empirical curves for the total 
0 
ionized impurity density to be expected for a given 77 K mobility. 
Following Wolfe,et - - al.: the value for (ND + NA) was calculated for sample # I  . 
The results are given below i n  Table 11. 
Table I1 
Homogeneity of Sample #I 
In  the case of sample #1 (which i s  the Westinghouse seed sample) the ratio of two 
R I  pseudo resistances i n  Van der Pauw's expression, - changes from 1 . 3  at room temperature 
R2 
N&D 
0.68 
4 
A 
1.22 x 1017 
cm- 
N~ 
1.78~ 1017 
~ m - ~  
Total Ionized 
Impurity 
Density ( N D + N ~ )  
3 x lo1' ~ r n - ~  
Sample 
GaAs 
#l 
Hall Mot i l i ty  
z:",' 
4031 cm2/ 
voi t sec 
0 Temperature in K 
1 03/T (in0 K) 
Figure 1 Tampomtun variation of resistivity of gallium arsenide crystal I1 . 
a to only 1.5 at liquid helium temperature. This indicates that the sample i s  homo- 
gene:usl because the ratio is  opt to change for samples which contain some 
R a 
inirc rnogenei ties (de tci Is  in next paragraph). 
f:aristivity and Hall Effect Measurements on GaAs Crystals #5 and 6 
.- 
Ohmic contacts (four) were made on two different samples (#5 and 6) of GaAs cut 
and ~olished on (100) face from the same ingot of GaAs. The resistivity and Hall 
effe :ts measurements were made using the Van der Pauw technique. The room tempera- 
ture results for sample #5 and 86 are given in  Table 111. 
Table 111 
Homoge~eity of Samples 45 and 6 
I t  i s  to be notad that the value RH and pH of both samples are quite different 
- 
Sample 
-. 
GaAt #5 
GaAs #6 
- 
although the samples were parts of the same ingot. It has been reported by many 
wo Ae n 4 1616 that the Hall mobility in semiconductors and insulators can be greatly 
Uifected by inhomogo~eous impurity distributions. This i s  due to the formation of large 
space-charged regions surrounding local inhornogenei ties. Anomalous mobility effects 
D ohm cm 
0.2734 
0.264 
have h e n  observed in GaAs by these workers. 
Also, in an inhomogeneous sample the activation energy for conduction i s  not 
RH cm"/coul 
2000 g 3000 g 
1030 
722 
1030 
71 5 
pH cm:'/vol t SFC 
2000 g 3000 g 
3733 
2737 
n/cm ..' 
20009 30009 
3767 
2709 
6 . 1 ~  10" 
8.6 x 10" 
6.1 x 10'" 
8.7 x 10l6 
generally a constant throughout the whole material . When measuring an in- 
homogeneous material, even constant current, the current pattern wil l gene~i l ly  
change with the temperatum. The resistances Rr./Re (measured in  Van der 
Pauw method to evaluate the value of resistivity o) are sensitive to changes 
in  ucrrent pattern. For a homogeneous sample the rotio Rr/R2 should be a 
constant, only determined by the geometry of the sample and the contacts. 
A variation of the ratio RIA, with temperature, therefore, points to 
the presence of macroscopic inhomogenei ties. H . J . Van Daol ' has reported 
similar effects in  Sic crystals. He also reported a model where intentional inhomo- 
geneities were introduced in  a crystal. In almost a l l  cases the introduction of in- 
homogeneities results in a reduction of the measured mobility . Where relatively 
small regions with higher conductivity are introduced intentionall y, the reduction of 
mobility i s  mainly due to a decrease of the Hall coefficient, while no influence i s  
found on the resistivity. In our measurements also as indicated in  Table 111 for 
samples #5 and d6, the value of p i s  almost the same, while the value of i s  
considerably lower in  #6. The ratio of Ri/R, also changes considerably in going down 
0 
to 77 K. While for sample #1 (reported earlier), the ratio R~/R ,  remains almost con- 
stant down to 4.2'~. These results indicate that the samples 15 and #6 contain 
large amounts of inhomogenei ties. 
The exact location of inhomogeneities in  these crystals i s  not known because 
facilities were not available (like micro-beam Laue) to locate these inhomogenei ties. 
The data at low temperatures were not meaningful because these samples showed 
large amounts of inhomogenei ties at 7 7 ~  . 
8 Resistivity and Hall Effect in GaAs Y8 and GaAs 19 and Checking the Homogeneity 
A sample of GaAs (called here as #8) was obtained from Mr. Mirt Davidson of SSLDR. 
X-ray Laue pattern indicated that wafer was oriented on (100) face. The sample was chemi - 
cally polished by usual techniques and six ohmic contacts were alloyed in vacuum using In-f't 
0 
alloy. A l l  the contacts were found to be ohmic down to 77 K. The geometrical location of 
the contacts on the sample i s  shown i n  Fig. 2. In order to test the homogeneity of the sample, 
the resistivity of 0 was measured using different combinations of the six contacts on the sample. 
Also, Hall mobility and carrier concentration were measured at room temperature. The results 
of measurement are given below: 
R ~ ~ ,  EF= 9.993 x lo-' ohm 
RBF, EA = 1.394 ohm 
= 2.814~ lo-' ohm cm 
0 a = 2.826 x lo-' ohm cm 
( o a  values are after interchanging 
current and potential leads) 
REF,CD = 9.891 x lo-' ohm 
RFC,DE = 1.887 ohm 
n i  = 3.274 x 10-I ohm cm 
Fig. 2 
RAB,CD = 1,516 x 10-1 ohrn 
R g c , ~ ~  = 4.929 ohm 
P I  = 3.173 x 10-I ohm cm 
D a = 3.166 x 10" ohm cm 
R ~ ~ , ~ ~  = 5.714 x 10" ohm 
R ~ ~ .  EA = 1.951 ohm 
D = 2.636 x 10-1 ohm cm 
R ~ ~ . ~ ~  = 4.518 x 10" ohm 
R ~ ~ ,  DE = 2.724 ohm 
D = 2.975 x 10" ohm cm 
R ~ ~ ,  ED ~ 5 . 3 2 ~  10" ohm 
R ~ ~ ,  EA = 2.088 ohm 
0 1 = 2.675 x 10-I ohm cm 
D P = 2.694 x 10-I ohm cm 
The values of resistivity measured using different combination of contacts 
on the cryostal vary appreciably indicating that the crystal i s  inhomogeneous. The 
values of oI and P , in each case are almost the same. The above results suggest 
that there are some regions of inhomogeneity i n  the crystal which, i n  turn, tend to 
increase the resistivity . The overall values of Hall mobility and carrier concentration 
meorured at room temperature for the above sample are: 
Hall constant R = 1071 cm3/coul H 
Hall mobility cc = 3912 cm2/volt sec. H 
Carrier concentration = 5.8 x 1016/cm:' 
t ' 
I. 
9 '  5: 
!f 
ti., 
b 
L 
Another sample of Gakr f 9  (ventron 41 721 -7) supplied by Mr. Davidson 
was also used for measurement of tesistivi ty and Hall constant. Laue pattern indi- 
cated that the sample was oriented on (1 11) face. The results of room temperature 
and 7 ? ~  resistivity, Hall constant, etc. are given in Table IV. 
Table IV 
Following Wolfe,et a1 ,? and taking into account the screening factor, the 
-- 
total ionized impurity density was calculated and i s  included in  the Tavle IV above. 
N A The compensation ratio - was found to be 0.47 for this sample thereby indicating 
ND 
that the analysis used by Wolfe,et al. ,a can be safely applied in this case. 
- -  
R The ratio of changes by a factor of 5% in going from room temperature down 
R a 
0 
to 77 K. This indicates that the sample i s  homogeneous. Wolfe,et a1.P have indi- 
RI cated that resistance ratio - , an indication of electrical homogeneity, was typically 
R a 
1 and 2 in their crystals and did not vary by more than about 30% over the measured 
- 
0 
temperature range (room temperature to 4.2 K) . 
Q) 
= 
V, 
GaAs 
#9 
Rasistivi ty 
B in ohm cm 
- 
Room 
lemp. 
(RT) 
1.066 
x10-1  
LN, 
8.997 
RH i n  tm3/coul 
RT 
-570 
P cma/ 
vo 7 t sac 
LN2  
-863 
RT 
5352 
n/cm " 
LN. 
9592 
--- -- - 
4 
Z 
+ 
2 
,-I 
RT 
a 
;; 
C 
X 
C 
LN, 
rl 
x 
b 
2 
(D 
2 %  C 
x x  
1 
u 
(D 
r( 
0 C
X 
Magnetic Field Dependence of Hall Effect 
Although the Hall effect i s  much less sensitive to inhomogeneity than i s  the 
magnetoresistance, pronounced anomalies could be observed when gross inhomo- 
geneities occur. Bate, et al., a observed an anomalous magnetic field dependence 
of the Hall coefficient i n  an n-type InSb sample containing a step function dis- 
+ 
continuity in  carrier concentration (n - n junction). I f  the junction i s  near the 
Hall probes, the Hall voltage wil l be an average of the Hall voltages in  the two 
regions. Wolfe, et al.: have reported that since intentionally introduced conducting 
inhomogenei ties result i n  anomalously high measured mobilities, similar t;:fects may 
be observed in  samples with other conducting inhomogeneities such as accumulation 
layen, metallic inclusions and precipitates and doping variations due to polycrystal line 
growth or faceting effects. For a homogeneous sample, the Hall constant should de- 
crease with increasing field as expected by the magnetic field dependence of the I-lall 
coefficient factor. Anomalous magnetic field dependence was observed by these workers 
for GaAs samples with intentional inhomogeneities. This casts doubt on the use of 
mobility as a figure of rneri t for a material unless homogeneity can be established. I n  
samples dl and U9, no appreciable change of measured Hall coefficient was found 
between the magnetic field values of 300 to 4000 gauss. Due to limited magnetic field 
value i n  our set-up, we could not obtain magnetic field values of the order of lo4 
gauss, where the above workers found anomalous effects in the Hall coefficic ,it. 
Resistivitv and Hall Effect i n  GaAs #10(2) and 10(3) and Check on the Electrical 
Homogeneity 
GaAs #10(2) and lO(3) ware supplied by SSL after chemical polishing. X-ray Laue 
pattern indicated (1 1 1) orientation for both the samples. Four ohmic contacts 
were made with In-Pt alloy on sample #10(2) and six on sample #10(3), for 
Van der Pauw measurements. A l l  the contacts were found to be ohmic down to 
0 77 K. Sample thickness was measured with a travelling microscope. Hall 
effect was measured at 3000 gauss and 2500 gauss magnetic field values. The 
two values of Hall coefficient were found to be nearly the same (within 5%. 
The results of measurement are given in Table V. 
Table V 
Following Wolfe, et al.: the total ionized impurity density was calculated 
- -  
for sample #lo(~) and i s  given in  Table VI. The above method could not be 
8 applied for the sample #10(3) because the Brooks-Herring formula i s  not valid 
at concentrations higher than 3 x lo1' cm-:j . 
Sample 
Gah 
#10(2)* 
#10(3)* 
Rp in  
cm /:oul 
I ~ H  cma/ 
volt sec. n/cm 3 
RT 
312 
3.76 
RT 
3443 
1431 
Resistivity 
p i n  ohm cm 
RT 
2x10'" 
1.6 x 10" 
LNz 
467 
3.86 
L N 2  
6172 
1307 
RT 
9.05~ 
lo-= 
2.62 x 
1 0 4  
LN a 
1.2 x lo1" 
1.62 x 10" 
C N a  
7.567 
x 1 0 - ~  
2.95 
1 0 - ~  
Table VI 
Resistivities a t  room temperature were measured for GaAs 11 0(3) using f ive 
possible combinations of contacts giv ing f ive independent values of  resistivity P. 
The results are given i n  Table VII. 
Sample 
GaAs #10(2) 
. 
Table VII 
(ND +NA) 
cm' 
6.54 x 10" 
* 
Pseudo Resistance 
RDA .ED 
RAE DB 
R~~ . CD 
R~~ DA 
RFD. BC 
R~~ FC 
R~~ EF 
RAE DF 
R~~ BC 
REB CF 
\ 
Resistivity 
P i n  ohm cm 
2.492 x lo-" 
2.651 x 
2.519 x 10" 
2.527 x lo-" 
2.549 x 
NA/ND 
0.53 
ND ~ m ' ~  
4.27 x 10" 
NA cm - 3 
2.27 x lo"' 
From Table VII, i t  i s  evident that five different resistivity values are 
within 6% of each other. Brice, et have reported that in  a lamina: sample 
-- 
the values of different resistance, although not true spreading resistances, 
depend only on the logarithm of contact-to-contact distance. Hence, provlded the 
contacts are not grossly unsymmetrical, a wide variation of resistance indicates an 
inhomogeneity normal to the plane of the slice. In  measuring the resistiv '.,a varia- 
tion of contact positions i s  taken into account and so very l i t t le variation . - .  :stivity 
values indicates that the sample does not contain inhomogenei ties normal to the plane 
of the slice. 
The ratio changed only by a factor of 5% in  going from room temperature 
Ra 
down to 7 ? ~ .  This indicates that the sample i s  quite homogeneous. 
I t  i s  recommended that each crystal be tested for inhomogenei ties before 
deciding on a seed material for epitaxial growth of GaAs. 
Table for Properties of GaAs 
During the course of the above work the attached table was compiled which 
lists important properties of GaAs. 
Conclusion 
The data generated on ground based samples can be used to evaluate the over- 
a l l  role of the space environment on the growth of GaAs single crystals and epitaxial films, 
although dllring this reporting period no measurements were made on epitaxial films. The 
following parameters could be used to elucidate the role of gravity: 
(a) The overall carrier concentration and mobility of the sample. 
(b) Type of material grown, n or p type 
(c) Homogeneity of the sample. 
(d) Total ionized ~mpurity density (ND + NA) and the compensation ratio 
N A ~ *  
In the case of an epitaxial irrldoped f i  lm grown on a doped substrate or a doped 
film on an undoped substrate, the results of measurement of the above mentioned pardme- 
ten can give information about the overall quality of the grown film. The resistivity 
and Hall cort~rant of the film in  both cases can be several orders of magnitude different 
than the substrate, thereby making the results more meaningful . I iome cases of 
epitaxial growth by vapor phase method, a region of high resistance was detected by 
Hasegawa ' between the layer-substrate interface. The measurements are also es- 
pecially useful i n  evaluating the prior quality of the seed material used for the M-555 
experiments of GaAs epitaxial film growth. In  the case of epitaxial growth of films, the 
quality of seed on which the film i s  grown i s  of utmost importance, because defects pre- 
sent in  the seed can emerge out in the film making the qua1 i ty of the film poor. '" 
Errors Introduced in Van der Pauw's Method Due to Finite Size of the Contacts and the 
Contacts Not Lying Exactly on the Circumference of the Sample 
In order to calculate the errors introduced i f  the contacts we of finite size and not 
at the circumference of the sample, Von der Pauw derived special formulas for these 
special cases. Taking those particular cases, we have calculated the percentage of 
error involved. In al l  cores i t  was assumed that the sample had a :$ape of a circular disc 
and that contacts are at right angles to each other. Three special case: are discussed 
and ore represented in  Fig. 3. 
I. One of the contacts i s  of finite length "d" and i s  assumed to l ie on circumference. 

11. One of the contacts i s  made i n  a direction perpendicular to the circumference 
and i s  of length "d". 
111. One of the point contacts lies at a distance "d" from the circumference. 
d Case I . I f  D i s  the diameter of the sample and the values of and y B are smal I, 
- 6 
A D  A P  the relation between - and -, the relative erron introduced i n  resistivity and 
0 U 
mobility, is given below: 
Taking a typical case of a contact diameter of 1.00 mm and sample slice diameter of 
10 mm, the calculated relative errors are as follow: 
Case 11. In  the second case, the error introduced will be as in  the foregoing case, 
but with "d" twice as large. 
Case 111. In the third case, the theoretical expressions and calculated errors are 
as follows: 
According to Van der Pauw, i t  can be shown that i f  more contacts have some of 
the above mentioned defects at the same time, the errors introduced to a first approxi - 
motion will be additive. The above error factors can be incorporated as a correction 
factor. 
TABLE V l l l  
PROPERTlFS OF GaAs 
References 
1) t i .  We1 ker and H. Weiss, 
Solid State Phys., Vol 3, 
p 1, Academic Press, NY, 
(1956). 
2) J . Vt~nden Boomgard, et 
01, Ph i l ip  Res. Rept. 
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3) 1. R. Weisberg, et al, 
J. Appl . Phyr, - 34, 1002 
(1 963). 
4) G.V. Ozolin'sh et al, 
Sov. Phys. Cryst, - 7,691 
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5) Am. Inst. Phys. Hond- 
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Intern. Conf) Academic 
Press, N.Y. 1964. 
I) Same as 6 and 7. 
9) Same as ref. 6and 7. 
10) Semi conducton and 
Semimetals, Vol. 3, 
Academic Pmu, N.Y. 
(1967), p. 518. 
Comments 
Thc phase diogmm was 
obtained when vapor 
pressure was unknown. 
Possess appreciable vapor 
pressure at the mp. 
Unanneoled GaAs 
a) Values are uncertain 
Values given are ratios 
of the effective ~ O S K S  to 
the free electron mass. 
property 
Melting Point 
Density in 
g/cm3 
Crystal 
Structure 
Space Group 
Energy Gap 
Average 
Effective 
Masses 
Spin - orbit 
Splining 
Energy 
Index of Refmc- 
tion 
Description 
1 238'~ 
5.3162 + 0.0002 at 
25'~- 
Zinc blende type cubic 
a =5.653p + .0001 j. 
at 25 C- 
~ ~ 3 m  
1.53 ev at O'K 
1.49 - 1 ev at 
7 7 ' ~  
1.37 - 1.43ev at 
300'~ 
0.07 - Electrons 
0.12 - Light holes 
0.68 -Heavy holes 
0.35 ev 
3.291 at 0.27 1 at 
room temperature 
Properties of GaAs 121 
Effective Charge 1 1) Semiconductors and 
Semimetals, Vol I, 
Academic Press , N . Y . 
1966, p. 13. 
Property 
Electron IAobility 
crna,/vol t st c . 
Description Comments 
a) 8800 at rocm temp 
with total impurity 
concentration of 
10'' cm-= 
b) 55,000 at low temp. 
c) 110,000 at 5 6 ' ~  
(vapor phase) with 
impurity contents 
near 6 x 1014 cm-3 
(ref 13) 
References 
r'r ,. ts (0) and (b) 
a n  for GaAs epi - 
taxial layers. 
(ref. 12) 
By vapor phase techniqc 
This material i s  much 
purer than any GaAs 
reported previous1 y . 
12) J. R. Knight, et  all 
Solid State Electron, 
5 ,  - :7; (1965). 
. 13) J. Whitaker, et all 
Sol. Statt Comm, 4, -
181, (1966). 
f emperature 
Voriation of 
Resistivity, 
Hall Constant 
and Mobility. 
Coefficienty of 
Linear Expan. 
a x 10' deg-' 
l o o  - - .- ~ 
- 
Z 
u =\, / 
> '" a' 
2 /"'. 
* 10"- f x n  RESISTIVITY 
C -=- .-.-.- M- 
> 
- 
I- 
%' In 
Same as ref. 12. 
, ~ ~ i ~ h t ,  .t.al. ~olid.~tate.~lectron,~,178(l96~) 
15) S .I. Novi  kova, Sov . 
Phys. Sol. State, 3 
- 
129 (1961) 
5.64 at -370'~ 
-0.5 at 5s0K 
a becomes negative 
at a transition temp. 
T+ = 55'~. 
Properties of G a k  122 
References Property Description 
Thermal Conduc- 
tivity watts/cm deg. 
Comments 
0.35 at 300' K 
o 
-30 at -10 K 
0.9 at 2 ' ~  
Specific Heat at 
Constant Pressure 
Tempepture 
O,(O) K 
0 .076400cals/gm deg . 
at 298 K 
Characteristic 
Elastic Constants 
(given in next 
column) 
16) M. G. Holland, Phys. 
Rev., 5, A471 (1 964) 
344 
17) Semiconductors and 
Semimetals, Vol . 11, 
Academic Press, N.Y., 
1966, p. 52. 
Calculated from 18) P. M. Sutton, Phys. Rev. 
99, 1 826 (1 955), 
-
19) Same as ref. 17, p. 56. 
Elastic Constants C1, = 11.88 
(lO1ld~na lcma)  CIa = 5.38 
20) Same or ref. 17, p. 56 
21) T.  0. Baternan, et 01, 
J . Appl . Phys . 30 , 544, 
- (1 959). 
22) Same as ref. 17, p. 117. 
temp. (110) sur- 
Ioni c i  ty 
Estimated 
Anneal temp 
(1 10) surface 
I 24) M. Has. c t  al., J. Phvr. 
Chem. Sol. 23,1099 ' I (1 962). - 
I 
550°c 
Paramagne t i  c I 1 25) Ref. same as 17, p. 201. 
Resonance Results Pine Hyperfine 
fl,*t Parama~netic Sp~n structure mter- 
I,,I~KC atom S #-value constant 1.1 rctlon A Remarks 
(gauss) (gauss) 
-. 
GJ\S Manpdnctc 3 2 003 15.5 57 Ftm structure not 
rcwlved 
(;,.IS Iron f 2.046 374 - Hypcrfine atructurc not 
resolved 
GIA~ Iron or dclccts f 2.046 374 - Spin dcns~ty 10' t~mes 
(rcatcr than iron 
dcns~ty 
G A S  Nickel f 2.106 - - On very broad line. 
about 130G UI half- 
23) Same as 22. 
1 
w~dth 
(iaAs Zinc 1 8.1 - - Bound hole deteacd bv 
uniaxial stress 
GaAs Cadmium f 67 - - Bound hok detected by 
uniaxial stress 
GaAs Conduction f a52 - - About IOOG m hall. 
elec. width 
Properties of G a k  
Property 
Etchants 
Comments 
5 Min 
Removing material 
at a rate of 10 to 
15 p/min. 
10 minutes 
Etching (1 11) 
E_tching (1 11) and 
(111). inhibits 
attack on the !qrmally 
fort etching (1 11). 
Chemical Polish 
10 Min. Produces 
etch pitson (111) 
10 Min. at 6 5 ' ~  
Produces e!ch pits on 
( I l l ) ,  ( I l l ) ,  (110) 
and (lC0). Also re- 
veals dislocation lines 
Polishing 
Description 
5 5% NaOH Soln 
1 30% HaOa 
2 HCI 
1 HN03 
2 HaO 
1 HF 
5 HN03 
8 to 12% AgN03 
Soln 
- 
1 HF 
3 HNO, 
2 HaO 
1 HF 
1 30% HaOa 
1 HaO 
1 HF 
2 H,O with 33% 
C r  0, 0.3%AgNC3 
CHSOt! with 5 - 20% 
Bra 
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I .C .5. GaAs EPITAXIAL LAYER SURFACE MORPHOLOGY 
Surface morphology wi l l  be used as a qualitati\!t, index to the perfection of 
GaAs substrates, films and crystallites. A rough groin-like or spongy surface would 
suggest polycrystallini ty, while a loose film would suggest a nonepi taxial film. Lenie' 
suggests unaided viewing of the film agrlinst a dark background under a fluorescent 
light to identify such defects as scratches, pits, "orange peel" and pyramids. Micro- 
scopic examination wi l l  easily reveal scratches, voids, spikes, crowns, and dimples 
with measurements accurate to 1 micron. 
b . SEM- P hotomi crographs 
The effectiveness of Scanning Electron Micrascope photomicrographs for GaAs 
epitaxial film characterization i s  illustrated on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. A film thickness 
of 20 -t 1 ~1 i s  determined from the 140X photograph. The second photo show a 
- 
"blister" a t  1600X which was the most noticeable defect of the surface of GoAs epi #1  
as seen in Fig. 2. 
c. GaAs Surface Study 
Surface studies show that the GaAs seed faces ( G a h  #lo-1, #lo-2 and 810-3) 
were rounded due to ~ o l i s h i n ~  such that the disk centers were obout 1Op higher than 
the edge. The minimum full scale tally s ~ r f  deflection must be greater than 10 p re- 
ducing instrument sensitivity by at least a factor of 10. 
Recommendation - GaAs should be embedded i n  an epoxy. Then the epoxy and 
wafer could be ground and polished as one unit, thus keeping the surface flat. 
I f  the GaAs wafers could be cut round, they could be f i t  flush into a polish- 
ing holder having round holes. Both the GaAs and the holder would be polished to- 
gether thus preventing preferential edge polishing . 
d. GaAs Slicing 
The technique of slicing GaAs (100) wafers from ingots of ( 100) growth direc- 
tion has been mastered using a diamond lathe cutting wheel and a j ig  which holds the 
crystal goniometer on the lathe in the same position as i t  sits on the X-ray beam. This 
w i l l  alleviate our shortage of (100) crystals which deserve most attention in  view of their 
use in M -555. 
Fig. 1 . Sconning Electron Mi srolco photomicrograph showing the 
expored edge of G o h  Epi r w h i c h  i s  used to colalola the 
epi tawial film thi ekneu. 
Fig. 2. Scanning Electron Microscope photomicrograph of Gok Epi I1 
epi toxiol film surface showing o bl istcr o b u t  25 p rn Fn size, 

- --.- .. . - 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR. 
_*C l C f  
Fig. 4. GaAs #lo-2 after chemical polishing. Note that the 
surface contour i s  rougher than i n  Fig. 3 which was 
made before chemi cal polishing. The chemical pul ish- 
ing bring, out scratches not seen visible before. Ob- 
viously a flat surfaru would allow increased magnifico- 
ti on wi thou t clipping the top of the signal . 
I. D. FLIGHT EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS IN PROGRESS* 
As outlined i n  a previous paragraph on Apollo Flyback Experiments (I.A. I ) ,  
near zero gravity i n  space e,ivironment (10- to lo'= g are average values for on 
orbiting space station) Ida a potontial for producing single Ewtalling materials of 
superior quality. Both, dopant homogeneity and structural quality i s  expected to be 
improved with materials processed in  space due to the lack of gravity driven convection. 
(SM 1.A. 1 .) 
b e d  upon the experiments on "containerless solidification of InBi and InSb" 
and "diffusion and convection in a metallic melt" that were described i n  the section 
on Apollo Flyback experiments, tvm similar experiments have been proposed for the 
Skylab mission in 1973 and the ASTP mission i n  1975: 
1 . Skylab Experiment "Growth of Spherical Crystals of InSb. " 
The purpau of th i s  experiment i s  to study the feasibility of a new 
technique developed by us for processing containerless melts in  space environment. 
Since crucible contact i s  not only a possible source of contamination, but will neces- 
sarily l e d  to thermal stresses due to different thermal expansion of crucible and sample 
material, crucible contact has to bc avoided i f  structurally good single crystals are 
desired. Furthermore, if dopant homogeneity i s  of importance, the melt should stay 
static during solidification; in particular no fluid motions should be induced by the 
growth technique itself. Both of these conditions are met by our proposed experiment 
(see I .A. 1 . and Experiment Implementation Plan). 
The experiment was approved for Skylab i n  May 1972 by NASA Headquarters. 
We are presently fabricating the flight hardware. A radiograph of a sample cartridge 
i s  shown in  Fig. 1 . 
- - -  - 
*In charge: H. U. Walter 

Since the approach used for Apollo flyback experiments (extension of 
melt through orifice and self-nucleation) was changed to melting back of cylindrical, 
single crystalline samples, high quality single crystals had to be produced. The 
required equipment was not available at UAH and we have designed and constructed 
the following equipment under this contract: 
(1) High vacuum, high temperature furnace for alloying, casting, 
pmparing ingots, r tc .  
(2) Horizontal boat arrangement (high vacuum, up to 1 2 0 0 ~ ~ ) .  
0 (3) Czochralski system for growth of InSb (vacuum, ilp to 1 2 0  C). 
(4) UHV - Czochralski system. 
(5) Several two and three zone Bridgman systems. 
2. Convection and Diffusion in a Metallic Melt 
This experiment was orig;nally proposed as an Apollo flyback experi- 
ment. A more sophisticated version was submitted on October 24, 1972, for the ASTP 
mission in  1975. The concept of the experiment i s  as follows: 
The basis of any future application of space environment for processing 
single crystals i s  quantitative knowledge of solidification kinetics as compared to 
solidification on earth and to the true, theoretical zero gravity case. Quantitative 
information can only be obtained i f  the parameten of the system before me1 ting in 
space are known quantitatively and i f  the thermal poramet .n and thermal dynamics of 
the system during melting, soaking and solidfying are known as closely as 
This leads to the following basic requirements for such an experimeilt: 
(1) Geometry n simple as possible (cylindrical sample). 
(2) Solid state diffusion negligible. 
(3) Dopant distribution as def in~d as possible, which rules out remelt- 
ing of doped single crystals, but makes cash (plycrystalline, small grain size) impera- 
tive. Stacking up of alternating slabs of casts with constant impurity level and cclsts 
of intrinsic material will provide this situation. The dopant concentration will follow 
a square function along the axis of the cylinder. 
(4) A programmable furnace with actively and independently control led 
hot and cold zones, such that the thermal history of a sample i s  known even without 
real -time monitoring of temperatures. 
Melting and solidifying should preferably be short as compared to the soak- 
ing period where steady state conditions in t s m  of temperature are established. Dur- 
ing soaking, dopant will diffuse into the initially undoped parts of the melt and, accord- 
ing to soak time and soak temperature, diffusion coefficient in the liquid and fluid 
motions, a dopant profile different from the initial square function will be established 
at the time where solidification i s  initiated. Dopants with distribution coefficient 
k <- 1 and k = 1 will be used. An undoped seed crystal will be located at the cold 
end of the capsule. 
As the solid-liquid interface travels along the cylindrical me1 t, dopant will 
be redistributed according to growth rate and distribution coefficient. 
In the case of lacking convection, diffusion in the liquid will alter the 
square function of dopant concentration initially present to a distribution where the 
dopant concentration decoys exponentially and symmetrically towards both undoped 
slabs on either side (neglecting differences in  temperature in the two areas due to the 
temperature gradient along the cartridge during soaking, an assumption that can 
recisonably be made at low gradients and small spacing). Solidification wil l then, 
i n  the case of k = 1,preserve this profile', i n  the case of k 1, i t  wil l alter the symmet- 
rical profile to an asymmetrical distribution, where the asymmetry i s  due to segregation 
effects only. 
I f  there i s  residual convection in  the melt, dopant wil l not only be redis- 
tributed by diffusion and segregation effects, but also by fluid transport. Provided that 
solidificatior, rates are kept constant and the temperature gradients are kept steep 
enough to avoid constitutional supercooling, any random oscillation in  dopant con- 
centration can be attributed to fluid flow. 
I n  order to verify that these conditions of growth were kept up during solidi - 
fication, a control cartridge of identical geometry with seed and only one cast of con- 
stant dopant level wi l l  be processed. Assuming that a furnace similar to the mu1 tipur- 
pose electric furnace that i s  being used i n  the MS program of Skylab in  1973 will be 
available, three cartridges can be processed simultaneously. One of the three wil l be 
the above-entioned control cartridge. A copper liner extending to about one third of 
the length of the capsule from both hot and cold ends of the cartridge wil l generate 
three gradient regions with kinks where the copper sleeves end. After melting and 
soaking, the temperature of both of the controlled zones would be lowered, for 
example, by synchronously and linearly reducing the reference voltages of the controllers 
thus providing constant solidification rates within isogradient regions. As the int2r- 
face travels into a different gradient region, the solidification rate w u l d  alter and 
an inhomogeneity i n  dopant concentration w u l d  mark this event. Correlation of 
additional marking i n  the control sample with markings found in the two other samples 
would prove either presence of convection i f  no correlation could be made, or a 
variation i n  growth rate due to electrical and thermal instabilities i f  correlation 
could be made. 
Since both diffusion and self-diffusion constants in  the liquid and also 
segregation coefficients for the proposed systems are kno~vn, dopant profiles can be 
computed assuming a lack of fluid motion. 
Comparison of the computed plots with dopant dist-ibution found i n  the 
samples that were me1 ted, soaked and resolidified in  space wil l provide quantitative 
information on eventually present residual convection. I n  the c s e  where disturbances 
of the dopant profiles by fluid flow are minor and the general pattern observed i s  i n  
agreement (eventually after computer averaging) with the general shape of the com- 
puted plots, diffusion coefficients of the different dopants in  the melt and values of 
segregation coefficients can be refined. This i s  of basic value since any of these parame- 
ters are now being determined with a large inherent error due to interfering convection 
processes. 
Similarly, segregation coefficients are determined under conditions where 
complete mixing can be assumed. Values for k given by various authon scatter con- 
sidembly, The distribution cmfficient of selenium in indium ontimonide, for 
example, i s  given by various authon as 0.17, 0.5 and 0.35. 
Matching of the computed plots for dopant distribution with the observed 
distributions by a computer iteration process where k and D are variables (starting out 
with available values for k and D) wi l l  yield refined values for k and D. The major 
condition to be met would be a symmetrical dopant profile before solidification starts, 
asymmetry of the profile has to be caused by segregation only. 
The experiment will provide the basic information required to conceive 
further scientific and production-type experimentation on solidification. I t  will prove 
whether and to what extent doping can sense disturbances caused by residual con- 
vection, information that i s  essential for further investigations and applications. I t  
will also provide basic information on solidification kinetics and solidification parame- 
ten that should prove helpful for both space processing and ground based experimentation. 
11. ADVERSE EFFECTS OF GRAVITY ON 'WHISKERS 
A. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The purpose of this investigation i s  to determine whether or not whisker growth 
i s  significantly improved in an earth orbit. This i s  a continvation of an earlier study1 
of manufacturing in  space. The scope i s  limited to whiskers to assure a complete and 
intensive investigation 
Whiskers are high strength, filamentary single crystals. They are of interest 
mainly because of their high tensile strength which approaches the theoretical limiting 
strength of a material. Bulk crystals tensile strengths are from two to three orders of 
magnitude below the predicted theoretical value. As the cross section area of successive 
whiskers becomes smaller, i n  the neighborhood of 1 the tensile strength increases by 
about a factor of 100, being roughly inversely proportional to the diameter. 
So far, technology has been unable to fully utilize the high strength whiskers. 
This i s  partly because no rapid mass production method of growing good quality whiskers 
i s  available in an earth environment. Whiskers now available are either too short, have 
multiple branches, or are too scarce to be used in  the reinforcement of high strength com- 
posi tes. In a zero-gravi ty space environment, whiskers should grow longer, thinner, and, 
thus, stronger. 
Whiskers used to strengthen composites should have a high aspect ratio. The 
aspect ratio i s  the ratio of whisker length to thickness (or diameter). The long, thin 
whiskers have more surface areu per unit whisker tension; thus, they would not pull free 
from the plastic matrix when the composite i s  under tension. 
Conceivably,a gravitational field could affect the atomic whisker growth 
mechanism by vapor deposition growth which involves the gaseous states. In the vapor 
i ( deposition process, a a source material i s  slowly vaporized in  the hot portion of the i 
1 furnace and as the vapor moves to the cool regio~, i t  becomes supersaturated and 
condenses metal atoms to form a solid which often grows in whisker form. This i s  
i 
t done in an inert atmosphere as seen in Fig. 1. The diffusion should be very slow; 
hovever, in a temperature gradient, nonuniform convection currents are set up which 
add to the diffusion in transporting the atoms to the lattice. These circulating currents 
(due to gravity) are probably unstable, thus producing an excess of supercooling 
which could result i n  massive nucleation which produces polycrystals instead of a 
single crystal growth. The convection i s  due to warm and cool grrs having a different 
density i n  the presence of a gravitational field. The absence of convection at zero 
gravity should allow diffusion to produce a more uniform vapor for better crystal growth. 
An experiment was conAucted to test indirectly the above hypothesis. I f  1 -g 
produces an adverse effect on whisker growth, then 2-9 should produce an even more 
adverse effect, etc. By applying several g's of acceleration to the whiskers during the 
growth by vapor deposition, and by comparing this growth to l - g  growth, one may then 
predict some effects of 0-g. 
0. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CADMIUM WHISKER GROWTH BY VAPOR 
DEPOSITION FROM "g" to 20 "9" ACCELERATION IN A CENTRIFUGE 
Cadmium whiskers and small crystals were grown in  a centrifuge1 for the 
purpose of determining the effect of increased "g" forces on crystal growth. Two growth 
tubes were used, and each crystal was grown for about five hours at 1, 5, 10, and 20 "g's" . 
The crystals were grown i n  the conventional manner (see Fig. 1) with a typical 
temperature gradient so as to prevent artificial exaggeration of the effect of gravity. The 
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Pyrex tube, 2.2 cm ID by 40 cm long, containing about 2 gm of 99.999% pure 
cadmium in an atmosphere of (initially) 99.9999% pure argon at a pressure of about two- 
thirds of an atmosphere. The tube was placed inside a Marshall furnace with a 5 in. 
0 
cold zone, maintained at approximately 290 C,and a 6 in. hot zone, maintained at 
0 
approximately 390 C. The two zones were separated by a 4 in, stainless steel divider. 
The furnace wos mounted on a centrifuge arm as shown in Fig. 2. The furnace had 
only negligible vibrations of about 0.002 "g" in the radial direction, 0.01 "g" in the 
tangential direction, and 0.003 "g" vertically as rr iasured with a Statham instrument 
accelerometer. 
In measuring the pure effect of increased gravity, al l  other parameters such 
as argon pressure, Pyrex surface condition, Cd source mass, and trace impurities must 
be held fixed. This may be done by reverse distillation of the Cd growth back to its 
original side of the tube, thus allowing reuse of the same tube without changing the 
above parameters. The drawback, of course, i s  that the whiskers must be evaluated 
and photographed before reverse distillation, leaving no permanent growth for later 
study. 
Due to different heat transfer rates of the various centrifuge furnace velocities 
through air, extra care was needed. For example, at 20 g the furnace \eIocity i s  20 m/sec 
and i f  this had caused preferential cooling on one end of the furnace so as to alter the 
temperature gradient, our results would have been rendered worthless. Thus, each half 
of the furnace contained a heavy aluminum cylinder 2-1/2" OD by 1 " ID by 6" long to 
maintain near isatherma1 conditions on each half of the growth tube. In addition, two 
independent temperature regulators were necessary to hold the temperature of each half 
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of the furnace constant at the various rotation speeds used. A dual pen recorder 
monitored the temperature of each half of the furnace and revealed, upon starting 
0 
the centrifuge, a transient 15 temperature oscillation which decayed away after a 
few cycles (about 15 minutes). The effcct of this transient was judged to be negligible 
considering that the total gcowth time was five hours. 
As shown in  Fig. 3, the amount of transported material increased linearly 
with the increasing "g" force. The percentage of whiskers lying flat increased from 
10% for both tubes at 1 "g" to 75% and 60% for tube 1 and tube 2, respectively, at 
20 "g's" each as seen in  the graph in Fig. 4. 
I t  should be noted i n  Table 1 that the two tubes sometimes behaved very 
differently. Apparently the argon pressure and the amount of cadmium in  the tube have 
a very large effect on the tube's growth, so much so that M used the same tube by reverse 
distillation for a complete series of experiments. 
The graph in  Fig. 3 strongly and clear1 y dzmonstrates the effect of increased 
grovity on the quantity of transported material for crystal growth. Such an effect had 
been predicted theroreti call y but to my knowledge had not had experimental conforma- 
tion. The material transport increased about a factor of 10 with increasing gravity indi- 
cating that gravitational effects should not be neglected in  similar situations involving 
a fluid in  a temperature gradient. 
The graph in  Fig. 3 clearly confirms the detrimental effect of gravity on 
growing whiskers. With increasing "g" values, five times more whiskers fall octo the 
substrate, where growth i s  inhibited or distorted. The falling i s  either a direct result 
of gravity or i s  due to fluid drag from convection which i s  further discussed in  Section 1I.C. 
This clearly points toward a zero-gravity environment as being ideal for whisker 
crystal growth. This (1 to 20 g) experiment must be labeled as crude since most 
of the observational data were taken on the most visible (larger) whiskers and while 
the high aspect mt io (long, thin) whiskers are the most useful, but also the most 
susceptible to gravity bending and entanglement with other whiskers and the substrate. 
Later erpriments should incorporate rectangular (instead of cylindrical) growth tubes 
for better microscope focusing on the important smaller whiskers. 
C. GRAVITATIONALLY INDUCED CONVECTIVE FLUID DRAG FORCE I S  
SOMETIMES lOOOX GREATER THAN THE DIRECT GRAVITY FORCE ON A 
WHISKER 
In studying the gravitational effect on whisker growth, i t  i s  important to be 
able to account for other forces which may be equally as important as gravity. For 
example, if whiskers are grown in  earth orbit, we surely want to keep the random 
vibration acceleration less than 1 g. We also know i t  would be useless to do an experi- 
ment in  orb:t i f  the f luid drag iorce on the wbiskers i s  of the order of 1 g. With this 
i p  mind, we wi l l  do some calculatior,t to determine the force on a whisker due to air 
motion. 
For simplicity, a uniform fluid flow was assumed without considering the zero 
velocity boundary layer at the wall which would shield a whisker lying almost flat 
against a substrate. 
B. E. Lamb4 derives on the following equation for the force on a long, thin 
cylinder which includes the gas viscosity. This equation has been verified experi- 
mentally by Wieselsbergar (Phys. Zeitschr. 1921, p. 321). 
where FA i s  the f luid force per unit length on the cylinder. 
V = fluid velocity 
a = rod radius 
Y = Euler constant = 0.577 
v = Kinematic air viscosity = 160 x 10-'fta/sec 
v = Air viscosity = 0.362 x Ibs - sec/fta (at one atmosphere 
pressure) 
for a whisker of 1 u diameter i f  V i s  about 1 cm/sec 
i f  V = 1 cm/sec, then the force i s  twice the force of gravity (for tin). 
I n  order to compare gravitational forces to f luid forces, we have plotted the 
graph shown i n  Fig. 5. Since the fluid (air) drag depends both on velocity and whisker 
diameter, we have plotted effective gravitational force (that is, whisker force divided 
by  mass of the whisker) as a function of air velocity. Each curve represents a whisker of 
different diameter. As the whisker diameter becomes smaller, the f luid forces become 
much more significant than the direct gravity force. The near linearity results from the 
log term i n  Equ. 1 being relatively constant. 
Conclusion: From the graph we see that even the expected 1 cm/sec velocity 
associated with convection wi l l  cause a force 300 times stronger than the direct gravita- 
tional forces i f  the whisker's diameter i s  0.1 w .  
Thus, i n  summary, gravity may adversely affect whiskers not only by a directly 
i bending force, and by convective disturbance of the supersaturation ratio and the 
growth process, but now we see that the gravity-driven convection wi l l  also cause a 
destructive f luid drag force which may be several orders of magnitude longer than 
direct gravity forces. This zero-convective drag makes zero-g even more enticing 
for whisker growth. These fluid and direct-g forces are destructive i n  the sense that 
they might: (a) break the growing whisker from the substrate at its weakest point, 
the nucleation point, (b) bend the whisker so that the t ip  touches the substrate,stopping 
growth, and (c) bend two whiskers so that they touch, grow and "weld" together. 
Long Ultrathin Whiskers (A New Frontier) 
A whole new domain of scientific advancement could result from growth of an 
ultrathin (, 10 A ) ,  but long (1 mm) whisker which could carry a current. Such a 
whisker would (a) serve to check one dimensional solid state theories, (b) serve to 
measure the surface scattering of electrons, (c) have (according to theory) a super- 
conducting transition temperature due to an increased density of states, (d) exhibit an 
order of magnitude greater superconducting fluctuation effects which would help to 
settle questions on the basic theory of superconductivity, and (e) be wound for a 
small memory storage coil with 160 turns and a 1 p diameter. 
By extrapolating the graph i n  Fig. 5 one finds that an air velocity of only 1 cm/sec 
exerts a force 100,000 times greater than the direct force of gravity on a 10 ? diameter 
whisker. Such a f luid force due to convection could be responsible for the absence of 
10 A whiskers i n  the literature. Repeating the whisker growth experiments i n  zero 
gravity would greatly increase the chances of finding such 10 f i  whiskers. 
The problem of "in orbit" detection and diameter measurement of these invisible 
fibers could be handled electronically by use of a high impedance electrode would be 
shorted by the growing whisker. Each time a whisker shorts an electrode the current 
could be increased until the whisker melts at I = Ima. This forms both a record of 
the number of whiskers and of their diameters. Since each detected whisker i s  melted 
the electrode would be automatically reenergized for detection of the next whisker. 
D. EVIDENCE FOR POSSIBLE GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT ON WHISKER ORIENTA - 
The following i s  a quote from the thesis of Mr. Charles Lee Watlington, en- 
titled "The Effect of Boundary Scattering on the Superconducting Transition Temperature 
of Tin Whiskers," Clemson University, 1970. 
"It appears possible to select a whisker of a given (crystallographic) 
orientation. Selecting whisken which stood straight on the growing surface 
usually resulted in  either a (001 ) or a ( 100) orientation. On the other 
hand, selecting whiskers which were elastically bent by gravity, almost al l  
(001 ) whiskers -re obtained. This did not hold for very small whiskers 
which ~ - -. would not stand by themselves in  any case." 
Several possible explanations are offered here: 
1. (101 ) whiskers may be ribbon shaped and thus bend easier in 
one direction. 
2. The elasticity tensor for tin may be such that bending in the (101 ) 
direction i s  easiest. 
3. Gravity may directly affect the whisker orientation, i.e., strain at 
the whisker boss due to gravity may n.lke (101 ) growth preferable to other orienta - 
tions. 
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growth. 
Whisker growth requires a slow, weil-mgulated reaction and the above reaction 
has no self-regulating features in  a g field. However, in zero gravity, the hot 
whisker t ip would generate no convection and then the reaction could proceed 
no faster than tho MCI could diffuse through the Ha gas. This regulation may 
allow whisker growth in  a zero g environment which would otherwise be impossible. 
As convection stops, i t s  cooling effect i s  reduced and the whisker t ip may be ex- 
pected to heat, increasing the reaction rate. However, the reactant density re- 
duction should slow the reaction in  spite of the higher temperature whisker tip. The 
candle flame i s  extinguished as "g" approaches zero for the same reason. 
.E . ZERO GRAVITY MAY PRODUCE WHISKERS BY EXOTHERMIC CHEMICAL 
REACTION WHlCH WOULD NOT GROW IN ONE4 
I t  i s  within the realm of possibility that convective flow induced by gravity 
could have an adverse ercect on whisker growth by chemicaI reaction. Ccbr\:;der the 
following situation: The two gases are being heated together Hp + MCI to form HCI 
and whiskers of the metal M. M could be any metal, copper for example. Suppose 
this reaction i s  exothermic and the reaction rate incrsases with temperature. Heat 
i s  generated at the growing whisker tip which increass the temperature and thus, the 
reaction rate. The situation then i s  highly unstable, like lighting a match in a room 
fi l led with oxygen and hydrogen. At the hot whisker tip, convective currents flow 
to replenish the supply of MCI near the whisker as pictured in Fig. 6 .  This could 
result i n  an oversaturation which could result i n  polycrystal instead of single crystal 

In searching through literature, some experimental evidence has been un- 
covered which lends support. Consider this reaction: 
2MCI +Ha + Energy = 2M +2HCl. 
I f  the energy supplied is  p i t i v e ,  the reaction i s  endothermic; i f  energy i s  nega- 
tive, the reaction i s  exothermic. According to Brennert6 whiskers grow by this 
reaction i f  chlorides, bromides ,or iodides are used; however, whiskers do not 
grow i f  the fluoride i s  used. I t  i s  very interesting to note that al l  the reactions 
are endothermic except the fluoride. This may be only a coincidence; however, 
i t  does directly support our hypothesis that whisker growth i s  suppressed in an 
exothermic chemical reaction, possibly due to convection. 
A suggestion then would be to attempt whisker growth from the reaction 
in a zero gravity environment. 
If such a whlsker would grow in  zero gravity but not in  one gravity, then a whole 
new class of exothermic whisker growth reactions would probably become possible. 
One may argue awlnst the above statement by saying that al l  whisker growth 
CJy the pure vapor deposition process (no chemical reactio.~) i s  grow by an exo- 
thermic process. But vapor growth rate i s  automatically !owered and self-regulated 
as the whisker becomes too hot; whereas in a chemical reaction, the growth rate 
increases with temperature and i s  unregulated. Therefore, we need only be con- 
cerned with exothermic chemical reaction interfering with whisker growth. 
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111. DISCOVERY OF A NEW TYPE VACUUM GAUGE USING BROWNIAN MOTION 
IN ZERO GRAVITY 
- 
This investigation into Browniun motion i n  zero gravity at low pressures was 
prompted by the realization that our existing high-vacuum measurement techniques 
am not as accurate nor at simple as one would wish. Ofhn times, i t  i s  necessary 
to break into and thereby contaminate a sealed container in order to measure the 
pressure inside. This procedure always results in a great disturbance and contamina- 
tion of the gas, Our calculations and ideas are aimed at relieving this inadequacy 
by providing CI built-in pressure gauge for any sealed container, and employing only 
the principles of Brownian motion as the apparatus by which we measure the pressure. 
This procedure would certainly reduce the coat and disturbance of a hot gauge. 
The idea most basic to our calculations w s  that the behavior of a Brownian 
particle i s  similar to that of an ideal gas molecule, At a lower pressure, i t  would be 
assumed that the particle experienced fewer collisions. With this in mind, we firrt 
turned to Einstein's equation. ' 
- 
Where sa i s  the average of the square of the distance traveled, k i s  Boltzman's constant, 
T i s  temperature and t i s  time. The parameter f, given by Fd =fVp, i s  adrag, due to 
the Doppler-type collisions of molecules on a Brownian particle. Fd i s  the drag force, 
and Vf i s  h a  porti cls veloci ty . Using an elemental microscopic approach to the mo- 
mentum changes experienced by the particle due to the number of alcstic collisions per 
unit t im,  and suktituting in  the ideal g o  equation, we find the drag to be 
where da i s  the cross-sectional area of the particle, n i s  the number of molecules 
per unit volume, and M, i s  the moss of the gas molecule. Substitution into the 
Einstein equation predicts the Brownian (average diffusion distance) to be 
Using PV = nkT, the equation becomes 
M m  But this equation fr based on the assumption that t >> T, which is quite dif f i -  
cult to achieve. However, Uhlenbeck and Orensteina had derived the general form 
of this equation, which i s  
which we substituted into to obiain 
h e r e  
p = density of the Brownian particle. 
We pow some optimum values to some of the parameters - T = N O O K ,  p = . I  g/m3, 
Mm = Atomic mms of Xe, and d ranged from to lo-', with t = .I, 1, 
and 10 sac, Pressure was graduated in decades from 100 to lo-" torr, Al l  
those values were treated as constants i n  plotting the Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are calculatordriven X-Y recorder plots of equation (6) 
of rms Brownian particle displacement as a function of gas pnssure. 
The flat portion on the upper left of t5e graphs represents the region where 
the distance traveled per unit time i s  constcnt at any lower pressure, and t'le 
particle travels or i f  i t  were virtually free of collisions. The sloping part of the 
graph represents the only range of crseful information in  pressure determination. 
Please neglect the small s l o p  changes around lo-' to lo-' torr; they were due to 
the calculator's limited range. The curves should al l  be flat below torr. 
Equation 2 badins to fail with rising prsrsure as the mean free path of the 
moleicule apr~roaches the particle diameter (d). This region i s  shown by dashed 
lines in  the graphs in  Figs. 1, 2 and 3. However, at even higher pressures (Stokes 
low holds and 5 becomes independent of pressure) the curve again becomes flat 
and the gauge useleu a depicted by ihe dashed line i n  the d = 10" cm curve on 
Fig. 2. 
The maximum useful range extends f,mn 10' to 10 torr under the ideal condi - 
tions. The heavy Xs gas was used to enhance the efiect since the gauge i s  less sensi- 
tive to lighter e!emenh such as hydrogen. 
The best curves a n  with d = cm, but the particle velocity i s  fairly large for 
optical microscope detection so d = lo-"  could be used with some reduction of useful 
pnssure range. 
Measuring the diffusion distana (S) at the end of each second would be experimen- 
tally easy, One could set up a movie camera to photograph the pasi tion of the particle 
at 1 second intervals. From 11 photos 10 values of could be measured and plugged 
into Flg. 2 to determine the pressure. 
How much spread should be observed in the above 10 numbers? Three of the num- 
bers will be (on average) greater than the standard deviatian. The standard devia- 
tion i s  also equal to IF S , according to Uhlenbeck and Omstein's Eq.  7. In other 
wwb, i f  only one valve of = were measured, there would be a one-thi rd chance 
of having an error greater than a factor of 2 in the resulting pressure. The probable 
error of the mean would be greatly reduced as more data are averaged together. 
1 
T Z  The questic 7 i s  how many observations of (S") would be needed to generate 
a reasonable accuracy in the pressure. From statistical sampling theory, a theorem 
(P. G .  Hoel, lntro iction to Muthematical statisticsf states that: 
I f  x i s  normally distributed with meon CI, and standard devia- 
tion n and a random sample of size n i s  drawn, then the 
sample mean Ti will be normally distributed with mean and 
0 
standard deviation -T- 
no 
1 
This means that i f  100 values of (sa)? a n  meosured, that there will be a one-third 
probability of having an error greater than 1 09L. I f  only 10 measurements are made, there 
will be a one-third protzabili ty of having an erro. greater than 30%. I f  this method 
were used for calibratioi~ purposes, a iarm number of measurem~ ts would be needed. 
Howver, many times, knowing only ':,e o;der of magnitude of the pressure i s  necessary. 
In  which case, two or t h m  reading would be sufficient. Mort vac)Jum gauges have a 
l imit of accuracy, but the accuracy of this method may be improved by taking more data 
rather than buying a new gauge. Of course, this method i s  no more accurate than 
the data and parameters which go into the pressure equation. 
Improvements i n  technology could further enhance the effectiveness of the BMVG. 
For example, i f  the particle derlsity could be reduced by a factor of 1000 b; using 
hollow bubbles, the gauge range could be extended several orders of magnitude . By 
using an optical particle tracking the gauge mngs could also be extended by 
several orders of magnitude . 
By counteracting gmvi ty with electrostatic or magnetic suspensio. I the gauge 
could be used i n  a 1-9 field. 
In conclusion, the zero gravity Brownian motion vacuum gauge offers a new 
approach to the old problem of measuring pressure. As with other vacuum gauges 
i ts range coven, at best, up to five orders of magnitude pressure variation. Since 
only oneman month of effort has been expended on this gauge, i t  i s  felt that we 
have only "scratched the surface" as far cn refinement of the gauge goes. However, 
our purpoae here i s  only to identify (and not to refine) possible zero gravity experi- 
ments. 
Actually this Brownian movement vacuum gauge (BMVG) wil l be classified as 
a friction gauge along with :' 5 rotating cylinder and vibrating reed gauges. They 
al l  monitor viscosity which i s  pressure dependent as described i n  a good review 
article by H. W. Darwin. 
--..I--, . . .-.,. .r~ruu--. .. ka .4-  
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR. 1; %, 
- . - 'm- 


Although literature has been searched under the Brownian Movement heading, 
searching the field of aerosol diffusion should be more fruitful and current. For 
example,the paper on "Theory of Drag on Neutral or Charged Spheroid Aerosol 
ParticlesM6 should prove quite useful for further work in this area. 
James Gordon 111, a student lab assistant, generated Figs. 1, 2, and 3 on a 
Hewlett Packard Model 9100-8 calculator. 
165 
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PART IV: HIGH FREQUENCY CHARACTERIZATION OF GaAs 
A. ABSTRACT 
The potential role of high frequencies in characterizing the uniformity of thin 
layers at the surface of semiconductor crystals without the use of electrical con- 
tacts i s  empharized. Progress is  reported in the development of techniques satis- 
factory for high frequency measurements of two parameters, surface resistance and 
surface Hall coefficient, of GaAs crystals similar to those crystals to be used in  
M-555 Flight Experiment. A nonlesonant reflectance bridge operated at 35 GHz 
yielded values of GaAs resistivity in the undisturbed surface layer (circa 100 ~1 m 
thick) that were averages over only a few square millimeters of the GaAs surface 
and were reproducible to within approximately 5%; when greater precision in the 
surface map i s  needed, microwave bridge and cavity techniques are available for 
adaptation. For the surface Hall coefficient at the same frequency (and, therefore 
to the same depth) several bimodal cavities were designed. One cavity was con- 
structed of brass, preliminary tests of which show 27 db isolation between the two 
modes at zero external magnetic field, and indicate thereby that successful surface 
Hall measurements should be attained after tuning controls are added. 
B. SCOPE 
-
The scope was chosen to answer the need of NASA/MSFC Space Sciences 
Laboratory for means by which to characterize the electrical properties of resis- 
tivity and Hall coefficient in  the surface regions of semiconducting crystals to be 
grown in flight experiments but without attaching electrical contacts to the semi - 
conductor. Satisfactory characterization of a flat semiconductor surface requires 
mapping the unifomi ty of the resistivity and Hall coefficient without electrical con- 
tacts. A precision of 5 to 10% i s  expected to be sufficient for evaluating the effects 
of microgravity on the planned growth of G a h  epitaxial layers and the GaAs self - 
nucleated crystals expected in M555 Flight Experiment. Commercial high frequency 
techniques are not available but state-of-the-art laboratory microwove techniques are 
expected to be sufficient in answering this need for high frequency characterization 
(HFC), Therefore, the goalr of this seven month study of HFC worn: 
Aim 1: to demonstrate the precision available in  and to begin the study of the 
reliability of cor,tactless surface resistance measurements of flat undoped GaAs sur- 
faces at 35 GHz at room temperature. The aim wos to map the surface with a resolu- 
tion of a few square mi~limeten, The choice of 35 GHz was dictated by the desire 
to sample the thickness expected of the GaAs epilayen on M555, 
Aim 2: to demonstrate the feasibility of adapting the microwave rotation 
measummenh reported at lower microwave frequencies to the service of mapping 
surface Hall coefficient of the same GaAs surfaces without the need for contacts. 
Aim 3: To consult with the SSL staff on their crystal growth program and to 
begin the use of HFC in their program on GaAs growth and surface preparation. 
A 
C. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
A. Surface Resistance of GaAs 
The relaxation time 7 of the principal carriers i s  very short in  n-type un- 
doped G a h .  Therefore, the products of T with the angular Srquency and with the 
cyclotron frequency of these GaAs carriers are both much smaller than 1. So the 
complex tensor conductivity i s  approximately the DC conductivity no and the high 
1 
frequency skin depth - will be effectively the classical skin depth 6. So, P 
1 
P 
* 
- # 6 0  = C / ( ~ I T W O ~ )  
Typical values of 6 ,  are 100 bm at 35 GHz in  GaAs. i f  the quality of the GaAs 
epilayers can be markedly improved to the extent of longer relaxation times for the 
carrion, then deviations from th is  classical relation wwld be expected. But then 
several other interesting characterization measurements w u l d  become feasible, and 
should lead to valuable quality mapping of such features as carrier mass and electronic 
scattoring time itself. 
0. Surface Hall Effect in G a h  at High Frequency 
Consider the cantactless measurement of the high frequency Hall coefficient for the 
surface region of a flat G a b  sample in a square, bimodal TE112 cavity, resonant at 
35 GHz. The pattern of microwave current induced in  the surface of the square end 
wall of the cavity i s  parallel lines as shown in  the figure. 
I f  we make a hole whore area i s  about 10% of the area of t4e cavity bottom at 
its center, and a flat GaAs sample i s  mounted over the hole +ti tt, adequate choke 
joints but without diffused electrical contacts, then the rf icduced current J, flows 
across the exposed surface of the GaAs sample. When we swi tcb. m a steady mag- 
netic field perpendicular to the GaAs surface, the surface current i s  deflected by the 
Hall angle, generating a :ransvene "Hal! current" which transfers stored energy to the 
orthogonal cavity mode. 
Under the condition that the mean free path of the carriers, 1, i s  much less than 
the skin depth 6 Maxwell's equations and the equations of motion of the carriers on 
the Dm& -Zener model gives the following quantities: 
1 . Tensor condu ctivi ty , 
2. Surface resistance, 
3. Surface Hall coefficient ys = P RH . 
where Y + i P i s  the propagation constant of the 35GHz wove into the GaAs st ;face. 
Mom details are given in  Appendix VIII . 
Consider the following example as being typical of t b  G a h  crystals to be used in  
the M555 Flight experiment. For n-type undoped Goh at room temperature, the 
scattering time of the electmu T i s  about secon&~)~  s 3(10-') << 1 
for 35GHz. Furthermore, w c r  , 3(10- ') for B, = lo4 Gauss. So m calculate 
that (a,)mal ' 0 0  8 t h ~  DC C u ~ f f v t t y .  thot ( u ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~  - 0. 
Therefore, undoped Gab can b analyzed os a good conductor. For 0 - 0.5 fl cm. 
w calculate the skin depth to b 6 = 1 / ~  a 1U)pm, and R, - 7n. For rH,l a 3000 
aa/vol  t see, w +hen expet  the high frequen y Hal l effect to giw 
Y s s ~ R H  - 2(106) a / v o l t ~ c .  
D, RATIONALE AND APPROACH TAKEN 
Effective characterrration for NASA's early 'light samples implies being able 
to detect r~ther small inhomogenei ties in  the surfaa regions of the semiconductor 
crystal without contamination from diffused electrical contacts and without damcge 
from high pressure mechanical contacts. These features were taken as design constraints 
on the microwave techniques being developed. In view of the :..gency of obrai~ing 
soma electrical data on the surface characteristics of G u h  seed crystals before the 
fall of 1972, we chose to tc~ke only one approach out of the many possible f * ~ r  accom- 
plishing each of the two major high frequency ~.haract~?~~zation procedures cited above, 
namely surface resistance and surface Hall effec!. 
The initial frequency of 35 GHz was choren so that the skin depth i?r the GaAs 
seed crystals, based on R. B. ~ 4 ' s  preliminor1 data on bode G3-77, was comparable 
to the thickness of growth (of iome 100 pm) expected onM555 Flight Experiment. 
Once the reflectance technique i s  established at 35 GHz, measuremcnh at lower 
frequencies for probing deeper into the GaAs should be readily adapted. Techniques 
at higher frequencies will be expensive to implement, but may well be worth while 
i n  characterizing the surface resistance of M555 samples. 
Contach were avoided by designing thin choke coupling configurntions. Mecl,ani- 
cal pressure on the GaAs surface was to be minimized by interpooing thin diel jctr~c 
films betmen the metal microwave coupler and the GaAs surface to be mapped, 
Mapping was then to be accomplished by repositioning tire GaAs slab ovea* cht ovn- 
Ing of the metol coupler and repeating the microwave measurement. 
The size of the opening i!i each metal microwave coupler corresponds to the 
-
resolution element of the map and was chosen initially to be 3.5 x 7 mm for surface 
resistance mapping and 4.2 mm diameter for Hall effect. Resolution elements as 
smclll as one mm con readily be c4tained for surface resistance at 35 G Hz. 
Inhomogereities of the high frequency (surface) electrical properties as small 
as 10% should k observable. The basis for calculating resistivity from non-resonant 
surface reflectance data, as shown in  Appendix IX, indicates that 0.536 reproducibili t;.
in  the r.f. powr  madings cornsponds to 5% uncertainty in  each calculated resistivity 
value for a surface of the typical ((33-77) seed crystal. 
The precision of the s- . .  *.s Hall coefficient similarly depends on the absolute 
-
value of the sudace resistivity. Detecting inhomogeneities in surface RH as small as 
10% with a coupler comprised of a 35 GHz bimodal cavity of normal metal wul ls  will 
requim isolation betvmen t1.e two modes of at least 50 db. 
1. Surface Resistance from Microwave Reflectance Measurements 
- -  - 
A 35 GHz reflectance test bench has been &signed and assembled from com- 
ponents borrowed from the Physical Sciences Laboratory, USA MICOM. I t  has been 
calibrated and operated to measure the microwave porn  reflected from a flat surface 
of a sample of GaAs mounted at the end of a specially designed microwave coupler. 
Sample contact with the coupler fam ;s electrically insensitive to preszure. 
In order to determine the value of the incicknt and reflected microwuve power at :he 
coupler-ample inhrfam, microwave powr  mearurements have been mode after successive 
subtitutio~u of the GaAs samples and an aluminum foil standard sample. Thw, a reflected 
power i s  referrod to a reference plane established at the coupler-lample in,erfoca, and 
thereby comcb for losses and reflections i n  the transmission line between the 
sam;*'e and the powar btecting element. Reproducibility of about + 0.5% has 
been obtained for power reflectance measurements wi th a corresponding uncer- 
tainty of about f 5.0% for va:ues of resistivity i n  the neighborhood of 0.5 ohm-cm 
such as for repeated map of the G3-77 seed crystal samples. 
In conclusion, the non-resonant reflectance measurement gives the desired 
5% precision in  the surface resistivity averaged over a resolution element of 
approximately 20 square millimeters. The nproducibili ty i s  obtained wihout 
the use of diffused electrical contacts or high pressure mechanical contact. I t  
appears to he only a matter of machining to obtain similar precision i n  surface 
resistance with resolution elements ar small as one mm high. 
I t  should be noted that dependence of 35 GHz surface resistance on orientation of 
the GaAs crystal can be readily examined with the present waveguide termination 
technique. The microwove currents induced in  the GaAs flat are unidirectional 
over the full resolution element and sur.cessive rotations a n  accommodated as readily 
CIS suc -ssive translations. Ini tie! rotational maps showed no angular variation at 
room temperature 4 :age a 10%; none was expected. 
,2. Volume Resistivity at Low Ratio Frequencies 
A logical extension of the analysis (indicated in  Section 11 above) to the 
case of skin depth comparable to the sample dimensions wos employed to test the 
feasibility of measurin~ bulk resistivity and bulk Hall effect without contacts. 
Very prelirclnary m u l h  at 3 MHz on G a h  slabs, such as from bode G3-77 where 
d(3MHz) - 10 mm, were obtained from coil loading. Observations of the Q change 
of a copper coil when loaded by each of a variety of GaAs samples indicate that 
the rf losses due to bulk conduction in  the undoped GaAs crystals available can 
be measured wi th considerrrble precision (good reproducibility). Calculation of 
the mean bulk resist; ;ity will, of cmrst, require reasonable control over sample 
geometry and coil configuration. 
A test of the rotational (Hall) effects of a strong DC magnetic field on coil 
loading was run and a small but definite Q change wos observed at 10 kilogous. 
Therefore, i t  appears pooible to &sign a crossed coil system for the appropriate 
m p l e  geometry to get some meaure of the bulk Hall effect in  the seed and source 
crystals prior to the M555 Flight Experiments without diffusing electrical contacts. 
In conclusion, the technique of coil loading by GaAs crystals having a 
regular shape appeao to be a feasible way of measuri ng an average bulk resistivity 
and an average bulk Hall effect without diffusing electrical contacts. I t  I s  
recommended that the development of this technique be considered for bulk 
characterization of the GaAs seed and source crystals to be used in  M555 Flight 
Experiment. 
3. Surface Hall Effect at 35 GHz 
- 
As noted i n  the rationale above, the approach mrs to use a flat G a h  sur- 
face as port of the wll surface of a bimodal cavity and aim at transferring 35 GHz 
energy from one mode into the other by means of the Hal! effect on the surface 
currents in  the GaAs. Casign calculations for several b i d 1  cavities were per- 
formed which wwld permit some 10 to 20 mma area of the G a h  surface to k 
effectively a part of the cavity rmll without diffused electrical contacts or undue 
mechanical pmssure. One cavity was machined out of the best bras available; pres- 
ervation of four fold symmetry was attempted in order to minimize the direct coupling 
between the two modes. Several trials wen  needed to obtain useful coupling through 
tho four waveguide irises. With iris coupling adjusted for optimum transmission through 
cavity mode 1, the direct coupling through the orthogonal mode was found to be 27 db. 
The measured cavity Q with the GaAs surface QS part of one wall agrees with theory. 
From the DC values of the Hall coefficient for Go As at room temperature as mea- 
sured by R. B. Lal, the coupling between modes due to the GaAs Hall effect in  this 
cavity i s  expected to be about 40 db. Therefore, before obtaining surfoce Hall data 
with this cavity, tuning controls will have to bc added. 
An al temate bimodal cavi t; has been designed in which the Hall coupling for a 
GaAs end rmll i s  increased about one order of magnitude. I f  the machining tolerances 
attained for the first bimodal cavi ty can be maintained in the construction of this 
alternate cavity, precision of better than 20% in the surface Hall cotificient of GoAs 
can be expected at room temperature for tach resolution element of some 4 mm across 
a d  approximately 100 microns deep. 
In conclusion, the preliminary tests of a bimodal covi ty method for mapping the 
surface Hall effect at 35 GHz are favorable. The machining tolerances attainable 
by John Medlin and his staff are sufficiently small to require only rather modest 
tuning of t b  cavity mocks in orcier to get the h i r e d  precision for mopping the Hall 
coefficient over the skin &pth of some 100 p m on flat GaAS surfaces wither, diffused 
electrical contacts or undue mechanical pmssun . 
F, SUMMARY OF PROGRESS ON HIGH FREQUENCY CHARACTERIZATION 
The results reported above meet the stated aims for this first seven month 
period of adapting microwave measurement techniques reported in  the literature 
to the job of characterizing the surface layers, circa 100 km deep, of the semi- 
conducting crystals to be used and grown on M555 flight experiments. In parti- 
cular, the surface resistance at 35 GHz has been shown ro give contactless mapping 
of resistivity within 100 pm of the GaAs st,. face to within 2 5% without contacts. 
Furthermore, the initial cavity designs and tests indicate reasonable precision in  
surface Hall coefficient should be attainable with this technique. Even the contact- 
less measurement of the bulk resistivity of GaAs by coil loading in  the MF to VHF 
ranges appean to be feasible from the very preliminary tests reported here. 
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ABSTRACT 
A charrc ter ica t ion  plan for eo l td i f l ca t ion  experiments during Apollo 
14 f l y  back from the moon i s  presented. The plan describee an evaluation 
procedure fo r  each of the four conaidercd experiment8 according t o  the 
mpecific objectivee of each experiment. 
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I. In t roduc t ion  
The concept of  m a t e r i r l r  characterization has been c l a r i f i e d  i n  
1967 by a  committee of the Mater ia l s  Advieory Board of the National 
Rcsearch C o u n c i l ~ R e f .  I ) ,  which de f ines  t h a t  cha rac t e r i za t i on  descr ibes  
those fcaturon of  composi t i o a  and s t r u c t u r e  ( including de fec t s )  of a  
materl a1 t h a t  a -e e ign i  f i can t  for  n , ) a r t i cu l a r  prcbparation, strldy of 
propertlcrr,  or I I R C ,  and nuf f icc  for  the rcprodrlctlon of thc an tc*r in l .  
S l n ~ l c  c rys  t a l ~  of varioufi sr~ hrrtanccgs hovil s e t  ncbd i  ncrtsnn i 111: 
prac t l ce l  lmportanct*, oftcr! for  scicmntific i n . ~ c l s t l ~ n t t o n ~ ,  hut prlmari 1 y 
for  tcmchnical and Indue t r i a l  appl lca t ione .  Thcac c r y s t a l s  arc1 mostly 
grown from the  melt. The c h e m i ~ a l  and s t r u c t r ~ r a l  q u a l i t y  of these  c r y s t a l s ,  
whlchin tu rnde te rmines  vcry e t rongly  thc physical  p rope r t i e s  of the 
c r y s t a l l i n e  m r t e r i a l s ,  i s  mainly r e s t r i c t c d  by f l u id  motions dur ing  the 
s o l i d i f i c a t i o n  process.  The main d r iv ing  forcc* i s  g rav i ty  and it i s  
therefort* expcctcd t o  improve thc q u a l i t y  of  the c rya t a l  s hy protlucing 
thc  c r y s t a l s  undcr reduced g rav i ty  condi t ions i n  space. Thc f t r s t  
uol i d i  Fi ca t i on  experimentn i n  spaccn w l l l  hopc*fr~ll y  hc* donc* durl  np; the 
Apnllo 14 flyback from thc moon. Tltc* proposed plan has hccbn prc!parclcl 
with the i n t en t ion  of eva lua t ing  thc returned aamplcs i n  such a  manner 
a s  t o  ob ta in  a  maximum amount of information. The r c l a t i v c  q u a l i t y  of 
the ma te r i a l s  grown i n  space (0-gravity) may be judged by comparison 
with matcr ia le  grown under the  earn condi t ions on ea r th .  
q ~ c f .  1)  
Cha ra r t c r i t a t i on  of Mater ia ls :  Nat. Acad. Sci . Not. Acnd. Bngg. , NRD, 
Rcbpt t No. MAB-2294, Washin~ton ,  D .C, (1967) 
11. Receiving, Opening rnd Di s t r ibu t ion  of Samples 
A t  the meeting held January 19, 1971 a t  the ME Laboratory, i t  was 
Jecldcd t h a t  the ramples w t l l  k rcrclCvc*d, opcncd and diatributcld t o  thcl 
fnvc*ntig;torn hy MPI 1,aborrtory u n d ~ r  tht* ~ u p e r v l n i o n  o f  M r .  Paul Schucror 
awl Mr. n l l l  Aldrich . A l a g  of each samplv and thc~ cldministrativc* papcr 
work w i l l  alno he meintrined and handlcad hy ME Lahoratory, 
P r io r  t o  owning  of  the samplc* tuhelr, X-ray photographs oT t l ~ c  whole 
tuhc should be taken. The opening of the aamplc tuhea should be done i n  
auch r manner t h a t  no appreciable  heat  i a  developed and no mechanical 
n t ra ine ,  f o r  example, due t o  vibrations, a h o c k ~  and spinning, art* involved. 
In addi t ion ,  contamfnation of thie 4nmplce ehould be avoided. Handling 
of aamplcn with p l a s t i c   lo-res i n  a c lean  a rea  ailcma t o  bc sufficiclnt.  
1 
ZIT. Chrr rc te r i s r t i an  Plan 9 
9 
The four r o l i d i f i c r t i o n  experimentr considered i n  t h i s  plan have been 
d c s i ~ n e d  t o  obtain information about the influence of reduced gravity on 
tho r o l i d i f i c r t i o n  procemr of meta l l ic  melts. Since each experiment has 
rpeci f ic  objcct iver ,  r mpecific cv r lu r t i an  plan for  crch expcrimcnt is  
needed. 
111. A ,  Specimen No. 15 
Indium B&%th Controlled Eutectic Sol id i f ica t ion  
The object ive,  r ignif icance and applicat ion of t h i s  experiment 
have been aurninarized i n  the objective plan as  follows: 
Thir experiment i s  directed toward obtaining preliminary 
infonnmtian from whlch the e f f e c t s  af  zero gravity on t b  control  of 
e u t s c t i c  fornution i n  r d i r e c t i o n r l l y  so l id i f ied  metal a l loy  can be assearrcd. 
Significance: 
Thir experiment w i l l  provide information i n  support of hardware 
developnent for  approved Skylrb composite crmting experiments. A f i r s t  ordc 
rreermnent of the c r i t i c r l l t y  of cont ro l l ing  the '.ate a t  which the s o l i d i f i -  
cat ion front  trrvelm throuuh the melt can be mrdc. 
Applic9tion: 
Thim experiment, using r low melting point metal a l loy  which 
can be f l m  rborrd Apollo 14, w i l l  provide r u p p o r t i n ~  information for  the 
development of mimilrr compomiter of hf@er temperature nyutema. Them 
comporiter much r r  the  AlCu cu tec t i c  be in^ plmned for  Skylrb have potential 
rpp l i c r t ion  i n  r t r u c t u r r l  memberm which exhibi t  controlled anisotropic properticH 
and i n  tho f ie ld  of power trrnrmirsion where the d i rcc t io rv l ly  ro l id i f i cd  
phrre  may pe r fom r r  r ruprrconductor. 
Charactcrfzatfon Plan for  Spcctmcn No. 1 5  
- 
The* fo l  lowin8 cha rac t c r i t a  t t on pl on hae bcc~n uorkclcl ,out wi t h  s t rong 
camphaei a on the eva lua t ion  of thc* rcnlctCvc cryntal  lographfc and gc.omc*tri c 
o r i en t a t ion  and the s i ze  of  the slmul taneouely s o l i d i f i e d  phanc~s. In  
ocldltion t o  thia, tnformrtion regarcling c rye t a l  pcr fcc t ion  can hc obtaincad, 
Thc plan includce the following: 
a )  Non-dotruct ive t e r t i n g  without c u t t i n g  the  whole c rys t a l  
b) P a r a l l e l  t e a t r  a f t e r  c u t t i n g  the maple .  
a )  Nan-dertruct iw t e a t s  
The t e a t  w i l l  hc pcrfanncd I n  i;nc numeric ordcr na dcscrihcd 
bclaw, 
1. X-ray tranamisaion microscopy t,f 1 .h~  wholc, sarnplc- i n  t h e  
tube biafore opening w i l l  reveal thc shopc*, and yopcrf icial  i r rcgu1ari t tc .a  
(cracks, c t c . )  of the samplc. 
2. Tcchntqucs t o  open thc eanple trjbe - 4 t h  minimum danger of 
~ e n e r a t i n g  mechanical r t r a i n r ,  p l a s t i c  deformatton, sc ra tches ,  increased 
temperature and inducing cantamlnation have t.) he c o n ~ i d e r e d ,  
3 ,  A l l  samples rhoulcl be w c i ~ h e d ,  A 1  so the samplc~ ~ h o t ~ l d  be
deacribcd p h e n ~ n o l o g l c a l l y .  Each s a ~ p l c  nhnuld he, photographed together  
with a waourinf i  ncalc t o  give an 1dc.a r , C  thc sizca, ~bagc*, c t c .  of the- 
sample. S tcp  N3. 1 can be repcatc-cl i 1' no X-ray dol-ngc~ I s known. 
4. E l e ~ t r a p o l i n h i n ~  of tI1c1 uamplc ~ l , n a l J  hc* di.nc1. The* whole- 
nmnplc@ tw thvn ctc.hc*cl o r  para th ly  snadlxi*d i n  orilcr t o  rc*vc,cll itrain 
hmndrr loa.  
5. Dtnlocation <Ic*nstty ntny hcl dc*tc*rminc~cl by c tch lng  and o p t i c a l  
mtcroacopy. 
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6 ,  Yapping of  rain houndarfca and determinati.nn o f  c rys t a l lo -  
grcrphl c or ief i t r  t i on  of thc   rain^ hy t hc  Lauc hack de f l ec t ion  tcchniquc 
arca vvrj :mp:rtant and must be don(&, 
7 .  Electrical r c e i s t i v i t y  of the wholc c r y s t a l  wil l  hc 
mcan~lrcncl by L.., point  probe mcthocl a t  rncm temp~raturc* . El clctri ca l  contllcts 
may hc* mnclc* h: cold wcld, .rg of  pt;r. Indirmr contncts t o  t11c.  snnll~lc*. 
H, Single ~ r ; ~ : t a l  X-ray c l  l f frncst l on nnan?cllrc.nlc.nts way I)(* ~ l l ; ~ c l c .  I o 
rc*vc*al l a t t i c c ~  paramiaters,ctc. 
9. Elcccron microprobe unal yrris or  sranninl: n ~ l  crcwcopy may 
he done on the whole sample, i f  poss ib le ,  which w i l l  ccvenl thcl chemical 
homogeneity of p a r t i c u l a r  gra ins .  
b) Invest igat ions which will need c u t t i n g  of the sample-: 
A t  t h i e  s tage  the samplc can btb cu t .  The uumhcr and shape 
of the picsces depends on the f t n a l  dccis ion which investigations w i l l  hc 
pvrformcd. Thc bes t  technique for  c u t t i n g  i s  t h ~  onc which involvrs minimum 
e t r a ine ,  clama~e a d  contamination and should hc uacd, Mcchanicsl c u t t i n g  
i a  not dcs i r ab l c ,  acid c u t t i n g  o r  c~lcctrochemical c u t t i n g  should hc* strong1 y 
connidcrcd. Thrcc pieces of  the  c rys t a l  (one from each end ant1 onr8 from the, 
center)  should be kept aeidcs fo r  rc-fcrencc. The fcllowinp; i nvr.stigations 
can be performed slmultancously. 
1. Electron microprohc ana lys i s ,  e l ec t ron  scanning microscopy, 
and c l t ~ c t r o n  microscopy 
2, Elcc t r l ca l  r c l s i a t i v i ty  nntl Hall c f f c ~ c t  mc,ast~rc*mc-nts 
'I. Supc~rcantluctl v i t y  
4. Clptlcel mlcroacopy - (phr~sc* cnnt rns t  ,cBtc. )
5. NMR 
6. Dielocrtion denrity by etch p i t  technique 
7 .  Optical re f l ec t ion  measurements, 
8. Spark eource mass rpectrmetry for impurities. 
111. B, Specimen No. 16 
Indium Bismuth Reraelt Experiment 
The objec t ive ,  s i g n i f i c m c e  and appl ica t ion  of t h i s  experiment: 
have been sumoorized i n  the objec t ive  plan a s  follows 
Obj ec  t ive  : 
The proposed experiment i a  deaigned t o  allow the d i r e c t  
comparisjn of e o l i d i f i c a t i o n  cha rac t e r i a t i ca  preva i l ing  under laboratory 
canditiona and under zero gravi ty .  The approach provides a unique means fo r  
determining d i r e c t l y  (on a compound p a r t i a l l y  formed on e a r t h  and p a r t i a l l y  
i n  apace) the e f f e c t  o f  g rav i ty  on homogeneity of impuri t ies  ( s t r i a t i o n s  
and coring)) na ture  am! concentrat ion of de fec t a ,  aol id- l iquid in t e r f ace  
phenomena, and growth cha rac t e r i a t i ca .  
Signiff  cance 
The experiment w i l l  provide preliminary information on zero-g 
e o l i d i f i c a t i o n  phenomena which w i l l  a id  i n  the development of hardware fo r  
Skylrb experiments. 
Application: 
The propored experiment ahould provide uaeful  information 
(using a low melt ing metal) which w i l l  al low improvements i n  hardware now 
under development fo r  growing imprnved semiconductor c rys t a l a .  High 
q u a l i t y  semiconductor c rys t a l8  have a wide range of  commercial appl icat iona 
i n  the e l ec t ron ic s  industry. 
Character izat ion Plan fo r  Specimen No. 16 
For t h i r  experiment it i s  of p a r t i c u l a r  importance t o  t r ace  the poa i t ion  
up t o  which the mater ia l  has beep melted and r eao l id i f i ed  i n  apace. This 
can be done by m i t e r a t i o n !  technique with r e s i s t i v i t y  measurements. 
The plan include8 the following: 
a) Non-dertructive terting without cutting the uhole crystal 
b) Parallel tertr after cutting the ample. 
a) #on-dertmctive tertr 
The teat will be performed in the numeric nrder as 
described below. 
1. X-ray tranemieeion microscopy of thcb whole sample in the 
tube before opening will reveal the shape and euperficial irregularities 
(crrckr, etc.) of the sample, 
2, Techniqueo to open the sample tube tube with minimum 
danger oi' gener-ting mechanical strains, plaetic deformation, scratches, 
increaeed temperature a d  inducing contamination have to be considered . 
3. All ramplee ehould be weighed. Also the eemple ehould be 
described phenomenologically. Each sample ehould be photographed together 
with a mearuring scale to give an idea of the size, shape, etc. of the 
rample. Step No. 1 can be repeated if no X-ray darnage is known. 
4, tlectropolirhing of the eample should be done. The whole 
sample la then etched or porribly anodized in order to reveal grain 
bwndarier . 
5. By oodudtlvity measurements followed by dislocation 
denrity mearurementr, electron microprobe analysie, etc., the position 
up to which the material ham been melted and reeolidified in space has 
to be determined. 
6. Dirlocation denrity may be determined by etching and 
optical microrcopy, 
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7 .  Mapping o f  g r a i n  b01lnda1-j * . I I V ?  LI, i.(,:r~innti.cn of  c r y s t a l l o -  
graphic  o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  g r a i n s  by the  Lauc back d e f l e c t i o n  technique 
a r c  vc ry  important  and must bc donc*. 
8. X-ray d i f f r a c t i o n  s t u d i r s  t o  rcnvc.nl the, c r y s t a l  1  i . 1 ~  pclr- 
r c c t i o n ,  l a t t i c e  pa ramete r s ,  e t c . ,  may bc mad(>. 
9. E l r r t r o n  microprobe ; ~ n a l  ys i  a o r  s c i ~ n n i n ~  m i  crosc.opy 111;ly 
I)(* cloncn on thc* wlrol (. samplc , 1 f poast hlc* , wllicl\ W I  11 rc~vc~n l t I 1 c 8  cl1(*111i CB I 
Ilonlo~c~nc*l t y o f  p a r t  l c u l a r  ~ r a i i i ~ .  
h )  I n v c a t i g a t i o m  which wi 11 ncscltl c u t t i  n ~ o f  - thia sanrplc~: 
A t  t h i e  etagc the  ~ e l n p l c  can bc. c u t .  Thtb ccl t t ing  ha:, 
t o  bc done a long  the  a x i s ,  and i t  L N  t h e r e f o r e  no t  reasonable. t o  makr 
more than  3 s l i c e s ( o , d .  of  the  samplc i s  on ly  0.249"). The bctst 
tcchniquc f o r  c u t t i n g  i s  the  onc which invo lves  minimum s t r a i n s ,  damage 
and contaminat ion and should br ~ ~ s c d .  Mcchani col cut tin^ i s  n o t  
c lcs i rohle  f acid  c u t t i n g  o r  e l ( l c t rochcmica l  CII t t i  nb: .ql~or~lcl hc* s t r o n g l y  
consitlcrcd . Thtcc pirccss o f  t h i ~  c r y s t a l  (onca f ron~  cnacll c<nel and ones from thc. 
cc*ntc.r) .should bc. kcpt  osidtb f o r  rc8ft .rcncc,  Thca f o l  l o w i  ni: i n v t - s t i g a t i o n s  
should ba done wi th  each o f  t h c  thrctc- s l i cc*!~ .  
1, E l e c t r o n  m i c r o p r o h ~ ~  otlal y s i s  , c.1 csctron 3ranni nK mi croscopy,  
and c l c c t r o n  microacopy 
2. E l e c t r i c a l  r e v i  v t  Lvi t y  and Hall ctf f c c t  mc~asrlrimrni~ntv 
3,  Supcrconductfvi  t y  
4 ,  O p t i c a l  microscopy - (phnscl con t r ; l s t ,  cvtc .) 
5, D i  g l o c a t i o n  dcnsi  t y  by iltch pi  t icnc.l~ni clut- 
6, Opt{ c a l  r c - f l c c t i o n  ~nc~awlrcmc.nt~l 
Indium Bismuth S o l i d i f i c a ~ o n  Dernonst~_ation (Point -Nucleat ion)  
The o b j e c t i v e ,  s i g n i f i c a n c e  and a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h i s  experiment 
-.- 
have bean suinmarized i n  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  p lan  a s  fo l lows:  
Object ive:  
Thcb o h l e c t i v c  of t h i  R ( I ~ * m o n s t r ~ t i n n  i s t o  strrtly t t l c .  s o l i d i f i -  
c - l ~ t  ton of nn lntcrmcltal  1 l c  compntrncl In .qpcrccb. '171t- c r y s t a l  l i z n t l o n  o f  t h ~  
t.11t- I~c*o t 1 ng ant1 c o o l i n g  p l a n .  
S ign i  f i c a n c c  : 
The prcaclncc o f  grnvi t. y I ncll~cc~d thclnnnl c.onvc*c t ion i n  t l ~ c b  
l icluid m c a l t  causes  l r r c 8 g u l a r i t i c s  i n  then s o l i d i f i c a t i o n  of  r r y s t c l l l i n t ~  
m a t e r i a l .  E l imina t ing  thermal convr*ction a t  t h r  s o l i d - l i q u i t l  i n t e r f a c e  
should r c s u l t  i n  a  more uniform and p c r f c c t  c r y s t a l l i n e  structure. 
Appl ica t ion:  
Thc c r y s t a l  ~ r o w t l i  cuxprrimc.nts t h a t  I~ilvc' I)c.cnn propose-tl for  
n n l l d l  f l c a t i o n  l  n  n convctctl on- f r c b c a  cmvi ronmclnt:. 'I'11tl c*ontrol l ( - ( I  sol it1 1 f i -  
c a t i o n  o f  InBi may  how thc~ nlagnl l - r ~ t l t s  of t h c  posgf h l c  lmprovcwu-nt. 
C l ~ a r a c t c r i z a t i o n  p lan  for  Specimc~n N o .  17 -
T h i s  sample C R  most l i k e l y  t o  ho s i n g l e  crys tnl l inca .  Pnr t i c r r l a r  
camphasis should t h e r e f o r e  be* put  on thv c v a l u a t l  on of c rys t i l l  1  i nc and 
ci~.~micnl perfection i n  comparison t o  a t r u c t ~ ~ r n l  anrl chcmical hon~op-nr i  t y  
of ~ a m p l c * ~  grown undcr t h c  aamc conditions on csnrth. 
The plan i ~ c l u d e r  the f o l l ~ w i ~ g :  
a )  Non-destructive t e s t i n g  without c u t t i n g  the whole c r y s t a l  
b) P a r a l l e l  r e r t r  a f t e r  c u t t i n g  the ramplc, 
a) Non-dertructive t e r t r  
The t a r t  w i l l  be performed i n  the numeric order  a s  
i e r c r lbed  below. 
1. X-ray tranamieeion microscopy of the wholc eample i n  the 
tube before opening w i l l  r evea l  the shape, and eupe r f i c i a l  i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  
(cracks, e t c . )  of the eample. 
2, Techniquer t o  open the eample tube tube with minimum 
danger of generating mechanical s t r a i n s ,  p l a s t i c  deformation, sc ra tches ,  
increased temperature and inducing contamination have t o  be considered. 
3. A l l  samplee ehould be weighed. Also the sample should be 
dercr ibed phenomenologically. Each eample should be photographed together  
with a meaeuring ecele  t o  give an idea of  the s i z e ,  shape, c t c .  of the 
rample. Step No. 1 can be repeated i f  no X-ray damage i c l  known, 
4. Electropol ishfng of the eample ehould be done. The whole 
rample i r  then etched o r  poeeibly anodized i n  order t o  reveal  gra in  
boundarier. 
5,  By conduct ivi ty  measurements followed by d i s l o c a t i o n  
d e n r i t y  measurementcl, u lec t ron  microprobe ana lys i s ,  c t c . ,  the pos i t i on  
up t o  which the mater ia l  har  been melted and r ceo l id i f i ed  i n  space has 
t o  be determined 
6. Dis loca t ion  dens i ty  may be determined by e tch ing  and 
o p t i c a l  mfcroncopy. 
7 .  Mapping of g r a i n  boundariev and d c t c r v i n a t i o n  of c r y s t a l l o -  
graphic  o r i e n t a t i o n  of t h e  g r a i n s  by t h e  Laue back d e f l e c t i o n  technique 
a r e  v e r y  important and must be donc. 
8, X-ray d i f f r a c t i o n  s t u d i e s  t o  revea l  the  c r y s t a l l i n e  per- 
fc*ct ion,  1 a t t i . c ~ '  parameters ,  c t c , ,  havv t o  hcb made, 
9 El clctron microprobe anal  ys  1 : I  III;I y I ) ( #  (Ion(* 011 t11(* wl101 (s 
nampl c * ,  l f poas l h l c  , which wl l 1 rc*vc*nl the* c.l~c*ll~i v n l  Ilomo~c-rlc~ 1 t y o f  
1)) T n v c a t i ~ a t i o n e  which w i l l  ncled c u t t i n g  o f  the* sample*: 
A t  t h i s  s t a g e  thcl snmpl(b call I)(> c - r ~ t ,  Thca hc.st: tccl~niclrlr. 
f o r  c r ~ t t i n g  is  t h r  on@ which invo1vr.a minimr~m s t r a i n s ,  tlomagc* and 
contamination and should be uscd. Mc~chanical c u t t i n g  i s  n o t  d c s i r a b l r l ,  
ac id  r t r t t i n g  o r  electrochemical c u t t i n g  sholild bc s t rong1  y considered . 
Thrcnc- piccc*s o f  thc  c r y ~ t a l  (on(* fronr vach cnd and nnt from thc  rclntct)  
shottlcl hv kc*pt as1 tlc f o r  r c  Ec*rc-nrc* . Thcb fc.11 owing i nvc-a 1 ip,a t i on3 si~or~lcl  
hc donc : 
1, Elclctron mi croprt)l)c- a n a l y s i s  , t* l t ,c t ron sc;~nniri): 111i i.rosc'opy, 
and c l c c t r o n  microacopy 
2. E l t ~ c t r i c e l  r c e i a t i v l  t y  and Hol l  c*ffclct measr~rcBmclnts 
3. Superconductivity 
4. O p t i c a l  microscopy - (phascl c o n t r a s t ,  c t c . )  
5 .  D i a l o c e t i o n  dcnsi  t y  hy  c t c h  p i t  tcnchni qrrc I .  
6 ,  Opt ica l  r c f l c c t i o n  mcnasrlrrn~csrlt..r 
111. D. Specimen No, 18 
Sphere Cas t ing  Demonetration 
The o b j e c t i v e ,  s i g n i f i c a n c e  and a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h i s  experimcnt have been 
s u m a r i z c d  i n  the  o b j e c t i v e  p l a n  oe follows: 
Object ive:  
Thc oh)c!ctivc o f  t h l 9  rlcvnonstration wi 11 htl t o  301 itli f y  n 
~ n ~ p c ~ n d c d  mcbtnl melt I n  thc  wcightl(*sgnc+n9 of .rpoci*. Tlrc* c1xpc.r ilrclnt w i  11 
provldc thcl f I r H t  informat ion cbvc*r ol)talnclcl on contni  ni*rlcbss proci.ssin): 
I n  zero g r a v i t y .  
Sign1 Eicancc: 
a.  The mel t  i s  a t n t  I c  t luring thin proccBss o f  s o l i d i f i c a t i o n .  
A f t c r  thc  spherical mel t  i e  formcd, tllcrc* a r c  no fur~i tc . r  !notions of thi* 
l i q u i d  o r  e o l i d  m a t e r i a l .  Thcrc fo rc  , s t n ~ c t u r i ~ l  irntl chcmf co1 propctrti (1s 
ehoulcl hta morc homoffenoue . 
h .  T'bc melt  i~ pol n t  nuapondcd contoinclrlc-ns and the-rcnforc, 
I 
contaminat ion,  induccd e t rcescr ,  and htltc~rogc*nous n u c l c a t i  on nrcn minimizc*d. I 
c  . Informat ion w i l l  ht* ohtainotl on hrmogc*nous nnd hc tctro- 
gclncaouo nr lc leat ion,  g ro in  e i z c  and c l ln t r ihu t lon  ancl ~ t h c * r  s o l i d l  f i c a t i c ~ n  
phcnnomcbnn . 
Appl ica t ion  
Sincc tlrc r,phcnricol r,llirpc* o f  thin c.autf n): w i  1 1  I ) i l  tlt*tc.miincbd 
p r i m a r i l y  hy tlre aur facc  cntBrgy o f  the* m e l t ,  t h l s  di*nl:)nstratinn wi 11  
hc thr* f i r s t  cxemplc- of t h e  c o n t u l n c ~ r l i ~ a s  pro(-c'ssin): r c l c l r r l  rc*cl  hy Illany proposc*tl 
apocc matibr i n l ~  rxpcrimente.  Mc'nnr~rc*rnc*ntn r otl(1 on tl~c. nplrc~rl ci L y nncl ~ r ~ r  fac-c~ I 
f i n i s h  w i l l  provide in fonna t lon  o ~ ~ , , t * x p c ~ r i m c n t s  such a s  thcb 9plrc~ricnl 
cclst ing c+xpcrimcnnt p a r t  of M512. 
Character izat l  on Plan for  Spcacirnc~n No. 1 R 
The sphe r i c i ty  and the topographical eurfacc c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  need 
t o  be invest igated f l r e t .  Homogeneous and surface nucleat ion and a l s o  
the d i r ec t iona l  growth of the two e u t e c t i c a l  phases rhould be s tudied 
in tena ive ly ,  The l a t t e r  could inform about the general shape of the 
isotherme i n  the s t a t i c  melt during s o l i d i f i c a t i o n .  
The plan  include^ the following: 
r )  Non-dertructlvt t e e t i n g  without c u t t i n g  the whole c r y s t a l  
b) P a r a l l e l  t e r t r  a f t e r  c u t t i n g  the emple .  
a)  Non-derttuctive t e r t e  
The t e s t  w i l l  he pc*rfonncd i n  thc numeric ordclr aa 
described below. 
1. X-ray transmiaaion microncopy n f  thc whole samplcn i n  tht- 
tube before opening w i l l  reveal the ahapc and supe r f i c i a l  i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  
(c r rcka ,  e t c . )  of the sample. 
2,  Techniques t o  open the eample tube with minimum danger of 
generating mechanical e t r a i n e ,  plautf  c deformation, sc ra tches ,  increased 
temperature a d  inducing contamination havc t o  bc conaldcrcd. Part icr i lar  
care  ahould he given t o  the opening procedure i f  the samplc has lrcen 
found not t o  he ruptured from the c a p i l l a r y  by the Xdray tranamisaion 
photograph 1. 
3. A l l  mamplrm uhould hcm weighc*tl. Aleo thc uamplc* ahould he 
dcncrlhcd phcnomcnologically. Each warnpI(* ehot~ld he photographed 
together  with a m(*anuring ecalc  t o  givc an idtea of thc 8izc8, ehapc, c t c .  
a f  the eamplc. Stcp No, 1 can ht* rcpceted. 
4, S p h e r i c i t y  s t u d i e s  by photographic  t echn iques ,  followed by 
5. D i r e c t  mechanical measuring techn iques  should be done, 
6.  Smoothness o f  t h e  s u r f a c e  by techniques  which have t o  be 
s t r o n g l y  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  q u a l i t y  o f  t h e  a u r f a c e s  should be performed. ~t 
t h c  srlrfacce a r e  p e r f e c t ,  in ter fcromc t r i c  tcchni  ques should hc usod,  
7 .  A f t c r  thc  ~phc l r i  c i  t y  nmf topography studic8.r arce 
crnnpl(~tcd,  o p t i c a l  studlc~w on plinsc* cll n t r j  huttonrr o t  the* :~rrrlncc* can 
I)cl pc'r fom*cl  . Ac t11a1 mapping w l  1 l no t  bta pons l hl 4 .  hcbcrtr~sc- ( I  I' tlic. 
r r l a t l v c *  l s r g c ~  nrrmhc~r rrncl compllc.ntecl .~hapcl o f  u r r n y s  of  ell f rcsrcant p h ; ~ ~ c * s  
whI ch  a r e  cxpcctcbd . The rce for t -  ?co~nc* rcbprc*ac-ntat i vc. nrcliirr may I ) i b  clc*rrcr Lb(*el 
marc, c l t>eely ,  o the rwise  a genr ro l  clclacrtption secams t o  hc s u f f i c i c * n t ,  
h) I n v e s t i g a t i o n s  which w i l l  nccd c u t t i n g  o f  the  sampltl: 
A t  t h i s  s t a g e  t h e  sample can bc c u t .  'Ihe b e s t  technique 
f o r  c u t t i n g  i s  t h e  one which i n v o l v t ~ s  minimum s t r a i n s ,  damage and 
contaminat ion and should be uecd. Mechanical c u t t i n g  i s  n o t  ~ : c s i r n h l t ~ ,  
ac id  c t ~ t t i n g  o r  cblcc trochcmlcal  c u t  t i  ng ~ h o u l d  hr* g t r o n ~ l  y c.msitlc*rc*d. 
The, To1 l owfnl: I n v c ~ t i g a t i o n n  crtn hc* pcar fonl~c~c) H trnr~l t a ~ i c ~ o r ~ s  l y. 
1. Elcectron microprohtn unnl yai .r ,  c ~ l ( * r t r o n  scirnnln): 
m l  croscopy,  and c*lc*ctron microacopy 
2. Elcwtr i  c a l  r c r i e t l v t  t y  mvnaurcments, whl cli m i ~ h t  h r i n ~  
nome Informat ion about average P ~ R R C  nllgnmcnt 
3. O p t i c a l  microecopy t o  s t u d y  pllasc al ignmcnt ( t e x t u r e )  
I V .  Conclueiona 
During t h e  w r i t i n g  of t h i s  r e p o r t ,  a number o f  problems and 
ques t ions  have a r i s e n .  Some of them a r e  Zisted beiow: 
1. Which e l e c t r o l y t e s  c u r r e n t  d e n s i t i e s ,  cathode m a t e r i a l  
c t c . ,  should be b e e t  used f o r  e l e c t r o p o l i s h i n g ?  
I 
2 .  Which e t c h a n t s  should h c  used f o r  ctchlnp; and d i s l o c a t i o n  
dcnei t y  s t u d i c e ?  
3 .  I s  anodizing P O R A ~ ~ ~ ( *  un I Ilow? 
4. How t o  makc c lc*c t r l  c a l  c o n t a c t s  for  contlticting mra. rurem~nts ,  
5, What ahout racl in t lon clnmngcl by X-rays? 
6 .  S a m p l ~ ~  prc-parat ion for  c*l(lctron microprohc ana lys l  a ,  
7 .  How t o  p r o p c r l y  c u t  tl~cu ?lomplcs, 
These and o t h c r  ques t ions  ha\-(* t o  hc answcrcnd before  touching 
and p o e s i b l y  damaging t h c  i r r rp l i rcc~ohle  Apollo 14 samples! 
APPENDIX 11 
A, GaAs CHARACTERIZATION PLAN 
DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE EFFECT OF MICROGRAVITY 
O N  GaAs SOLUTIOEI GROWTH 
200 
Expected Effect of Microgravi ty on GaAs Crystal Growth from Ga Solution 
A. Although UAH did not propore or design the M555 experiment, in 
order to characterize 0-g effects, v e  must make some projection of the expected 
re~ulh. The six projected effects of Zero-g are only qualitative since the exact 
magnitude of some of the paramsten i s  not in the literature. . 
1. Reduced convection should reduce t L 1  GaAs m s s  transpxt to the 
growth area so that either 
(a) the crystals grow at a slower rate, or 
(b) fewar crystals are grown 
2. A slight incmase in temperature gradient should result from the 
l omr  effective conductivity of stationary Ga due to a reduced convection. 
3. Microcrystallitst of G a h  will remain in  Ga suspension and not 
float to the surface. Therefore, the chances of them bumping into and sticking 
to the film am increased in a microgravity environment. However, without convection 
the chances of a micron size crystallite being swept into the seed am also mdu~ed. 
Both microtcopy and X-my topography will be used to identify evidence for micro- 
crystal deposition on the substrate. 
4. Lack of convection should give rise to increased geometric effects which 
could cause a spatial varia:Tm of the GwL film thickness, e.g., a greater amount of 
G a b  would diffuse to the edge of the subtrate disc thcm to the center. Careful film 
thickness meosunments, of course, will check this experin:c.ntal ly . 
5. Convection at one-g tends to mix the not rich GaAs in Ga solution into 
the cooler end of the growth tube. The solution hen finds itself supersaturated at the 
lower temperature so i t  condensed into nucleating additional new grains causing 
polycrystal line growth. At zero-g we expect smaller temperature and concentration 
gradients (due to lack of convection) which shw Id produce a steady unperturbed growth 
of crystals and epitaxial layers. This increased perfection should extend to the atomic 
scale increasing the electrons mobility and increasing the lattice perfection. Such 
zero-g improvemenis should be readily detected by our proposed characterization 
measurements. 
6. In zero gravity without convection a larger difference in  dopant impurity 
concentration should exist between the GaAs source and seed. Without convection the 
impurity transport depends only on its diffusion rate through the Ga anc! some dopants 
may trade; faster and some slowr than the GaAs . Since a silicon dopant i s  being con- 
sidered, this effect may be readily detected. 
7. hsuming somzir~ert gases were left in theampoule, bubbles wouldbe 
more likely to remain in the liquid Go in  zero gravity . If a bubble resides on the 
GaAs seed, then, of course, no epitaxial film would grow on that spot, resulting in  
a void on the film. Evidence of such voicis will be sought during microscopic examina- 
tion. 
I f  the surface tension of Ga decreases with temperature as i s  the case with 
most liquids, then the bubbles would move toword the hot end of the ampoule away 
from the seed. 
1. GaAs Morphology - Characterization 
Introduction 
Surface morphology wil l be used os a qualitative index to the perfection of 
GaAs substrates, films and crystal lites. A rough grain-like or spongy surface would 
suggest pol ycrystallini ty, hi le a loose film would suggest a nonepi taxial film. Lenie 
suggests unaided viewing of the film against a dark background under a tlourescent 
light to identify such defects as scratches, pits, "orange peel'' and pyramids. Micro- 
scopic examination wil l easily reveal scratches, voids, spikes, crowns, and dimples 
with measurements accurate to 1 micron. 
A. Interferometry 
Smaller surface variations wil l be detected by using Fizeau Interferometry. 
This technique utilizes a 1/2 silvered mirror just above and almost parallel to the 
film, monochromatic illumination produces parallel interference fringes i f  the film 
i s  flat; any derivation from flatness by ~ / 4  will cause a jog of 1/2 fringe distance 
in  the otherwise parallel fringe pattern. In other words, using sodium light ( A  = .589 cl) 
each fringe shift represents a film surface depression (or rise) of .29p.  I f  fringes are 
shifted by 10 spaces, then the irregularity depth i s  2.9 b. A series of fringe photo- 
graphs (about 20) wil l map the whole surface. The fringes are like elevation contours 
or terraces on a field map. Utilization of optical interference i s  possible only i f  the 
surface i s  nearly flat and mirror-like. This technique i s  best suited to the highly polished 
substrate and can be used for a high quality epitaxial film. 
In optical microscopy, the light source i s  highly important. The illumination 
should be metallurgical type that i s  highly collimated parallel to the optical axis of the 
objective lens. Any region of the epitaxial film which i s  not flat wil l reflect i t s  
light away from the optical axis causing that regicn to appear dark. A calibrated 
tilting stage may be used to both bring the misaligned region into alignment and to 
measure the misorientation angle. 
8. Reflectogram 
The related reflectogram method could give qualitative pictures of the film 
surface. A parallel light beam i s  allowed to strike the epitaxial film at an angle 
of 4!i0, the reflected beam then photographed on a fine textured white screen. 
I f  the film i s  mirror-li ke, a uniform round spot i s  observed; however, a low quality 
epitaxial film would result in nonspecular reflections producing a broader spot. Beam 
stops insure that no portion of the beam strikes the sample edge, otherwise additional 
broodening would result . 
C. Scanning Electron Microscope 
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) can be used to study the specimen's 
morphology. Its advantages are: 
1. A larger depth of field and greater magnification by an order of magni- 
tude. 
2. T:.e specimen may be an active part of an electrical circuit and the 
circuit parameters may be displayed on a screen i n  phase with the electron beam 
sweep. This technique has been used to map the P-N junction. 
3, A qualitative contrast mode may be used to map the location of different 
elements on the surface. 
4. The nonscanning electron microscope will not be used here since i t  produces 
only a shadow of a specimen which gives l i t t le or no information on surface morphology. 
D. Detection of Epi taxiul Film Surface Defects 
C. E. Hallas and E. J. ;:atzner ( 1 0 ~ ) ~  have reported the following surface 
defects observed by microsc r;,e on (1 11) silicon epitaxial wafers: orientation flat 
terracing, crescents arid f ish!,ai Is, snowbal Is, mounds and cloudy surfaces. The 
probable cause of each of these defects i s  given, but the above nomenclature i s  
not completely standurd. Ph tographs of the defects are shown so they may be 
readily recognized end i t  i s  c?mphaaized that no etching i s  required, thus this observa- 
tion i s  nondestructive. 
C. A. Lenie's ' article, "Characterization of Film Defects i n  Silicone Epi - 
taxial Wafers; describes defects such as the substrate scratch, after scratch, pit , void, 
pyramid, orange peel, dimple, crown, edge ledge and haze. 
Apparently stacking faults could be observed under a phase contrast microscope 
(Leitz Wetflar Light-.Wave Surface Tester" .!ithout etching and with a metallurgical 
mi crorcope after etching 1 
11. Electrical Properties 
Electrical Characterization 
The resistivity of semiconductors i s  a basic material parameter whose measure- 
ment is required for determining the sign, density and interaction of charge carriers 
with the host crystal lattice and with impurities. 
The measurement of electrical parameters in  epitaxial films i s  aggravated by a 
number of difficulties.Thes~ include surface roughness and thickness variation, also 
microscopic chemical inhomogeneities, impurity fluctuations and space charge effects, 
which pose a formidable barrier i n  the way of the quantitative characterization of 
resistivity and other parameters. 
To characterize the epitaxial layer of GaAs and other small self nucleated 
crystallites, the following two types of electrical measurements are proposed: 
a. High frequency electrical characterization 
b. D .C. electrical characterization 
The above two methods are described in  detail in  separate sections. I t  i s  to be 
emphasized that the results of each different technique wil l be useful i n  double checking 
the results and giving greater confidence on the results. 
A. D. C. Electrical Charazterization 
I n  the case of semiconductors, as i n  GaAs, the number of charge carriers, as 
well as the mobilities, depknd upon temperature and also on the presence of defects 
and impurities. In  such a case the most common measurement made of the properties 
of a semiconducting solid i s  the electrical conductivity. In the case of n-type of 
material, the expression reduces to, 
where n (the raciprocal of resistivity) i s  the conductivity, e i s  the electronic charge 
and p drift mobility of electrons. Since a can be measured experimentally, we can 
n 
determine the majority carrien, i f  the drift mobility can be determined. 
In order to determine the type, concentration and mobility of charge carrien, 
the measurements made on the resistivity of the film must be supplemented by galvano- 
magnetic measurements made over a wide temperature range. A de termi notion of 
RH, the Hall coefficient, of the film m a function of temperature i s  of particular 
interest. 
In the proposed work we have decided to use the technique developed by 
Van der Pauw, for the determination of resistivity and Hall coefficient i n  GaAs 
f i  lrns and crystallites . 
Van der Pauw method requires plane parallel samples of arbitrary shape with 
four small ohmic contacts on the circumference. A current i s  passed between two 
adjacent contacts while potential differences between the other two are measured 
By cyclic permutation two independent pseudo-resistances R, and R2 are obtained 
as voltage current ratios. I t  has been shown by Van der Pauw that between Rl and 
R a t  the resistivity D and the thickness of the platelet d, the following relation 
exists. 
R i s  given by Van der Pauw and only depends on the ratic 2 
Ra 
and i s  given a graphical form (the maximum error in  the curve i s  , 2%). 
The Hall constant R wi l l  be determined by using the same contacts by H 
passing the current i n  the nonadjacent contacts. The change i n  vol toge is measured 
across the other contacts when a magnetic field i s  applied perpendicular to the sample. 
The Hall coefficient R i s  giver) by H 
where B i s  the magnetic induction and A R ,  the change in  resistance R, with magnetic field 
and d i s  the thickness of the sample. Also, n, the carrier concentration, can be calculated 
from 1 R = -  
H ne 
where e i s  the electronic charge. The mobility p can also be calculated from the H 
expression 
- R~ 
C " ~ -  T 
From the temperature variation of resistivity and Hall coefficient, the total ionized 
impurity consentration ND + NA and NA, and N can be calculated using the D 
method of Wolfe,e&l." 
0 Thi experimental setup to do the above measurements down to 4.2 K i s  available at UAH, 
The fo.. !.,wing parameters wil l be used to evaluate the overall role of space 
environment on the gowth of GaAs epitaxial films and self-nucleated crystals. 
1 .  The overall carrier concentration and mobility of the sample. 
2. Type of film grown, n or p-type. 
3. Homogeneity of the sample. 
4. Mobility 
The quantities mentioned in  items 1 and 2 earlier can be determined by the 
method described earlier. The homogeneity of the sample (item 3) can be studied 
by studying the temperature variation of  the ratio of the two resistances R1 and R, 
occurring in Van der Pauw's equation and also by studying the resistances between 
R different combination of contacts on the sample. The ratio -L which appears in  
R 2 
equation (1) depends only on the geometry of the sample and the contacts. This 
means that i t  should be independent of temperature. Nevertheless, when 5 for 
R a 
a sample i s  found to change with temperature, the sample must be inhomogeneous, 
the resistivity of different parts of the sample having different temperature dependencies. 
R i These phenomena were found i n  many samples studied at UAH. Aithough a change of -
R2 
with temperature indicates that the sample i s  not homogeneous, i t  i s  emphasized that 
R 
constancy of 1 does not necessarily mean that the sample i s  homogeneous. I t  may 
Ra 
s t i l l  be composed of homogeneous layers of different composition parallel to the plane 
of the sample, or i t  may be composed of parts with different resistivities having the 
same temperature variation, 
Especially now in  the present plan of having Sidoped seed and undoped film and, 
i n  the other case, undoped seed and Sidoped film, the technique of four probes with 
points on the opposite side of the film wil l be worth trying. This method of four probes with 
t- ;, probes on the other side of the wafer has been successfully used by Schumann and 
+ 
 alle en beck,^ for the epitaxial layer of n or n in  the case of silicon. 
t 
In the case of growth of epitaxial layer n or n type GaAs, a method of three- 
point probe developed by Bromson will be tried on some practice samples. 
In al l  the three cases of growth, (a) undoped film on n-type substrate, (b) undoped 
+ 
f i lmon heavily Si-dopedn substrateand (c) Sidopedfilmonundopedsubstrate, the 
overall change of resistivity, mobility and carrier concentration as compured to the values 
measured on the seed sample wil l be able to show the difference of growth in  space environ- 
ment. In the case (a) changes of + - 20% may be detected by resistivity measurements while 
in  cases (b and c) even i f  the resistivity remains the same i t  i s  expected that values of mobility, 
carrier concentration and the total ionized impurity density may significantly change to 
give meaningful results . 
In the case of crystallites, i f  they are not spongy, measurements can be made for 
resistivity and Hall effect after polishing and lapping down to a flat surface. I f  the 
crystallites can be picked up at different places along the entire length of the growth 
tube, measurements can be more meaningful. 
C. Static Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements on Self-Nucleated GaAs 
Measurement of magnetic susceptibility i s  another way to get information about 
the band structure and the impurity contents in  wmicond~~tors . The magnetic suscepti- 
bi l i ty x can be divided into three parts. 
1 . That of the free carriers (electrons and holes), x . 
C 
2. That of the electrons in the valence band and in  the atomic cores, x i .  
3. That of charge carriers bound to impurities, X. . 
Imp 
The magnetic properties of imperfect crystals are in general different from those of 
perfect crystals. Electrons and holes give rise to both a diamagnetic and a paramagnetic 
contribution. Atomic imperfections give rise to paramagnetic cc itribution i f  they contain 
electrons in unpaired state, and to diamagnetism in  the opposite case. The effects are 
usually small but can be separated by studying the temperature variation of susceptibility . 
I f  the pure crystal i s  diamagnetic, as in the cose of GaAs, the effect of imperfections 
and paramagnetic impurities can be studied by studying their temperature variation. 
Static susceptibility at room temperature and at lower temperatures can be 
accurately measured with the existing equipment at SSL/MSFC. The number of para- 
magnetic centen/cm3 can be calculated for different crystal lites which wil l give informa- 
tion regarding impurity concentrations on different crystallites within the ler,gth of the 
growth tube. 
11. B. HFC Elements of GaAs Characterization Plan 
1, Microwave Surface Resistance on Large Flat Surfaces 
The surface resistance of flat samples of G a h  can be measured from 
microwave power reflectance from the sample which has a shallow skin depth at  
35 GHz. Thus the resistivity of the epilayer can be mapped in  area increments of 
3.5 x - 4 mm. Reproducibility of measurements better than + - 1% has been obtained. 
The value of resistivity can be calculated to within + 10%. N o  contacts are attached 
- 
to the sample. 
2. Microwave Surface Resistance on 5mal l Crystal li tes 
The surface resistance of small crystal lites with surface areas of approxi - 
mately 1 mma can be measured by mounting the crystallite inside a waveguide or 
cavity . Losses associated with crystal li te surface currents are measured which are 
a function of sample resistivity. An absolute accuracy of + - 10°/o i s  expected for 
resistivity. N o  contacts are attached to the sample. 
3. Microwave Hall Effect on Large Flat Surfaces 
The measurement of Hall effect on large flat surfaces requires the use 
of a cavity with degenerate, orthogonal modes. Surface currents on the sample are 
caused to rotate upon application of an external magnetic field resulting i n  the exci- 
tation of the orthogonal tnode i n  the cavity, For a coupling 8 of approximately 20 db, 
i t  i s  expected by previous calculations that the Hall coefficient can be obtained with 
an accuracy of + - 10%. Mopping of the large flat surface car, be done in  small area 
increments with an absolute accuracy expected of  + - 50%. N o  contacts are attached 
to the sample. 
4. Microwcrve Hall Effect. on Small Crystallites 
The Hall coefficient average for each crystallite with a total surface 
area of 1 mma can be obtained with the use of a microwave cavity . An absolute 
accuracy of + - 50% i s  expected. N o  contacts are attached to the sample. 
5. - Electron Spin Resonance on Large Flat Surfaces - 
Electron spin resonance (ESR) i s  useful for nondestructive identifica- 
tion of paramagnetic impurities and paramagnetic defects i n  high resistivity semi- 
conductors. The ut i l i ty of ESR i n  medium resistivity semi conductors depends in  
detail on the strength of surface currents on the sample. ESR has been observed fcr 
some of the deep traps such as iron i n  GaAs. Investigation wil l be required for shallow 
impurities i n  GaAs, Low temperatures wil l  probably be required. A resolution of 10" 
centen/mmD in  100 p m surface layer can be obtained. An absolute accuracy for 
mapping paramagnetic defect and impurity concentrations of + -30% i s  expected. N o  
contacts are attached to the sample . 
6. Electron S ~ i n  Resonance on Small C r ~ t a l l i  tes 
The total paramagnetic impurity and defect concentrations are expected 
to be determined to within an absolute accuracy of + 30%. N o  contacts are attached 
- 
to the sample. 
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111. STRUCTURAL PERFECTION OF G a h  SUBSTRATE, EPITAXIAL FILM AND 
SELF-NUCLEATED CRYSTALLITES 
lmprovemenh of the quality of space grow epitaxial layers of GaAs in  
terms of structural perfecti0.n are expected and were impllcd as one of the major 
objectives of the M 555 experiment. Studying the structural properties of the 
space grown film with respect to the quality of films grown in the laboratory should, 
therefore, be one of the major task. . 
However, prior to growing films in the laboratcr); and even more so In space, 
characterization of the structural quality of the substrate has to be done. Since 
growing of a layer of only a few hundred microns thickness will not allow defects 
that are present in the substrate to grow out, one can generally expect that defects 
will be projected into the epilayer to a very high extent. Selection of acceptable 
substrate material with no two-dimensional defects and low dislocation density is, 
therefore, extremely important. 
Provided that self- nucleated crystals can be recovered, preferably at the 
original site of growth in the ampoule, one should be able to elucidate a variety 
of aspects on diffusion and growth kinetics by analpirig tho dopant distribution 
in  the cryrtallites. Structural perfection should also be studied, but eventually 
at a lowur key, 
In the following i s  a short outlir~e on techniques to study structural defects 
i n  the expected range; there is, however, a wide variety of approaches (more 
than 30 X-ray techniques were reported) and only a few of the most suitable and 
efficient techniques are considered. These techniques will, on the other hand, 
cover the spectrum of defects to be expected completely. Each of the techniques 
recommended can be applied with slight modification for each suhtrate, film 
and crystal l i te . 
(1) Determination of Dislocation Density by Etch Pit Counts 
GaAs was subject to a large number of investigations concerning the deterrnina- 
tion of dislocaticn density by etch pit counts. About 30 referectes are available to 
us. Preferential etching of GaAs is, tkerefore, a well established technique and will 
- 
not present major obstacles. Etching of (100) planes i s  somewhat difficult since the 
pits can usually not be discriminated from the background os well as for example on 
- (11 1) or (1 11) planes. A melt of KOH was found most suitable by us, . I t  involves, 
0 
however, heat treatment to about 300 C for a. 2(! Min. On the other hand, a 
series of alternative etchants are available and the problems encountered should be 
nominal only. 
(2) Berg-Barrett Method 
This technique war conceived to study the mosaic structure, coherent and in- 
coherent grain boundaries, and local strains and inclusions. I t  i s  a nondestructive 
technique ;ince i t  i s  operated in  bock reflection; both substrate quality and overall 
film quality can, therefore, be investigated. The basic approach i s  as follows. 
A line source aligned in  a plane normal to the crystal surface under stuciy i s  used. 
The cr;stal i s  - - t  ic  a position satisfying the Bragg equation for a specific wave- 
length of a characteristic spectrum. In the case of an "ideal"crystal, only those 
beams are diffracted which are traveling strictly parallel to a specific direction 
of the incident beam. Since the beam i s  also divergent i n  the vertical direction, 
e. ;h point of the linear focal spot giver a vertical diffraction line. In consequence, 
a representation of an area of the crystal i s  obtained on the film. Imperfect crystals 
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produce inhomogeneous reflections due to the different orientations of the mosaic 
blocks. A second X-ray technique that w i l l  enable one to look at imperfections 
on a smaller scale, namely at single dislocations i s  the 
(3) Lang Technique 
This technique i s  suitable for detecting single dislocations in  the bulk of a 
crystal. A s l i  t-col limated, monochromatic beam, preferably hard radiation from 
a point focus tube i s  used and the reflected beam that i s  transmitted through the 
crystal i s  photographed. According to the absorption aoeffi cients for X-rays, 
specimen thickness has to be small enough for the sample to be transparent to the 
radiation. With sample and film held stationary, a section topograph i s  obtained. 
Mounting the crystal and film on a carriage and moving back and forth during ex- 
posure with a constant-veloci ty translation mechanism, large crystal slabs can be 
probed entirely. Both survey of distribution of imperfections and registration of single 
dislocations are thus obtained. Since the mass absorpt~on coefficients for Ga (e .g. 
for Mo K g  60.1) and As (for Mo Ka: 69.7) are relatively high and so are the 
atomic weights (Go: 69.72 and As: 74.922), the mass absorption co~ff icient F* 
of G a k  i s  app~oximately 65 According to the equation 
and a densi ty p of 5.31 6 g/cm3 for GaAs s amples for transmission will have to 
be less than 100, better less than 20 microns thick, otherwise extreme exposure 
times will be required. The technique has to be considered semidestructive and 
i s  not applicable for characterization of the sul>strate prior to growth. The technique is, 
however, extremely valuable for studying the film i tsolf, besides detecting 
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dislocations from 1 to lo4/ cma , strain fields resulting from growth phenomena, 
plastic deformation or diffusion processes, small angular displacements such as low 
angle boundaries, inclusions and magnetic domain w l l s  can be made visible. Com- 
plete specimens up to several inches square can be probed. 
The samples prepared for Long topography could consequently - after thinning by . 
chemical means - be used for 
Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Ptcferably a 150 - 200 KV machine should be used. Information on stacking 
faults and identification of screw and step dislocations could be produced . F9r 
the general purpose of determination of substrate orientation Laue back reflection 
C 
will beused, orientationof tl~esubstrateswithin+0.5 - iso f  importance. 
IV. Chemical Imptrfection 
Semiconductor electrical proper 'es are extreme1 y sensitive to chemical im- 
purity doping even in  the ppm range. The semiconductor would be an insulator at 
lower temperatures without some impurities (dopants) which contribute electrical 
charge carriers. Ideally, therefore, one would like to know the exact quantity of 
each elemental impuriti at least to one part per bil l ion (ppb). 
A. Emission Spectroscopy 
almost 
Howeve: this is/impossible i n  practice and even using "Emission Spectroscopy" 
on GaAs only a few metals are detectable i n  the ppb range and most are detectable only 
in  ppm or higher, and nonmetals go undetected as shown in  Table I. Table I applies 
only to 0.2 gm GaAs sample using a split burn technique. 
0. Mass Spectroscopy of GaAs 
In  a GaAs lattice a mass spectrometer analysis has a sensitivity 100 times 
greater than that of an emission spectrometer for most impurities and i t  also detects 
the nonmetals as shown i n  Table 11. The mass spectroscopy results are considered 
accurate to a factor of 3. Note, however, that for silicon the emission i s  sti l l  more 
sensitive than the mass spectrograph . 
C. Electron Beam Scanning 
I n  a scanning electron microscope (SEM) the electron beam "splashes" off 
electrons at a rate proportional to the atomic number of the sample. Thus, by measur- 
ing this electron current on different spots on the sample, different elements can be 
detected qua1 i tativel y . In the scanning mode, a surface composition map i s  generated. 
This may be useful for detecting Ga inclusions or residue from the gold electrodes used 
i n  the Copeland probe. 
TABLE I 
TABLE I1 
D . Electron Microprobe (EM) Impurity Characterization 
The electron-probe micrwnalysis offers far less impurity sensitivity, only 
300 to 1000 ppm than the mass or emission spectrometer, however, i t  does have 
three distinct advantages in  that (1) i t  i s  nondestructive, (2) i t  probes about 2 p m 
into the semiconductor surface and (3) an area of as small as 100 P" may be probed 
at one time allowing mapping of impurity concentration. 
Since the E.M. i s  nondestructive, i t  can be used repeatedly checking for GaAs 
surface contamination. For example, the total impurities are identified by a mass 
spectrometer. The surface impurities may be subtracted to detect the actual bulk 
impurities. 
Mr. E. C. McKannan (S. E. ASTN -MM) has generously agreed by phone 
to place any equipment and technician needed i n  the GaAs characterization 
plan at our disposal for performing electron microprobe analysis on the GaAs 
samples. 
UAH, SSL, and Westinghouse personnel met 7/24/72 to consider which 
characterization tasks were best suited to each lab. The results of that 
agreemect are shown on the next page. 
The characterization tasks of M-555 were assigned as fol lom in  the 
SSL-UAH-Westinghouse meeting 7/24/72. 
'. 
Technique * 
Optical Microscopy r 
Lab 
-
UAH, WH 8, SSL 
I Scanning E . Microscopy UAH & SSL I Taly Surf WH 
I A.C. Resistivity UAH " A.C. Hall 
I 
+ X-ray Diffraction 4 I I X-ray Topography 
I Photo Luminescence 
ESR 
p s t r o n  Microprobe Analysis 
Copeland Probe 
Angle Lap 
D .C, Resistance 
D.C. Hall Effect 
Etch P i t  Density 
Slice Crystal 
Emission Spectroscopy 
Long Topography 
UAH 
UAH, WH & SSL 
UAH/SS'i 
SSL 
UAH 
Astronautics (or T. I .) 
WH 
WH 
UAH 
UAH 
UAHCLWH 
WH 
SSL (or T.1.) 
UAH 
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l h e n ~ l  and Elamt LC Propcb r~ l r r .  Elf-ctrou Trsnal~ort  I n  Non-metal* 
l n v i r r d  Payer 
JC1. Crystal  F le ld  11rvc.st l~at lon by Neutron Ine los t l c  Scattering. 
IIFR)(kJtT A. WOK, Oak Wd&c N ~ l ~ l o ~ l r l  1.aboratory. (30 min.) 
JC3. Evidence for Lorge An iso t roy  i n  the Thermol Expansion 
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Coefficients of InBi .* J. H. DAVI and R. 0. LAC, UIIG-ATO. 
i n  ~ u n h v i l l e x - 8 :  E .  POWELL, WcLGo.  ~ o l l c ~ - T h e  
7- 
reslstonce, R, of p o l y c r p t o l l ~  lnRi doub l ;d~e~aibo ib l~  upon 
cycling from 295 to 77 to 295 K ond wcn indepcqdcnt of  cool - 
ing rote. Micrmcopic observations on polished surfoces showed 
widening of groin boundorin, slight groin t i l h  from the polishcd 
plane, and fine crocb which could account foc tho incteose i n  
R. Up to 2Wo of the e*cers resistunce could b removed by 
onnroling foc obout 6 houo at 50'~.  The large mogrritude of 
these effach may be due to the strong cleovobility of lnBi i n  
the (001) plone. These effech were not observed i n  single 
crptols of InBi, suggesting thot anisotropic thtrmol expansion 
i n  aoch groin, similar to thot reported by Boas ond Honeycomb 
1 
b r  noncubic metols, i s  rosponrible. 
. Work supportad by NASA controct . 
'w. Boos ond R .  W. K. Honeycomb, Proc. Roy. Soc. A286, 
57 (1 946). 
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i n  Huntsville.--Single crptolc of InBi of different cystalline 
mdection wen gram by the Crochmlski and Bridpmm m t h h  
by varying the g r o ~ h  conditions. o . ,  and 0, for oriented m- 
plms w r e  studied from 3 0 0 ' ~  to 2 .5 "~ .  Tho variation of P., d 
0, wlth tempratu~r Indicates tho metallic character of Inbi, 
wlth nsldual roqistivlty at or obove 8°K. Tho crystals hnd N- 
8ldual mist iv i ty rafiol bntwern 250 and 50 depnding at thr 
eryrbl quolity ond growth conditioru. Our temproture voria- 
tlon of P, contradicts the results of Hashimoto' whae 0, dm- 
enmad by two orden of mognitudr a tho trmproture c h m ~ d  
2 to 4 ' ~ .  His low resistivity ond low melting point (101 C 
Instead of 1 10°C) tuggost tho pretence of ( b n ~  Inr6i phase "hid, 
rumrconducts ot 5.6"K. By fitting our resistivity data to t k  
. Gwnelun eqwtlon, a value of resistonce charachristic IwmP"' 
hne (OR) has h e n  found to be 130 '~  2 10°K. 
*Work supported by NASA contract. 
'K. Horhimoto, J. Phy. Soc. J a m ,  12, 1423 (1957). 
kt 15 Elrctror~lc Prorrrr+¶ cs of Vanadium 
, N i t r i d c n . . F .  ;, A:- 
ana R .  K. M~CCI~OYF, ~ a * i ~ o ? ~ s ~ r ~ c r  o l y ~  ccn- 
nlr: 1nstit.ute.--The i ~ r t g t ~ a t l c  susccptibl- 
--- -.-..-. . ..---..-- -... . 
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A I ' I ' L I E I ~  I'HY8ICS LETTERS V O L U M E  1 9 ,  N U M b E R  7 1 OC'I'OUEH 1 9 7 1  
Growth of In, Bi Whiskers* 
J .  R. Huckle, J .H.  Davis, and R. B. La1 
Thc I l n f ~ ~ e y s f l y  of Alnhama fn Iluntncdllc, Ilunlsvflle, Alabama 35807 
(Horelvod 1 Junn 1971; In finctl form 26 July 19711 
'SIrt. f l r ~ t  romlw~untl whlnkrr Knlwn IIY nc(ucuzc! toc-linlquo \Ln21Y) I n  n*ln)r(etl. Itoli~llng c.ryst:il 
x-r~iy I I I I I I I ~ H I H  ilntl m c ~ l t l n ~ - ~ ~ r l ~ ~ t  mc!iinun*rnctntn c.onflrmc.cl thnt the whInk~'rn wibri- lnlB1. 'I'he 
wl~lnker lixln c.olnc.ltlct1 wlth tho (001) dlr\tc.tIon for 1111 ftrur ,inkcrn. A 8citnnlnE clcctrcro 
n~l~~roscope ~~hotc~yr~tlrh Intllr.iiton thut thu wli1rkt.r~ h v o  tllnrnc.tc?rn of s fvw (1 :in11 :I mcrq~hology 
nlmllr~r to tin whlnkurn. 
Tlic flrst compound whlsker grown by the "squeeze 
~eclinlquc"' (In,Di) Is reported herein. ~ l n c s '  used 
Lhlfi tcchnlquc! to produce whiskers of soft low-melt- 
Ing-point metale and alloys. 
The In,Ri compound was prepared by mlxlng with an 
accuracy of 0. llXI the requlred ratio of 80. QW,-pure 
In into molten 98. 8%-plre  BI and then allowinl: the 
compound to eoHdiIy In a graphlte split mold. The 
melt in^ point of the compound formed was found to 
l)c 88°C a s  expected. Using the squeeze technique, 
whlskcr8 grew from between the Interfaces of a 
stack of cold-rolled steel washers  (12.7 mm i . d . ,  
15.8 mm o.d.,  and 0.25 mm thick) which were com- 
pressed on a 12.7-mm (:-in.) boll. One side of each 
waaher was coated wlth a fllm about 1 11 thick by 
evaporation of In,Bl a t  a pressure of 1W5 T o r r  a t  a 
rate of about 1 g In 15 min. 
The film was evidently not deposited homo~eneously, 
slnce Dl was found to evaporate from hot In,Bi about 
4% In excess  of the expected ~ t 0 i ~ h i O m e t r i c  ratlo. 
Thls conclusion was drawn from the phase dia- 
gram, "' uelng the fact that when evaporation was 
r~>ot -  mcan-tlquarc error ol  unly 0. R':' ;md a rr. . 
mum error of 1.30' . The whiskcr axis was always 
i11un.l to Iw in thr '001, dlrcction. 
Accord ln~  to Gle~ncn r . 1  d . ,  ' tho In,f)l *ant. ~ x l n t s  
irunh 30 lo 33 a l  . 'i ni. Atthough tl~r wl l l~ker  niel(bne 
twlnt wan n~caaurrd at BB t 1 C. this, as wrll aa the 
x-ray data, only cnnllrrn~ a prcdt,"rlnanc~ of In,Di 
and d m ~  not rule out the possihllit r r l  lhr pmsencr 
In  Rmall~r quantltics of other phases such as In,Bi,. 
A scannlnr: elecntron mirroucope photwraph (FIE. 13 
of Zhr end nl an h,R1 whldker shows an elllptlral ( i t '  
b - 2 )  l ~ c l v l l y  fluted crLaA sectlun. T h i ~  I F  nut sur- 
pri~lns, aincr a slrnilas morphology has b ~ ~ n  ob- 
ncrvrd ror tlnti" and indiumY whinbrrs T h ~ s  Iurthrr 
~ u p p r t n  Ikc Idca that the grtnvth rrcrylrtall iza' r)n 
sttc" and nut t h ~  matcrlal uaueeu this morphutu~y 
Ftl;. 1. *.nnnlng ~nhv-trnn lirrtrnt.41lw ~lhntr)#n~l?h uf tho- 1l)r 
ri~ltr.r Irrtattk:ng~ t d  un lnllll wklukt-r. n t t h e r  work un ~lcrlrlral properlles of Illc whlfi. 
kere 1~ In progreea and wi l l  hr rcportwi l a t ~ t .  
etuppcd with half lllw In,Ill waporatrd ~ I I P  liquidus 
m c l t l n ~  p l n t  ul lllr remalnln~ rnalrrlal was frlvnd fn The authnra w w l d  Ilke tu thank nr. U, t ~ o y  and 
be 05 C, ln~tead uf 80 ' C ae experted tor comlmuad 
13.5. Glaanco lor making the Inrnl comyund. Atnn 
In,Dl . I t  \B not clurptlelng tkat thr r c ~ l d u c  wae In 
thanks arc due io T. C. Danniet~r, Dr.  k i .  Wa:lt.r. 
rlch, since In  ha^ a b u t  14F nf thc vapor preeeure of nnd Dr. M.J. Skove for helptul cornrnente, and 10 
Dl at 800 "C.  EMve Ntchols lot nperatlnu the electron rnlrrasc~pe. 
Whlekern w e r ~  observed aIter 24-h ~ r m h  at rmm a by NhSn Lq,nlmc,. 
temperature a\- I B U ~ C  grew tu a lendh of 1 rnm in In. M. Fiahar, t. S, fhrkrrt, unrl r: .  K. I'trmll. A‘* Mci.  
8 weeb.  M D R ~  oj thc whiskers, Ilk@ tln wrhiekerm, " 2, 380 11954). 
appeared l o  W treevcral 1 1  thick fluled, straight, and 'G.  Sinan. J. Phya. %. Japwn 15, I t *  119110t. 
elastic to at lead I'#, s tn in  In bendlng. 'E. A. PsmM md 9. C. Ceteptlr, Trnnn. Am. W. Mct- ale 11. 947 11B491. 
l n e e  there wafi same doubt ab to the whleker cam- 
position, Iaur of the whlekere were emlined by 
x-ray dllfmclion unlng n NonIun '15.3-mm-dl~m so- 
ZPtlng c rystnl camera. Indepndent spota 1/300) ( 1  10) 
(220) 1410) (101) (102) (112) (202) (212) (302) (312)] 
on the mtnt' panern were w l y z e d  to dttetrnlne 
the interplo ! , r  rrpdnge. M.W rnva reported from 
porvder x - ray  dlIIractlon meaaurementm that I$DI 
poreesses a hrxagom1 etructur~ with fl 5.4H A 
Pnd r - 0.570 k. The apaclngs were found to fit the 
helr~goml structure reported by h~~kproy* with a 
'El. C. Cicssen, M Horrlr, und N. J .  Crmt,  Tranfi. 
AIME 239, A83 (19871. 
I!?. 3. h k a m v ,  4ov. Phyn. rrystullu~r. 3, :I 119Snk. 
'%. M. Amljld, Technlual I'n~.eetiinga uf the 4 : I d  hrmuwl 
Cunvcntl~rn of ihc Amerlt+r~n Ell-clrnp1alt.r~ W l e l y ,  1956, 
p. 2 A  hnphllahedl. ! * 
'F. E. TIrlnrum, A d a  Ma. 4. W tl95AJ.  ~1 
'o. E. Dndley.  J. F d ,  nnrl P.E. nunh, P m .  Phyn. 
W. 1Labdofd g?P. ell@ 119571. 7 
'J . H. DmvEa m n d  P. 9, Blmaniuu (wpb11mhLdl. 
"w. C. Elllm, D. F. Glbbonn. uml R. G. Tmulln& CwwJh 
and Rdtrtiom of Grywtalm. adtad by It .  I!. bmumua I,! 
a/. (Wllsy,  h'cw Yo&, 19511. r. 1D:I. 
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'1'1 11. l;t:l:EC'T OF THERMAL.  C'YC'I-lN(i O N  'l'lili ItI<SISTANC'It AN11 
MORPHOI. (KJY OF InHi SIN(il.l:. ('RYS'1'AI.S A N D  I'OI.YC'HYSl'Al,S* 
It I1 I.Al ulid J I I .  I )AVIS 
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(Uecclvcd Ji111u~ry IYIII, 1972) 
The resistivity o f  single crystals ol' lnHi  has hccn measured at 295 K, 77 K and 
;\gain ahcr warming at 295 K. Thcrc was n o  cvidcncc o f  hystcresis or morphology 
change. Thc apparcnt resistikity o f  polycrybti~ls dccrcasrs wi th tcmpcrilturc hut has an 
irrcversihlc increase over the original room tempcraturc value when warmed huck to  
295 K.Accompirnyingthc incrcasc ofrcsistancc wi th thcrnlal cycling i s  I l ic i l ppa r i t nw  
of cracks o n  the surface o f thc  samplc. which mity he explained by irssl~minp th;11 I n l j i  
hits a largc itnlsotropy i n  thcrtnnl cxp i~~>, - ion  cocficicnts. 
'I'lir struclurc i ~ t i c l  home p l~yh i c i~ l  properlieu ol' I n l i i  Iiirvc hccti rcportctl i n  Il ic 
l i t c r i ~~u rc .  I:rom X-ray crysti~lloprr~plric i ~n i~ l ys i s  Hinnicl four i i  tl ic intcr~i ict;~l l iz 
c t )~ i i pc~u~ id  InHi 11) he tctritgotiel. Accordi~rp to  IIIC p l ~ i ~ s c  di;rgr;~nl rcpc)rlcil hy ( i ~ c b h c ~ ~  
(,I t ~ l . ~ ,  the n ic l t~ng poi111 o f  I~ilii s l0O.S1'('. The tcmpc.r;llurc dcpcntlcncc oI' 1l1c 
wsistivity t~l'sinplc crystltls o f  lnHi  lias hccn mei tsurd from 3%) t o  I(l0 K hy As;~li;~hc' 
and from i0 t o  2 K by l iush in~oto4 who l i)und thitt Muthiesscn's rule d id not I~o l i l .  
'I his p p c r  giv~?i the rcsulth of l l ic  n lc i rsurcmc~~l  o f the clcdricit l  tcs~st i~ncc ol 
InHi  sinple crystills and (wdycrystitls i ~ t  295 iuitl 77 K. #~wi~usc the room tcn ipr i l lu rc  
vitlucof theupprcnt  resistivity ofpcllycryst;~ls w i n a h o u ~  twicu as h i g l ~  irflcr immcr\ion 
it; l iquid nitrogen, the wniplcs wcrc iinncalcd t o  study t l ~ c  excess rcsisti~ncc. I'111i1lly. 
the effects o f  thermal cycling o n  the surfircc ~norpholopy o f  ~ ! y c r y l i t i ~ l s  itrc rcpor:cd. 
SAM i'l.l:S 
Singlecrystitlsof InHt wcrcgrown hy thcC'z(~'hralski m c t h i d  at 'I hc I Jnivcrbity 
o f  Aleburnu i n  Huntsville by Dr.  I l .  Roy. I l i p h  purity (Y9.999",,) indium and h~vmuth  
wcrc u w l .  The ringk crystals were i k a v ~ d  along tbc ((KII) plirnr i tnd ;I sitmplc hitving 
W I I ~ ~  rupp~rled hy NASA contrucl 
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;I rcxmngulitr cross section wits cut I rom the cleaved crystal. The sitnrple dimcn\ion\ 
(typically 2 x 4 x I 0  mm) wcre mc;~surcd wi th ;I tr;~vcling microscope. I.i111c X-ray 
phttcrns confirmed the four-fold symmetry r;ormal t o  the cleavage pl;~nc. 
The plycrystal l ine sample% were sclidirmi from the a h w e  high-pur~ty molten 
Inl3i i n  ;I cylindric;~l. 6.4 m m  di;~oi. \plit pr;~phite mold. Sampls dimension\ wcrc 
nic;aured with ;I traveling niicroscc)pc. The melting point of one o f  the p)lycr)\t;~lh 
wit\ checked and found to  he 109 + I 'C', a\ cxpcxtrxl. This eliminates the possibility 
that the prrsency of haeri>geneous' phases. such as In tlr Bi. c a u 4  the results found 
i n  thermal cycling. 
The rcsistancr was n i e ~ s u r c ~ l  hy ;I twcb-point proh mcthcd, i.c*.. we mc;~surcd 
tlic voltage dropitcross the s i~mplc hctwcen two potcn l~a l  prohc- w h i k  we dctcrniincd 
the currcnt by measuring the p, tc~~l i ; i l  d rop  ;rcroas ;I st;tnd;trd I.ccd\ ; ~ n d  Nort l i rup 
0.1 ohm resistor. 'l'hc p~ l yc rys ta l l ~nc  \;unplc h(1ldr.r h;~d coppcr clcctr icr l  prc\hurc 
cont;rcts Tor current ;IEJ voltapc. 'l'hc currcnt cont;lcl\ o n  the \~ng lc  cryst;~l s ~ ~ n p l c  
wcre made using a low mclring solder (1n.p. VF'C' )  ;rnd ihc  potential contact\ wcrc 
n1;l.k wi th silver conducting p i n t .  A l l  the contitcts were found to  hc ohmic thrc,uphout 
the cntirc r i r n p  o f  the ,:nipcr;rturc \cutlicul. A l l c w l c t ~  I';~ck;~rd dat;~ ;~cquisition 
system wi th s I 1iV rcxolution was i~wd  t o  print out tinic o f  nicraurcmcnt ant1 ;dso 
voltiigcsfrom the sample. the st;~nd;~rd rehistor, the c o p p r  const;tntun t hcrnlocouplc 
and thc germanium resistor. 'The low-tcmpcrnturc rcsistirncr. W;IS mcasurcil u\ing ;I 
gl;~ss cryostat. 
The results o f  measurnncnts of the res is~ iv~ty  (/I) ;it room tcmpcraturc arid at 
the temperature of l iquid n i t rogc~ i  ;Ire shown in  '1';thlc I. l'hcrc was n o  incl ic i~t~on o f
hysterc?iis. The ratio o f  plu5/p7.: is 5 i ~ n d  /I~,,~/~I, ,r is 34. 'I'liesc results itre i a  ;lgrcc- 
ment wi th the results o f  Hashimoto4 and t\s;~ni~he.'. 
Tl ic iesults of rcsistanor measurcmcnts on pidycryst ;~ l l i~~c I n131 ctmplcs nt 
r t w m  temprature and the tcmpr i l tu re  o l  l iquid nitrogen irre shown i n  T;~hlc I. 'l'hc 
Ht~SIS7AN<'Ii MAT IOS Ok INI)IUM I$ISMII  I1 SAM 1'I.I.S 
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Their X-ra? e~arninal~crn of simples. For which the surrace layers had been etched 
away lo remnve dip line<. indicated tha! the deformation occurred thrcluphout the 
specimen. Epprcch~' h ; ~  studied the bt'hiwior of heterogeneous alloys by thermal 
treatment and ha.: f~7und deformn tinns u hen rhe thermal expansion coefficients of the 
components uerc ctrnsidernbl~ oifi;.rcnt. Likhachev'l has studied the problem of 
stresses cnerard in  crystal^ thcorericall! in terms or the temperature variation, the 
elaptic constants. and tile difkrenws of khermal expansion constants. 
The present results f t ~ i  pol!cr?sialh nT InRi are attributed to an anisotropy in 
the thermal expansion and the good clravabilit? in the 1001) plane. The deformation 
resulting from the remperaturc change produced the irreversibje chanee of the 
resistivity and morphology. The ohsenation that there were na change of the 
resistivity or mnrphrlldpy of single crystals of InBi is compatible with th~s analysis 
hecause a angle crystal would not have surrounding grams on which to exert stress. 
Obviously an3 experimenralist contemplatinp using polycrystafline InBi at 
low ternprnturc shuuld consider using single cystal samples or take into account the 
emeas of stress 13n his results. Po1ycr)stalline InBi appears unreliable upon cooling to 
cryo.,enic remperafureli. sttucturall~ or as an electrical solder. 
Thc author5 are prilteful to Drs. R. Kroes. U. Roy and H. Walter for valuable 
discussionsand to R. Fallrerce. D. Glasscoand J. Levie fweficient technimlassistancc. 
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The growth of whiskers af compound InBi by ihe “squeea technique” is reported Rolaling crystal X-ray 
analysis and melting paint measurements confirmed that the whiskers were InBi. The whisker axis coincided 
with the (101) direction for all three whiskers. Scanning electron microscope photographs indicate that the 
whiskers share the irre~ular cross section and ribbonlike morphology of other “squeeze-grown” metal whis. 
kers. 
The intermetallic compound InBi had gained con- 
siderable interest because of its low melting point 
(109.5 “C) as compared to other compounds of the I l l  
V series, and also because of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration’s (NASA) interest in solidi- 
fying this compound in one of the Apollo flyback mis- 
sions. 
Bulk single crystals have been grown by Bridgman’ ), 
Czochralski and soft-mold This article 
describes the growth of InBi whiskers by the “squeeze 
tcchniq~e”~),  which has been used earlier to grow 
whiskers of soft, low melting-point metals4), alloys5), 
and the compound In,Bih). 
The starting material for the InBi whiskers ww a 
cast sample of InBi compound solidified in a graphite 
split inold from 5 N purity molten indium and bismuth. 
The nip of the compound so formed was found to bc 
109.5 ‘C, as expected from the phase diagram7). Then 
the “squeeze technique” was employed which consisted 
of vacuum evaporating InBi to form a I pm thick film 
on cold-rolled steel washers (12.7 mm i.d., 15.9 m m  
o.d., and 25 mm thick) which were then compressed 
between regular washers by a n u t  on a 12,7 mm (4 in.) 
bolt. lnBi whiskers were observed at the washer inter- 
face after two or three weeks growth at room tenipera- 
ture Some whiskers grew (relatively slowly) to a length 
of I mm in eight weeks, 
Both growth and evaporation of lnBi could have 
been non-stoichiometric, leaving the phase (crystal 
* Work supported by NASA contract. 
I 
structure) of the whiskers in doubt. Finding the whis- 
kers to have the expected mp of lnBi  suggested, but did 
not confirm, that the whiskers were lnBi Therefore, 
three of the whiskers were examined by X-ray diffrac- 
tion using a Nonius 57 3 mm diameter rotating crystal 
camera. Exposure times of up to I50 hr were required 
using Cu-Ka X-rays at 35 kV and 15 mA On all three 
whiskers, eighteen independent spots on the rotation 
patterns were analyzed to determine the interplanar 
T A B L E  I 
liitcrplanar spacings i n  lnBi  whisker 
d.r 
Il.om X-ray 
( A )  
3.45 
2.xs 
2 $0 
2.02 
I 73 
I .63 
I 50 
3.46 
3.44 
2.86 
2.84 
2.50 
2.38 
2 16 
2 16 
I77  
I 7 1  
1.49 
dc 
c;llcu In t ell 
( A ,  
1.453 
2.X41 
2.500 
2.025 
I726 
I .632 
I 501 
3.453 
1.453 
2.841 
2.X41 
2 500 
2.387 
2 154 
2 154 
I76X 
I 768 
I501 
Error 
(ol ) )  
0. I 
I 0 . 3  
.0 
0.2 
f 0.2 
0.1 
0. I 
I 0.2 
0.4 
i 0.7 
.0 
.0 
0.3 
10.3 
t 0.3 
1 0. I 
10.1 
0.7 
I/ 
I 
I 
0 
I 
2 
2 
I 
0 
0 
I 
I 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
I 
k 
0 
I 
2 
0 
I 
3 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 
0 
I 
I 
2 
2 
3 
7 .. 
I *L.ayer 
Line No.  
I 0 
I 0 
0 0 
I 0 
2 0  
2 0 
I 0  
I I  
I 1  
1 2  
I 2  
0 2  
2 2  
2 2  
2 2  
0 2  
0 2 
1 2  
* The rotation axis coincided with thc long whiskcr iixih which 
was 101 
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Fig. 1 A seaming electron microscope photograph of the tip of 
an InBi whisker The bend at the tip is the result of an attempt to 
cleave the whisker Note “celery stick” appearance which reveals 
no indication of crystal symmetry. 
spacings. Table 1 gives the values of measured inter- 
planar spacings (dx) and also the calculated spacing 
(dc) using the lattice constants reported by Binnie 8 ) .  
Binnie reported that InBi crystals possess a tetragonal 
structure with a = 5.000 A and c = 4.733 A. Our spa- 
cings were found to fit the reported structure with a 
rms error of only 0.3 % and a maximum error of 0.7 x, 
suggesting again that the whiskers are predominately, 
if not totally, InBi. Each whisker axis lay in the (101) 
direction. This is not surprising since the (101) direc- 
tion is the expected direction of easy slip and growth for 
a fcc metal and InBi structure is nearly fcc. 
Figs. 1 and 2 are scanning electron microscope views 
of an InBi whisker Note the highly irregular, unsym- 
metrical, ribbon-like cross section. As with other 
“squeeze-grown” whiskers’), the cross sections varied 
from whisker to whisker but did not change appreciably 
along the length. The whiskers were straight, fluted and 
elastic to about 1 % strain in bending. Their similarity 
to other “squeeze-grown” whskers further supports 
the theory’ O )  that the whisker material has less influence 
on morphology than other factors such as the nuclea- 
tion grain or the growth site. 
The figures show no evidence of our attempt to in- 
duce stress cleavage on the usual (001) plane. The stress 
Fig. 2. A different view of fig. 1 
probably did cause the bend ( -20”). This bend was not 
a growth kink, but evidently was stress-induced since 
the bending is greater on the thinner side of the whisker 
According to the phase diagrams of Giessen et al.’) 
and Peretti and Carapella’ ’), InBi is more compound- 
like in that it had no detectable stoichiometric devia- 
tion, whereas In,Bi is more alloy-like in that its com- 
position range covers 3 at %. Therefore, this note offers 
even stronger evidence that compound whiskers may 
be grown by the “squeeze technique” 
A 
The authors would like to thank Drs. J G. Castle, 
U Roy, R. Kroes, H U Walter and the referee of the 
paper for their helpful comments and suggestions. 
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APPENDIX Vl l l  
Surface Hall Coefficient 
Suppose just inside the surface ( z = 0) of the semiconducting portion of the wall 
of a microwave cavity, wo have an alternating electric field 
and a magnetic field 
act; ng on on irotropia medium as Figure (1) when Boy '< Bz. Then the quation of 
motion of free carriers can be written with reasonable accuracy as 
hen 7 = isotropic relamtion time, m* effective m a s  of carrion .n a spherical 
Ferrni surface, and Boy h a  been neglected. 
Solving for Vx and Vy, one eon obtain 
h e r e  U' = e 8, 
c- *  
, the cyclotron frequency. 
The velocity must be avemgd over the a l l o d  values of energy and one 
obtains 
Therefore, the x - component current i s  
Similarly, y - component currant i s  
+ i 3 4 0 , (  ? I  - i w t  
0- i ~ ? , ~ + ( U ' ~ j ] ~ +  
where c = +I l e a < - >  , d.c . measurement conbctivity 
W *  
Let, 
1% i s  indumd by the field in the empty cavity, where the distribution of E field 
and H f ie ld are shown i n  figure (2) 
The distri b u t i ~ n  of  microwaves 
the TE ,,,cavity 
H f ie ld pattern on the surface of  
TE,,, cavity bottom 
-. 
So, referring to Fig. ( I ) ,  we can f ind E, i n  medium by Maxwell's equation 
as following, 
(assume: Q < $,anomalous skin effect) 
and the boundary condition is 
< :  - 
YI ( G3 J,. 
-.. 
where H,, i s  the magnetic f ie ld of microwaves near the surface of the medium. 
The solution i s  
Substituting (2) into (1) yields 
Surface impedance: 
Sur face resistance: 
Hall field, 
€7 = AH 7. /3 ? 
/ 
where R H  = ( D. C.  Hall coefficient ) 
Surface Hall coefficient: 
(if 8 i s  small) 
APPENDIX IX 
RESISTIVITY OF GaAs FROM MICROWAVE REFLECTANCE 
The basis for converting reflectance data to resistivity values i s  as follow: 
where K = reflection coefficient defined by I K I = ( P ~  b i ) k  
'ill = impedance of air i n  the TE, rectangular waveguide mode 
Ta = surface impedance of GaAs 
T o  = j m  cl 
a + jubc 
Assuming 0 >> ru e (high conductivity case), Eq. (2) becomes 
n 
ma ( w ~ D )  b .jr 
where 1 P = nslrtivity = - 
u 
. a 
Assuming also, that (q) <<I 
then Eq, (1) can be solved for 
The fractional uncertainty i n  p i s  
For a sample from boule G3-77 a typical value of surface resistivity was 0.50 9 - crn 
at  room temperature and d pR/PR was observed to be + 0.5%. Therefore, Eq. 5 of this 
- 
Appendix gives d o/p of + -5% for the  recision of each value of o calculated as the 
average within the skin depth and over the area of each resolution element. 
APPENDIX X 
PROPERT lES OF lnSb 
Reference 
I) T. 5 .  Liu and E. A. 
Pcretti, Trans. Amtr. 
Soc. Metals - 44, 539, 
(1 952). 
2) N. H. Nachtrieb and 
N. Clement, J. Phys. 
Chem., 62, - 876, (1958). 
3) R. F. Potter, Phys. Rev., 
- 103, 47 (19%). 
4) K ,  F. Blume and J. B .  
Mullin, C 4 .  State Elect, 
5, 211 (1962) 
- 
5) Same as ref. 1 . 
6) M. J. ' rger, Elemon- 
tory Crystallography, 
John Wiley, N.Y. (1956). 
7) H. Pfister, 2 .  Naturf, 
100 79 (1955). 
' 
- 
8) Same as ref. 1 . 
Property 
Melting Point 
Derui ty 
Crystal 
Structure 
Point Group 
C h v a g .  
Phm Diagram 
Description 
525; - + 0.5 '~  (ref. 1) 
5 s 0  - + 1°c (ref. 2) 
a) 5.775 1 + .00003 
g/cmJ 300 K 
(mf. 3). 
b) 5.74 g/m3 for 
the solid at mp. 
c) 6.48 g/cm3 for 
the liquid. 
d) density of liquid 
ut 1000'~ it 6.0 
s/m3. 
Zinc Blend 
Structurr 
a = 6.4760 A. 
E m 
The cleavage planes 
a n  E110) 
It was found that alloyr 
within 0.5% of rtoi- 
chiomstric compcni - 
tion lnSb ware rt;ll two- 
phae . 
Comments 
A value of 523 '~  i s  
fmquentl y quoted in 
the literature. 
lnSb con be cleaved 
fairly readily. 
X-ray measurement 
revealed no dir- 
cemible change in  
la t t im parameter. 
Properties of InSb 
p r a ~ r r t ~  
Energy Gap 
Effective MOSS 
Numbar of 
Intrinsic 
Carrion 
Electron and hole 
mobility in 
m8/v - soc 
Coefficient of 
Linear Expan- 
ston u x 10" 
cm/deg-' 
Therwial Conduc- 
tivity i n  
cal/an see 
Description 
0.17 ev at JO:K 
0.22 ev at lp K 
0.23 ev at 0 K 
Lies between 0.01 3 m, 
and 0.015 mo (mo being 
the fre* electron mass) 
2 x 10" cm-' at 300" K . 
- 7 x 10' - electrons I - 7 x 10' - holes at 300' K 
6 x l o6  - electrons 
1 10' - holes "t 
77' K . I 
6.50 at 80°K 
5.04 at 300'~ 
.04 at 40' c 
.02 at 425 'C
Comments 
The band edges are at 
the center of Brillouin 
zone. Effective mass 
for electrons at the con- 
duction band minimum 
usually l ie between 
O.UI3 mb ond 0.015 mo 
(m, being the free elec- 
tron mass). The corres- 
ponding gravity for heavy 
holes i s  0.18 mo. 
There i s  evidence thai 
light-hole e:fective mass 
i s  close to that for con- 
duction band electrons. 
Below 80°K i t  de- 
creases,e ven becom - 
ing slight1 negative, 
before tending to zero 
as on K i s  a proached , 8 Above 300 K i t  in- 
creases slightly. 
Depends upon 
specimen purity 
Reference 
9) Same as mf. 4 .  
10) Same or ref. 4. 
11) Same as ref. 4. 
1 2) Same as ref. 4. 
13) Same as ref. 4. 
14) A. 0 .  Stuckas, Phyr, 
Rw., 107, 427, (1957). 
-
.-.. -.  
Proporties of PnSb 
Proprty 
SpdRc hoot at 
c m  !ant p n u u n  
C 
P 
E tchonts 
- 
Description 
0.0499$ cal/gran degree 
at 298 K 
1 HF 
1 HNOs 
5 HF 
5 HN03 
2 HoO 
3 HF 
5 HNO5 
~ t m t i c  acid 
(CPJA) 
1 CPJA 
1 HBO 
1 Aa t i c  acid 
1 HF 
1 30% H ~ O B  
1 H.0 
0.4M solution of 
ferric ion i n  6 N 
HCI 
Common h 
2 to 5 sac. 
(Polishing) 
~011th etch for (1 ii) 
Refenncrs 
15) Semi cond~cton 
and umimetals, 
Eds . Wi l ladson 
and Boer, Vol 2, 
p 52, Ac&mic 
Press, N.Y. (196). 
16) Venables, J.D., et sl 
J. Appl. Phys., 29, 
1025 (1958h -
and (1 10). No etthL 
ing on (1 1 1) or (100) 
20 sea. 
ffrhjng (1 00) and 
5 io 30 sea. 
Chemical pol isl, 
A'sobenumdfor 
etching (1 11). 
1 min. 
Etching (1 1 1 j and 
planes from there 
out to (1 12) 
5 b 10 w a .  
etching (1 11) 
1 to 5 mln. 
E t h  lnSb or 
Go& at differ- 
ant hmpmbm. 
17) Gatoa, H.C., ut. al. 
J . E!ectrocham. Soc. 
- 107, 433 (1960). 
18) Allen, J. W., Phil 
Mag. 3, 1475 (1 951). 
19)DeWoldIJ.F.,J. 
Electrochem. Soc., 
104, 244 (1957). 
20) Bordsley, W., et.01. 
J. Electron. Contr., 
3, 103 (1 957). 
- 
21) Sam a rot. 18. 
22) Faust, J . W. , at. al ., 
J. Appl. Php., 31, 
331 (1960). 
23) Gatas, H. C., at.al., 
J . Electroeham Soc. , 
107, 427 (1960). 
APPENDIX XI 
X-RAY METHODS K)R STUDYING CRYSTALLINE PERFECTION AND THElR USEFULNESS 
IN THE SSLAAH CRYSTAL CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAM 
Introduction 
1 Since th. pottulation of Imperfections i n  crystals in 1922 by Darwin, optical, 
x-my, electron and noutron diffraction studies, etc. hove shown that the atomic arrange- 
ment in  real crystals i s  not ideal but subject to imperfections. The density and magni- 
tu& of there impdoctiom dopond on several factors; for example, on the type of crystal, 
IR purity, conditions of growth, treatment, etc. The SSLbAH efforts in  the area of 
crystal growth and cryrtal chamcterization are di mcted towards the investigation of the 
influence of nducod gravity on crystalline quality. Proper techniques for studying 
structural perfection in  particular will have to be employed. Since x-ray techniques 
have boon proven to be most compatible in studying structurnl perfection, 1 should iike 
to outline briefly the techniques that are presently used. These techniques are, however, 
not  US^ by very many researchers, a fact which i s  reflected in the very limited possibility 
of purchori ng the nqui rod equipment . 
CRYSTAL IMPERFECTlONS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
The expnuion "crystal imperfection" con denote either: 
A. point dofecn which include phonons, electrons and holes, exci tons, 
vacancies, intersti ti01 atoms, impurity atoms, or 
8. mosaic structure, coherent and incoherent grain boundaries, and local 
strains and inclusions. 
The diffraction effects which a n  the basis for studying these imperfections are: 
1. p o k  broadening due to different orientations of the atomic planes 
2. displocomont of the diffraction peaks due to change in the lattice con- 
rtanh 
3. increose in inhnrity of a reflection i n  the region corresponding to the zone 
of d is tu iknc~ (due to extinction contrast) 
4. reduction of anomalous transmission of x-rays 
5. small angle x-ray scattzring 
6. change in the Kouel line pattern 
I .  change i n  x-ray diffr~se scattcrirrcj - trnomolotr\ sccrttcbring 
The nretlloch stemming from these o s p c t i  01 *-ray diffraction olcb: 
I. Methods -- . of Studyi-Mosaic 5trirctt11c. 
- - --. .- . 
I. Laue ~ethod: '?  .- This method i\ 1no5t widt~ly usc.11 ill solitl ..lot(. plly\ic *. 1 0  
lrowc.vcr, be: used to study the mcnaic 5tltrctt11e ot the probed volumr! . Rt.\oI\rtiorl dt:pcbt~ti 
on beam coll imotion . 
2 .  Schulz Method:" White rad;atiol~ ctrrlerqi~~y Ironr a qt~t~si-poirlt - t ~ t ~ t ~ + b  
--- 
( ~ 3 0  diameter) i s  used. The beam i s  divct~gent and o large cllecr 01 o cry\tol i s  probed 
under a continuously varying angle of incida-11cc~ of ttro ptirnc~r t>t.um. T t l c *  wovelength, 
for which tllc Bragg equation i s  satisfied, ~l lcb~eto~e, ol io vcrli l.\ conti lrtjocrsl y ,  clnd i r l  thcs 
case of a perfect crystal, on almost corltirnrr,t,\ *.pc.ctr~rtrr i\ o\,\crinrd o ~ r  i J r c .  I i l r t r .  If tlrc 
beam falls ov to disorie~rted blocks, a I)lc.crk c:crrr t,t. s c - a . ~ ~  i r r  I ~ I I ~  .o lwc t~~ j~ r r  olr I t r t !  l i lrn. Tlr i . .  
brighter or dorket area i s  due to ~ v t * r l ~ ~ ~ , i ~ r c ~  ot p r t t * .  01 \IN: t t ~ ~ m .  I~btt.~~,~t!tatinn ol tI11. 
Schulz photographs i s  somewhat diff icl j l  1; rc:..c>lt~t ion i s  to trtjou t orre mirlutt. al (11 c of lot t ic . ( :  
t i l t .  
3 .  Guinier and Tennevin Mrtltotl:" 1 IIV ~c*ct~t~ ic lut~ i'. (I toct~sirrg L o\rc n~t-tliod; 
-- ------- . . - 
only one single Laue spot i s  observed. M iso r i t . r~ t~ i~ i~ t r \  ll t I r c 9  ordcr 01 10 scconds of arc 
can be resolved. Effects due to internal strains cannot always be di\tinguisllcd from cffcct., 
caused by di5orientotions of mosaic blocks. 
B. Methods Applying to Monochronlrrtic. licrtliatiolr 
-- -- . --- - - ? - -  .. - - - - - . .  - -  
I . &ry-Barrett .---- Method:" -.- -.- A lint. ; ( ,o r~~.  c r l i t r r ~ i . t l  ill 11 l ) l ( ~ t ~ ~ .  IIOIIIIII~ 10 III, 
c~ystal  surface unde~ \ttrdy i s  used. The* CI y ~ i t ~ l  iq. \(:I ill 11 lb (vBi  I i o t ~  a . ~ ~ ~ ~ , . l y i ~ ~ t j  t i l t ,  I~I I I ,~~, 
equation for a specific wavelengtlr of u cl~c,rac~t~r i~~t ic  \pcsctr~rrn. In ttre. ccr\c- ot cln " i r l t ~ ~ r l "  
crystal, only those hcams arc Jiff~actc-d wlriclr arc. trc~vc.lit~(~ .,II i c  11 I , ~ ~ ~ t r l l ~ ~ I  to c r  spc.c:il i ,  
dircctiori of tlra incident h*am. Sincc thv t,c:clrrl i\ (1I0,o ilivc*rc)c.rlt i r ,  r l ~ .  vc.1 l i t  (11 Jirc.t.rior~, 
each poitrt 01 1 ' ~  linear focal spot givt!., o vi-I l i c . c ~ l  di l lrrrc.t io~~ l i l r c : .  11, cotr\c:qcrcnncch, rr 
O 
reyesentation of an area of the crystal i s  obtained on ttrc film. Imperfect crystals wil l 
p;oduce inhomogeneous reflections due to the different orientations of the mosaic blocks. 
2. Barth ~ethod:"  This i s  a modification of the Berg method, macromosaic 
blocCs of the order of 100 p and t i l t  angles not larger than 1 minute of arc can be de- 
C.  Spctrometric - Method3 -
I . Bragg Method : The tatol inten\i ty of all inte~fc~c-ncc line ol IIIC clmrcrc 
--..--- 
t t * l i s t i c .  radialion i s  5tudicd. The total inttvI\i t y  of ~IN! l i ~ ~ c *  dc.l~ends 011 111t. clc.q~c!c: ($1 c.~y\t{tl 
pel t r c l  ion. 
?. &rc-~to_! S p e c t r ~ t c * ~  Mi-tl,al: . . . . .  " '  A ~t.(ntivc.Iy I~II,,~., . . t ~ i c . t l ~  rnono - 
c:h~r>matic collimated b c c ~ r t ~  i s  difftacted ttoln the. sample. trnclc*~ i~~vc\ l i ! jo t  i t~  . The. somplt. 
i s  mounted 011 tlre table of a Wild's goniomete~. By rotatincj ttrc. c~ystrrl t l r~or~cj l~ tr  vc-ly s r r~c r l l  
angle, tlre angle of incidence of the monocl~~omatic plirnclry hcam i s  c11c1nqc.d. to1 a 3 p -  
c i f ic angle of incidence,only a certain nurntjer of mosaic blocks can satisfy the Brogg equa- 
tion. By changing the position of the ctystal,a number of counts i s  recorded each time by a 
Geiger-Muller counter. This w a ~  the mean angular distlibution of the mosaic blocks may be 
measured. There are several modifications of this approach. 
3.  Lambot Metlrod:" A divcvgtrrct %-ray bean1 ctnic~gi~lg from (I Iirlc!ar soejrcc i s  
----- 
reflected from a crystal monocl~romator crrd tncused orr ~ I l e a  rc~rr~plr. Tlle strrnplc. i s  placed 
ot on nrtgIc to satisfy the Btogy law for IIII. rncmrr dircctcolr ol t l t c b  irtcidt*r~t I,c*nnr. to1 mo\clic. 
blocks disoricbnted by different angles, t l r i \  c:o~~dition i s \otir.lic.rl owing to ttrc. I,c.clrn divttr- 
gence within angular limi ts acco~ding to t11e. I,cvrn\ diveat rjc-net* . Hcnccr , un it~tt.rlt.~cncc 
pattern i s  obtained on the film, each lint. Ilc*ing drrc to olrcb of the! IJocks or rnictotblocks 
of thc some orientation. Resolution i s  to 25 1 1  tor t i l t  trnqlc> of thr ordtr~ ol 30 seco~rds. 
4. Auleytner Me tlrod:'" TIM- spc.c.t~ornc.tc.~ mc*tl~ods desc~ ibed above ore ,lot 
emy ond arcB c!xperirnentolly diff icult. 1I1i.y ~ t * c ~ ~ i ~ r *  vc.1 y c.xp.t~.,iv~- nncl Ir ic l l l  prcci~ion 
auxiliaty cbcl~ripmetlt, such as high quality rnorrocliton~uto~s, rl,c.c;tromc.tcrs clnd ~~Icctconic 
reco~diclg devices. With the Aulcytncr mctl,od, Iinss sopl~i\ticott!d eqtripment i s  nccdetl. 
A qumi -point source i s  used. Tl lc-  x-ray IH*~I~II p<\~t (I I~CIIIOW *, l i t  on(j tht, II~ICC' 01 IIIP 
( \  
beam on tltc crystal coincides wit11 thc rotation axis of 111c. ~ c ~ s t a l .  I l r c .  crystc~l oscillc~tc.~. 
relative to o mean position, for which the Bragg condition i s  satisfied for a given spacing 
of the crystal planes under investigation, and for a given wavelength of the characteristic 
radiation. The diffraction pattern i s  recorded on a film. The movement of the film i s  
coupled with the crystal oscillations. The angular speeds of both movements are constar11 
and equal i n  magnitude and directian. The structure of a diffraction line reveals crystal 
imprfect~ons down to mosaic block sizes of about 50 p . 
11. Methods of Studying Dislocation Stlr~cture 
-- - -- -- 
A. Oscillating Film Spectrometer: - (This method has been described i n  I. C .4) 
Pltbcizc arrolysis of the shape of the inte~lc-~t-r~co lines Oy cornpaling the lint.\ obtainc:d by 
c r  sltttionory film spcctromcter wil l  yield i~llo~nrlation on dislocation densities. The clnalysis 
i s  ~t~t lw?r complicated and the method only r r \ t - f r ~ I  to dislocation densities qrcSotttl ttltrn 10" 
2 lines per cm . 
I I 
B. DoubItt ClystaI Spectromcte~: I lli\ tecl~~ric~rc* i s  bawd or) p a k  t)~oaderring duc: 
- .-.--..- -- 
to diflcrcrrt orientations of the atomic p l a n ~ ~ .  Characteristic ~ - l ays  art: ~eflectcd at the 
8ragg angle from a highly perfect referrtncc* c ~ ~ s t a l  to thc crystal to be studic-d. The re- 
flecting planes of the crystal under investigation arc usirally purallel to thost. of the ref- 
erence crystal. The sample i s  displaced througlr a sn~all angle (rockin:,) whilv tttc reflections 
arc obrervcd . The integrated intensity ditl~acted by t r  CI p t a l  01 iented neat the: Brtlclg uncllt: 
and ~llt half width of tllc Dtagg peak tmtlr dcpcnd sllongly olr crystal perfectio~r. l l ~ e  x-ru: 
intensity vo~sus AO - plot, the rockin!, cir~vt:, i s  r~sed lo c-xprrSss c~ystalline pt-rtc:ction by 
~ imp l y i nd i ca t i n~  the half widthof ttre peak I t lc I )Ce, i \ ,  Irowcve~, rc8st1ic1r.d i r ~ i l r .  
2 
applicatior~ to crystals with at It.ost IOQisloco~ioclr pc :~  c.rrt . At lowc.~ di*.Iocc~lior~ c l c * ~ t * ~ i  - 
t i t ts,  there i s  r,o cllonyc of intensities and lirrc prolilt*\ o\nc.~vuble. l i l t :  ~ t ! c : l ~ ~ ~ i t l t j c  ,r\c*\ (I 
t~scd with  his t ~ p a ~ r o p ~ ~ i c a l  method. A c~y\t( l I  i\ placcxl i 1 1  ~ t ~ l l o c t i r ~ c ~  pc~.ition in (1 r.olli- 
mated, monochromatic beam. I f  the c~ptcr l  i5 of rclutivcly hifltr perfec~ion, ttw. trtrnsn~iIt~.(l 
and diffractc*ri beams experience abnormally low obsorption . A t itrte-cl~oir~cd pI~oto!j~optii( 
cmvlsion i s  pltrccd i n  contact with the srrrloc ts opfmsi tc. to 1I1t- -.III fact* wl~t!rc- III~. \)octrn i.. i11c.i  
dent (both s~ ,~ fa~es  arc plane parollel) (ind silrg1c. dislocoti0r1.t sltow t ~ p  oft(-r c.nlorgtt~nonl u4, 
dark shadow-I i~rc!s 
0 .  Lung Method: This technique i s  also suitable for detecting single disloca- 
tions i n  the bulk of o crystal. A slit-collimated, monochromatic beam, preferably hard 
radiation (AgKd , from a point focus tube i s  used and the reflected beam that i s  !ram - 
rnitle.1 thta~gh !he crystal i s  photographed. According to the akorption coefficients for 
w -toys, spccimen thickness ha, to be small c*noc~gh for the sample to be tran\parenl to tht. 
radiation . With sample and film held s totiortar y, u sc*ction topogroph i s  obtuinccl. Mocltrt 
in9 thc crptol and film on a cartiagc arrd ntoving tmck crnd forth dt~tinq cbxpo\t~lc with tr  
constant-vclocity translation mechanism, lu~!p? crysttrl \lt~hs ccjn be p~obcd c*~lti lcly. BOIII 
5111vcy of dis~ribu~imr of imperfections and ~c-!jistration of s i t ~ ~ l t -  dislocc~tions a n  thus obtained 
E . Borth-Me thod: This method i s  &*scribed in  1.8.2. I t  can be used for mapping 
--  
of imperfections. The resolution is, howctvct , loss than with the Long techrlique . 
ItCHNIQUES PROPOSED TO Bt I JS I  D IN 1Ht ',SL/UAH CRYSTAL 
CHARACTE R l  !AT ION PROGRAM 
Thc b1ic.f outline of technic~rc., to \locly c.ty\~ul irrt1na1tc.t liorls with x - lop  presen~ed 
hetc* coven orrly \he major techniquc.5 that Itovc. I~ecrl upplicd strccesstully. Tltctc: ale 
modifications of these techniques and tllt-lc. arc8 c~l\o molt- spc.ciali red ~cct~tliqtrer lo look 
01 specific t y p ~ ~  of imperfections suctt t ~ \  * . t ~ c a i l l  IicIds i t )  clys~uI>, (:I(. . 
For our purposes, tcchniqucs wili clt c*ttcd)lc* cttatuctc*~ irolicwr 01 ~c: la~i  vc*ly lurfr: 
crystals ovc~  a wide spectrum of ctystol pc.lloctiort tton~ .ritltrally r r n  clirlocotions to poly- 
crystalline! materials would be dcsirablcb. ' , i ~ t ~ c .  o t~ t  irnc and manpowt!t i\ t a ~ h e ~  testricttd, 
building up such iaci l i  ties has to be done* in  such a wcly tlrrrt orrly mi1101 dcvt?lopmerrt and 
construction of hardware i s  done by ~ J I  own and wc. sltot~ld tatlre~ rt:l y on cornmct ciall y 
available equipment. Besides focili tics to determitre ct ystol olic*r~ttrtion, one. of tilt* 
teclinique\ to study crystal petfectiorr in Irb~nr~ of mosaic s t ~ ~ ~ c t t ~ ~ c -  ortcl ortc- te.c.ltt~iqt~c. Irb 
dctermine Ji~locatiot\ dcnsi ties down to low Ic.vc*l\ sl~otrlcl rncctlt. r1v8 t i  lrrl,lf. . 
Crystal orientation i s  gcnr.rally dc!te!traittc!d hy t l ~ e *  I crctc. \jack tc!flt:c~iott ~e*r.J~nic(~tc., 
both poloroid and tegulor film cornera shotrld he ohtainr*d. A longs ~e-r, or~t i  c.ot\)orlc x -trry 
trrbe with point focus i s  prefcroblc; ~ h i r  c*q~~ipmc!nt i s  crvclilohlcb ttom Nolchlco, 6.1 . ( s t (  . 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR. ". 
UAH hat a Laue setup from Norelco in  operation. 'JVc are, however, using the con- 
tinouws spectrum of copper, which i s  not preferable due to the re\otively strong in-  
tensities of the CuK, and CUK lines i n  this continuum. Also, this radiation i s  relatively P 
soft, which makes surfoce preparation more cri tical. 
For studying mosaic structure of crystals, both the Schulz and Berg Bar re tt tech - 
nique seem to be preferable. 1 hese setups ale not ovailablc commercially. We hnvc,  
however, experimented with both of these tcchniques at UAH, t~nd 1hc.y con I,c built up 
relat~vely simply by us. For the Schulz scttrp a quai-point sotrrcc for ptclcrobly tburd, 
whi tcb rd ia t ion i s  required. The Berg method would rt*quirc* u n~orroclrrorr~u~ic lin t 
smrcc, which con also bc purchased. Two urlivcrsal ~oniornrbtcrr for Imth sample and 
lilrn moc~nting should be obtained. 
Studies on dislocation densities can be done by a variety of techniques as otjtlincd 
in the preceding paragraphs. The equipment fol such studies, however, has to be rather 
sophisticated. After checking with a variety ot x-ray supply companies, we have found 
the only setup commercially available i s  tlte Long camera from G.E. Since this technique 
i s  versatile and i s  useful for both mapping of larcp crystal slabs and detection of single: 
dislocations, this setup should be conridtrrc~~l. 
M-tly AgK radiation i s  used; on c?vcn hordc~ radiation would l,e prelerublc. u 
since wc ale dealing with relatively heavy c+lemc!nts (Bi, InSh, InBi , Gc, el'.). llho 
studies have lo be done in  transmissiot~ urld slalbs ot tl~esct nhcltc~ i c l l s  wi t l t  thi cknersc\ lc.\s 
than I mm hove to be prepured without producitl!j additio~lal dumagc i r t  both clystal sur- 
faces and bulk. This wil l  require ploper cut ling and su~  face proparation and the proper 
setups for each of the materials wil l have to be obtained. Catalo<p and price lists llovc: 
been obtained on those items and a rough t*stimate to set up the proposcd arlangements 
i s  about 25K to 30K. Since basic equipment, irlcludinO Laue camcrcls and variotls d i f -  
fraction canrocn, i s  already available at IJAH, setting c~p simi lo1 facili tier ( 1 1  I JAtl wot~ltl 
amounl to about 10K - 15K. 
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